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Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, na1-resident of the W. C. T. U..
Miss Willard’s work for the
No election will take
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a- xr
regular convention.The
afternoon papers of Feb. 18th
.mpathetic references to the
F >s Frances IF Willard.
They all
Miss WiLard’s death will
serious blow to the societies
d
she was connected_The
Miss Frances E. Willard was
ay in New York at the Broad««■ le.
The service was simple,
■vice will be held at Evanston,
any villages in Macedonia the
horribly tortured the people.
1,1 similar to that in
Armenia
(
'median W. J. iScanlan is
uetgert was sentenced for life at
Saturday. The Judge denied a
'i
a
new
trial.What is behave been an earthquake was
tord, Mass., at 5.30 a. m. Feb.
n
uoors
were
tnrown open,
•it tied and the earth had a
pertemble.NatC. Goodwin, the
Miss Maxine Elliott, the leadf bis company, were married in
O., Feb. 20th. The ceremony
med in the parlor of the bridal
Hollenden, Rev. 8. If. Precher,
the Euclid Avenue
Presbyterian
fticiating.The leport of the
»nd conference committee which
1
iy Feb. 13tli, at Boston and red a general cotton mill strike
it New England,
met with a
ftion at the meeting of the
in
Lowell
Union,
Feb. 18tb,
ed by a very decisive vote.
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the years roll by the Knights of Pythias
I
ball appears to get a tirraer hold upon the
people, and it is not to be wondered at when
j we consider that the officers of that
organiAs

zation spare no pains in arranging for these
events, and that they strive each year to
make some improvements on the balls of
previous years. The eleventh annual concert, drill and ball of Belfast Company,Uni-
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I caunot.
However, they were very few
in number, and it has rained and drizzled
almost incessantly throughout the winter
thus far, aud bids fair to continue.
Since 1 first wrote of Niles to The Journal, there has been a great material
change in the city. Its population basincreased until it now claims between seven
and eight thousand inhabitants.
There
are three very prosperous liues of street
cars, and every car is provided with cabs
for the motor man, which completely
protect iiitu from the weather, and this
is something you very seldom see ou
Eastern street cars. Property has doubled
and sometimes trebled in value, and block
after block of substantial stone-trimmed
brick has replaced the low wooden structures that met the eye when I first came
here; and three more large brick blocks
will be erected during the coming season.
Two large, handsome school
buildings,
three fine churches, and many residences
have been built during this time, much
paving aud sidewalks have been put
down, and the city will give its attention
to sewerage this year.
Many new industries have come into town, and business is
brisk in nearly every branch. Niles is
certainly enjoying a prosperous season;
not a boom, but a steady growth.
The city owns aud operates its own water-works. and electric light plant, aud in
consequence will soon have a unique law
suit on its hands.
For some time there
has been general complaint that the telein
phone system
vogue here gave very
poor results, and after nightfall was totally useless; and many business men have
even gone so far as to have them removed
from their offices and homes.
The city
recently gave a franchise to another company. which will at once erect a plant (or
whatever they call it) and will soon be
ready for business, which of course will
practically drive out the old company,
with cheaper rates, improved
service, etc.
Now comes Company No. 1 and asks that
the city lie enjoined from
operating its
electric light plant, (modest
request) alleging that through some defect iu the
that
the noise from them gets
dynamos,
into tlie telephone circuit,
rendering telephones useless after the lights are turned
on, as no one can hear what is said, for
the rumbling ami grumbling that is
passing over the wires. I am not familiar
enough with electrical matters to put it
technically, but this is the gist of the
matter, as I understand it.
This law suit is attracting much attention among electrical experts, and the
General Electric Company of New York
will send one of their best
lawyers here,
and the Brush Electric Company of Cleveland will send their attorney to aid the
city solicitor in defending the interests of
the city.
The balance of expert opinion seems to
be against the telephone
company, hut
who can tell what will come of a law
suit?
The outcome will
be awaited with
interest, but it will probably be a long
time before a final decision is rendered,
as it will doubtless be
fought clear to the
Supreme Court.
In the meantime there is still light in
the dark places, and will be in spite of
legal wrangles and tangles.
Dencie Mubgette Boynton.
Transfers in Keal

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Feb. 23, 1898:
Warren
W. Harding, Burnham, to Addie M. Harding, do.; laud in Burnham. Win. R. Coombs,
to Lillian M. Stewart,
Charlestown, Mass.;

laud in Islesboro.

Wm. R. Coombs to Laura

Trim, Bangor; land in Islesboro. Ivory
W. Coombs, Bangor, to Walter
Ross, do.;
land in Stockton.Springs. Geo. O.
Holmes,
Waldo,to James Trieliy,Swanville; land and
buildings in Swanville. Flora E. Roulstone,
Searsport, to A. E. Nickerson, Swanville;
land and buildings in Swanville. Andrew
C. Miles, Burnham, to Alice M. Hunt, PittsF.

field, land in Burnham.
Annual

Meeting.

Woman's Relief Corps, department of
Maine, held the first day’s session ot its annual meeting in Augusta, Feb. 17th. The attendance was not large. The day was devoted to addresses by Mrs. Pres. Colby and
the other officers, together with the exemThe

plification

of lhe unwritten work.
Commander L. T. Carleton of the G. A. R.,
department of Maine, addressed the meeting
at the forenoon session, Feb. 18tli. The fol-

Rank, Knights

formed

j

the stage, in lieu of a
curtain, were two large Hags, upon which
were the double triangles of the order in
evergreen. These triangles were lighted by
red aud white electric lights, and the white
letters “U. R. K. P." across the triangles
were made brilliant
by white incandescent
lights. The words “Belfast Company," and
emblems of the order, were in their usual
place at the foot of the stage. Streamers of
red, blue and yellow extended from the
centre, overhead, in all directions, and
smaller streamers of the same colors were

looped

upon

around

the top of the hall. Arms and drums

the

Wedding

Bells.

Thomas-Richards.
Mr.
Frederick F.
Thomas and Miss Annie C. Richards were
united in marriage at the Baptist
parsonage,
Saturday evening, Feb. 12th, Rev. F. M.
Preble officiating. Mr. Thomas, recently of

Rockport, proprietor of the “All Right
Cafe,” is a deservedly popular and successful young man.
Mrs. Thomas, whose home
was formerly iD
Searsmont, has resided in

Camden for the last few years, and is a
young lady of engaging personality and estimable character. They will reside on Elm
street, where the congratulations of their
many friends will follow them. fCamden
Herald.

gallery

and

hung in various places about the walls,
and the company’s banner was suspended at
the rear of the balcony rail. The words and
'87. Belfast Company. ’08,” were
dates,
surrounded by a graceful festoon of ribbons
on the wall above the rear
balcony. An interesting and very convenient arrangement
bower of evergreen trees, in which a
flowed over a circular cake
of ice upon a pyramid of rocks and made a
very pretty fountain. The woodland effect
was heightened by the he'ad of a deer
peering through the trees and a squirrel saucily
was a

stream of water

perched

upon

a

bough.
OFFICERS

RECEPTION TO

AND

VISITORS.

o’clock Belfast Company appeared
ami marched into the hall to music by the
Belfast Band. After saluting the audience,
the company was drawn up across the hall,
At 8

to receive the

and Battalion officers
These entered and were received with due honors, as follows:
Col. Elmer Small, Assistant Commissary
General.
Maj. Matthew W. Welch of the Second
Battalion.

and

Brigade

visitors.

A.

Stevens, Sergeant Major

E.

Major

to

Welch.

Keyes Company, U. R., Iv. of P., Rockland, Capt. R. R. Ulmer, commanding.
THE

CONCERT

BY THE BELFAST BAND.

To many

present the most interesting and
enjoyable feature of the evening was the
concert by the Belfast Band, in which they
presented a carefully selected program in a
manner which added fresh laurels to their
fame.

The

instruments

new

were

used for

public, and proved to be*f
excellent quality in a 1 respects.
The fo.lowiug numbers were given:
1. Overture to William Tell,
Rossini
the first time in

2
.'V
4.

“Tarantelle,”
Selection, “El Capitan,”
Ballet Music from William Tell,

5.

Rag Time Frolic,

Juiien

Sousa

Casey
Tracey

arr.

THE DRILL BY BELFAST

COMPANY.

The drill by the Belfast Company was one of
the finest ever given in this city. The lines
were kept in perfect dress and order at a
times, and the movements were so we. 1
timed that but one sound was heard when
the swords of more than a score of Knightswere brought into each of the many positions
called for by the manual. Many of the old
familiar movements of the army tactics
were performed, and a few were presented
for the first time before a Belfast audience.
Every movement was carried out with the
utmost precision, and the perfection of the
company in this drill speaks weil for the
efficiency of the captain, Francis H. Welch,
and the perseverance and adaptability of
the Sir Knights, one and all, to military
manceuvers.
The officers of Belfast Company in the drill were as follows.
Captain, Francis H. Welch.
First Lieutenant, Win. A. Kimball.
Second Lieutenant, Duncan McAndless.
Guard, Win. M. Welch.
Sentinel, Arthur C. Whitney.
THE

innovation

An

was

HALL.

introduced this year in

having the band lead
march, taking a position

off

in

the

grand

the centre of the
hall for the “circle” which followed. The
march was headed by Col. Small and Mrs.
Frank R. Wiggiu. The music for the remainder of the dances was by the Belfast
Theatre Orchestra, with the addition of
Messrs. C. U. Soule, Brst violin and W. H.
Marston, double bass, both of Waterville.
The dance order contained twenty-three
numbers.
Although it was in no sense a
dress ball the costumes of the ladies were
in

all very becoming.
In some of the dances
upwards of a hundred couples were on the

floor.

lowing officers

were
elected: President,
Addie V. Grant, Biddeford ; senior vice president, Alice S. Gilman, Oakland; junior
vice president, Nellie M. Carleton, Wintli
rop; treasurer, Almeda Berry, Biddeford;
secretary, Mary Pillsbury, Biddeford; chaplain, Susan W. Merrick.

front of the

were

|

Pottle, J. A. Montefiore, J. K. Dennett, W.
J. Clifford, L. H. Colcord, F. E. Ellis.
Reception committee, Elmer Small, A. E.
Bicknell, J. K. Dennett, M. R. Knowlton,
Elisha Sherman.
Committee on arrangements, Elmer Small,
chairman, F. H. Welch, A. B. Bicknell, W.
A. Kimball, J. K. Dennett, E. T. Hatch, J.
S. Burrows, W. M. Welch, L. H. Colcord, A.
C. Whitney, A. A. Knight.

the supriSR.

From 10 to 12

o’clock

excellent supper
room extemporized
the stage behind the curtain. Landlord
M. R. Knowltou of the Windsor Hotel was
the caterer, and the tables were in charge of
Ernest E. Burgess. Following is the menu :
was

served in

a

an

dining

on

Oysters (Raw) lemon points.

Cold Turkey

Celery
Apples

Cold Ham

Cold

Tongue

Chicken Salad
Oiives
Pickles
Hot Rolls
Ice Cream and Assorted Cake
Tea

Oranges
Milk

the

Coffee

Grapes

managers.

The Sir Knights who managed the affair
worked in the following positions :
Floor director, Frank R. Wiggiu.
Aids, F. H. Welch, Elmer Small, W. A.
Kimball, W. M. Welch, F. G. Mixer, N. J.

NUMBER^T
business
[ the
Sawyer & Co.

obituary.
Mrs. Ada F. Smith died at her home in the
Washburn house on Court street
February
16th at the age of 41 years and 10 months.
Mrs. Smith was a native of Union, a
daughter of the late Jerome Burrows. She married Frank U. Smith in Boston in 1881, and
before coming to Belfast, six years
ago, they
had lived in Medford and
Whitman, Mass.
Mr. Smith is foreman of the sole leather

Many of the Rockland Knights came up
Monday afternoon on steamer M. & M.; room in Critchett, Sibley & Co’s, shoe facothers, who did not like the appearance of tory and has the confidence and esteem of
the weather, drove from Camden by teams. all who know him and the sympathy of the
The roster of Keyes Company as it ap- entire community in his bereavement. Mrs.
peared in the hall at the reception was as Smith was a model wife, devoted to her
follows: Capt. R. R. Ulmer; Lieutenant, W. home and family, and
greatly enjoyed the
O. Abbott; Sergeants. Geo. P. White, J. W. small social
gatherings of relatives and
Packard; Privates, Geo. A. Flint; Roland friends. Her pleasant manner and cheerful
V. Follett, Geo. N. Blethen, H. W. Healey, disposition made for her
many devoted
John Brennan, Jas. A. TrowbridgJ. A. friends,—all who knew her
spoke of her in
Stover, H. B Eaton.
terms of endearment. In her death the husThe storm Monday, which was more se- band loses a true aud
loving companion, and
vere outside the city than
here, deterred the sisters and brother one who, since the
quite a number from attending. Brooks death of the parents, has stood in the place
was represented by Dr. A. E and Mrs. Kilof a mother. The sisters are Mrs. Frank C.
gore and Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Michaels,
Andrews of Wollaston, Mass., Miss Georgia
many who had bought tickets remaining at Burrows of Larehmount, N. Y., and the
home for fear of being snow-bound. Thirtybrother, Joseph S. Burrows of Belfast. The
two of the Rockland knights had
signified funeral was held at her
late home Sunday
their intention of coming, blit only
fourteen,
with three ladies, braved the storm.
afternoon, and there w'as a large attendance

Pythias, was given
Belfast Opera House Monday evening,
Feb. 21st, and as above intimated, was an
Frances E. Willard Dead.
improvement in some respects on any that
New York, Feb. 17. Miss Frances E.
have preceded it.
The decorations of the hall, while of the Willard, toe president of the World’s and
National Women’s Christian Temperance
same general nature as in
previous years, Union, who had been suffering from an attack of influenza, with gastric complications,
were more elaborate, and some features
were
added which made the effect very beautiful. died this morning shortly after midnight at
the Empire hotel, this city.
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At the bedside of Miss Willard at the
time of her death was her niece, Mrs. W. W
Baldwin, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, vice president of the W. C. T. U., Miss Anna M. Gordon, Miss Willard’s secretary and Dr. Alfred K. Hill.

Miss Willard had been ill for about three

weeks. She had the best medical care and
treatment that could be given, but in
spite
of all efforts she grew gradually worse until

her demise.
There will be funeral services in New
York city and later in Evanston, 111., her
home, where the body will be taken.
Frances Elizabeth Willard

was

born in

Churchvilie, N. Y., Sept. 28, 1839, She was
graduated at Northwestern Female college,
Evanston, 111,, in 1859, became professor of
of natural science in 1862, and was principal
of Genesee Wesleyan semiuary in 1866-7.
The following two years she
spent in foreign
travel, giving a part of the time to study in
Paris, and contributing to periodicals.
In 1871-74, she was professor of aesthetics
in Northwestern University and dean of the
woman’s college where she
developed her
system of self-government which had been
other
educators.
adopted by
Miss Willard left her profession in 1874 to
identify herself with the W. C. T. U., serving as corresponding secretary of the organization

until

president.

1879 and since that time

as

the death of her brother, Oliver A.
Willard, in 1879, she succeeded him as editor
of the Chicago Evening Post. Since 1882
she has been a member of the
legislative
committee of the Prohibition party. In 1886
she accepted the
leadership of the White
Cross movement in her own unions.
In 1888 she was made president of the
American branch of Tlie International council of Women and of the World’s Christian
Temperance Union which she had founded
Ou

ten years ago.
Besides many paraphb<
and contributions to magazines and trie press, Miss Willard
has published
“Nineteen Beautiful
Years,” a tribute to her sister: “Women anti
Temperance,” “How to Win” and “Women in the Pulpit.”

Chicago, III., Feb. 21. Frances E. Willard gave her estate by will to the W. C. T.
I
It amounts to $20,(100 in money and real
estate.
Of this amouut $2,000 is in cash.
It. was the purse given Miss Willard ou her
fiftieth birthday by the women of the country, and is the keeking of Miss Cornelia Dow
of Portland, Me., the official custodian in the
East of the Willard fund. The will was
made a year ago, and a codicil was added
after the Buffalo convention. On that occasion Miss Willard said she would give
Rest Cottage, her Evanston home, valued at
$17,000, to <yd in the purchase of the temple,
and this she has done by the codicil.
The codicil is so drawn that t e temple
Trustees may or may not accept the offering,
and they are unwilling to avail themselves
of it.

If they decline to take the proffered fortune,
by the provisions of the original
will, jointly to Miss Willard’s private secretary, Miss Anna A. Gordon, and to Mrs.
Mary B. Willard of Berlin, Germany, the
it will go,

widow of her only brother, Oliver, who are
a life interest in its income.
At their
deaths the estate will revert to the treasury
of the National Woman’s Christian Tem-

given

Union.

perance

Captain William Meyers
Denies Certain Statements About His Barkentine.

Capt. William Meyers, who is the
ing owner of the barkentine Mabel
and whose

is

managI. Mey-

and
the
following statement, which he says has been
published in a paper, not the Journal, and
sent to him anonymously:
ers,

master of the

son

ship,

is

an

owner

indignant

in

over

ISarkentme Mabel I. Meyers,
discharging
her cargo of saltar. National Dock into small
schooners for shipment, to Gloucester and
other places, is largely owned by a father
and son of the name carried by the vessel,
and are a thrifty couple of Yankees living
at Searsport, Me.
Since the craft came in
from Turk’s Isiand the owners have not expended a cent to ship brokers, provision
dealers, chandlery stores, etc., the business
end of the vessel beiug carefully looked after
by the elder gentleman.”
In conversation with a Journal reporter
yesterday, Capt. William Meyers said:
“Although we ‘do not expend a cent on
brokers, provision dealers, chandlery stores,
etc., etc., according to the writer, we, nevertheless, leave from $4500 to $6500 in the port
of Boston every voyage we have made here,
and most certainly the vessel must be fitted
with all necessary seagoing stores from some
source.

“Perhaps the writer would not care to
compare ton for ton, the money left bv English steamers with that we or
other
American sailing vessel leaves in port; if he
does, we imagine that he will not care to
make the result known.
“While in Buenos Ayres, South America,
the last voyage, the report of the projected,
discriminative duty reached the port, and
producers made haste to secure all available
American touuage.m order lo reap the benefits of this proposed duty.
Freight was not
so much of a factor.
But when the discrim-

any"

inative cloud passed, we were politely told,
with others of the fieet, on our arrival in the
Brazil, that English steamers would carry
the sugar forward.
“If our Government in its legislation has
so far forgotten us that
English steam tonnage is to be given preference, and American sail used as a Jack in the
pinch, it becomes
necessary that we use all honest
means to lessen our
expenses in order to
keep our vessel free from debt.

“Although we are going along so economically, as the writer says, on my little vessel,
coming into the port of Boston with a freight
of 1450 tons, I have to pay, for
sailing an
American bottom, through American
waters,
into

an

American port, the

sum

[Boston Journal.

English

as

She is

.spoke

of $82 08.”

In

Bath.

Frenchman asked Baggage Master Leydon if he was the “depot” and iuformed
him he was going away “on ze
telegraph
wire.” Said that he had “been in Florida
moB of ze rest of ze wintaire.”
[Bath IndeA

pendent.

of sincere mourners present. Rev.Geo.S.Mil Is
officiated. The interment will be at Union.
The two sisters of the deceased, Mr. Smiths’

brother, Lawrence A. Smith of Brockton,
Mass., and Mr. Burrows of Thomaston, an
uncle of Mrs.Smith, came to Belfast to attend
the funeral. The floral offerings were very
beautiful, and included the following: A
pillow with the word “Rest” from the husband; Easter and calla lilies from the sisters ; a crescent from the brother; pink roses
from Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar; standing cross from friends in Mr.
Smith’s department in the shoe factory; a
large wreath from Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Smith
of Brockton, Mass.; mound of flowers from
Mr. and Mrs. Selwin Thompson and Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Marden; white pinks from Linwood Thompson; star from Mr. and Mrs. C.
1. Burrows, Rockland; wreath from Mr. aud
Mrs. H. V. Gardner, Providence R. I.;
panel of pinks from Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Harlow, Auburn; basket of flowers from
Mr. aud Mrs, D. R. Harris, Providence,
R. I.; white pinks, W. H. West; pink roses
from Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett; white pinks
from Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Shaw; basket of
flowers from Mr. aud Mrs. Joseph Tyler;
basket of flowers from Belfast Company No.
2, U. R., K. of P.; yellow' daffodils from
Mrs. F. E. Cottrell; basket of flowers from
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Mathews; carnations
from Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Welch; white dove
and ribbon with motto “At Rest” from Mrs.
R. H. Moody; basket of flowers from Mr.
and Mrs. J. G. Paul and Mr. and Mrs. C. N.
Black.

Carr,

Eli

and

the second

oidest

man

in Paler-

citizen,died at his
home in North Palermo Feb. 14, 1898, at tlie
advanced age of 91 years, 9 mouths and 28
days. He wap a sou of Francis Ritchie Carr
and was the last surviving member of his
father’s family of ten children—four boys
mo,

much esteemed

a

girls. His father was boru at Goffstown, N.H., 1772, and was one of the early
settlers of Ballstown
(now
Whitetield)
where the subject of this sketch was burn

under the name of D. G.
until the death of the senior
partner. Selling out to O. T. Brown, the
latter did not resume active mercantile life
until 1893, when the firm of Sawyer &
McLellan was formed. The following year
the block since occupied by them was built.

PERSONAL.
Ross Sanborn came borne from
Bangor
Monday for a short visit.
James S. Harriman, Esq.,
Tuesday on business.

Charles Clark of this city died very suddenly last Thursday evening. He called at
the house of George W. Wise to spend the
evening and was barely seated when his
bead and arms dropped helplessly. He was
placed upon a lounge and a physician

Mrs. Velzora Mitchell went to Portland
to visit friends.

Mrs. James H. Cunningham went to Portland yesterday for a short visit.

Charles Russell of Lawrence, Mass., visited friends ir Belfast the first of the
week.
Prank J. Starrett left
for a busi-

and worked in the. ship-yards as a carpenter. He made a few trips to Virginia to
About twenty-live
get out ship timber.
years ago he began fishing and of late years
has spent liis summers fishing at Matinicus

trip
points.

Hill, where

our

departed

friend

spent about
Feb. 18, 1884,

eighty-five years of his life.
he married Miss Betsey Moore of

Whitetield,

born in Edgecomh August 27, 1811.
Eight children were born to them, and as
the years rolled by they welcomed grandchildren to their home. February 18, 1884,
they celebrated their golden wedding. After
who

was

living together

more

fifty-nine

than

Miss Leo la Whitmore arrived home Sat-

campon Wheaton’s Island, ami his
winters in Belfast. For a few years past he
a

power

for

his

religion under
of

happiness.

He

the labors of

Jefferson and

experienced

Rev.

E. Trask

baptized July 5, 1855,
stream at the foot of the hill,
his companion united with the
First Baptist church of Palermo, of which
they were worthy members. He held several town offices and in 1857 served a term
in the State legislature.
He was not only a
neighbor to those who lived about him, blit
was a personal friend in sickness or financial
need, and ever ready toimpirt knowledge
to those who sought his advice. His mind
was clear and he could remember the days
in the

and

was

tiowing

with

of his

youth

and the

scenes

that

transpired

all along the pathway of life. He had enjoyed good health until last January when
he was taken with heart disease, which
caused his death.
He is survived bv three

Springfield, Mass., H. R.
Carr, and one daughter, Mrs.

sons—Riualdo of

Carr, C.

E

Rowe of Palermo. The funeral serheld Friday at the church; sermon by Rev. Albert Leach of China from
the text Revelation 14 and 13. The iuterment was in the Smith cemetery in the
family lot. The funeral services were to
have been held at the Baptist church last
Thursday week, but owing to the storm and
blizzard of last week the roads were impassable, and as but few were present the funeral
Ellen

vices

was

were

postponed

until next

day.

relatives from out of town

None of the

present except his son Riualdo of Springfield, Mass.,
who arrived before the storm by train. He
returned

last

where he is
[A. G.

an

were

Saturday to Massachusetts,
inspector in the U. S. Armory.

em-

Orrin J. Dickey, local reporter of the
Age,
confined to the house the past week
by
illness.
was

boarded while in Belfast in the family of
Thomas Bates. He was a very quiet, unoshas

H. W. Mansfield of
Unity entered the
freshman class at the University of Maine
this term.

good

him in

high esteem,

and though lie made few intifriends those who knew him best respected and honored him most. He was a
member of Phieuix Lodge of Masons.

Alderman J. F. Me Keen, who has been ill
months, is able to ride out on pleas-

mate

several
ant

The funeral was held at his late home near
Peirce street Sunday afternoon, Rev. Geo.
S. Mills officiating. He leaves one brother
iu the West and two sisters in Aroostook.

days.

Ananda Mudgett returned to Ranfrom a \ isit to her
sister, Mrs.
John Dolli T.
Mrs.

ge.r

Monday

H. L. Know 1 ton of
Cambridgeport,
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. Knowltou.
Dr.

Mass.,

Thomas H. Haskell, youngest son of the
late Jacob Haskell, a former resident of
Mrs. G. G. Winslow attended the RockBelfast who went to Kansas more than
land District Epworth League convention in
thirty years ago, died at bis borne in Topeka Waldoboro
last week.
Feb. 15th from the effects of a paralytic l
Wellington Diusmcre returned to Watershock, which he sustained several months
He rallied from it and was able to go ville last week after a visit of several days
ago.
about some, and his friends hoped that he to relatives in this city.
Dr. E. L. Stevens is in Boston
might recover and be spared to them for
taking
special instructions in treatment of hernia
many years; but be was taken down again
about two weeks before his death and could according to the “Fidelity” method.
not rally.
His brother, Albert C. Haskell,
L. L. Gentner was able to walk out a little
and his sister, Mrs. Bettie St. John, were
last Friday, after being confined to the house
with him the last week of his life, which
several weeks by a stomach trouble.
w'asagreat satisfaction to him. He leaves
C. W. Wescott, cashier of the Belfast Naa wife, two sons, and the brother and sister
tional Bank, was the guest of
Joseph Wilalluded
to
in
already
Kansas, three sisters
liamson, Jr., iu Augusta, over Sunday,
Mrs. Martha H. B. Davis iu Pittsfield, Mrs.
Hugh D. McLellan went to Portsmouth,
Mary A. Patterson in Belfast and Mrs. Emily
C. French in Del Norte, Goi. His age was ill N. H last Friday and returned Tuesday.
Superintendent. Brick taught the High
years and 4 months, f.i. s. d.
school Monday.
Mr. Daniel Mansur of Monroe died Feb.
Mrs. Lena Haney Whitney b fr : ist week
17th, aged 7b years and 5 months. He was for her home in
Big Timber. Montana. Si
born in Monroe and had always lived there.
will visit relatives and friend" n ] 'rt:.»»>»:
He was a hard working, industrious farmer,
Boston and Chicago en rmit-e.
owning a nice farm a little out of the village,
j
I.. t
.Tones <. f Bro >ks has been m Belfast
and by his industry had accumulated a !
and v icinity the past two weeks in the ingood property. His first wife was ,i NV;il
terests of the Bnion Mutual Life Insurance
ley, sister of the late Mrs. McKetmey, win
Co.
He reports a large number of polh ich
married afterwards Mr. DolliiV.
By this
I union he hail three children, and two sur- ! written.
C. S. Bickford went to Boston yesterday,
I vive him.
He afterward married Emma
Stearns and they had two ehildreu, both ai d will attend the annual i- uin u »f tin

j

living

home,

at

a

girl

of

IT

and

a

buy

of 23

The funeral services were held at
the church lastJ Sunday, conducted by Bev.

years.

I

mversity of Maim- Alumni Assoc.at .m ot
vicinity at the Barker House n

Boston and

day,

and the

College Fraternity

to-mor

ow

J. 1*. Simouton of
have the

Wiuterport. The family
sympathy of all in their bereave-

Proposed Creamery

Branch

at

Mills

ment.

Elmira A. Goddard, formerly of
Hampden, was burned to death in her house
Mrs.

at

Walpole, Mass., Feb. 14th while
the house. Her daughter, who lives

South

alone in
with

her, was ijway for a short time. As
the house sat in a hollow quite a distance
from any other, the tire was not discovered
until too late to

save

der any assistance.
last survivor of her

the
Mrs.

building

or

Goddard

to

was

ren-

the

family, being a sister of
the late Capt. Noah Emery of Bangor, and
Mrs. James H. Sewall of Hampden.

years

wife ilied Dec. 7, 1894, leaving the husband sad and lonely to pursue life’s journey
alone, although bis children did all iu their

tlie

other

and

urday from Boston, where she has been
ployed.

and six

April 1(>, 180b. In 1812 his father moved his
Palermo and settled on Maiden
family

Friday
Portland, Boston

to

ness

ago

a

E. Freeman and wife of Rockland
friends in Belfast the past week

Dr. F.
visited

for. Dr. E. L. Stevens arrived iu a
very few minutes, but Mr. Clark was dead
when he arrived. Deceased came to Belfast
from Aroostook county about thirty years

tentatious man, strictly honest, and
citizen.
Ail who knew him held

Lewis-

in

yesterday

sent

having

was

ton

Mrs. Jane Crosby Angier,who died in Dorchester, Mass., Feb. 14, aged 87, was a daughter of the late Judge William Crosby, and
was born in Belfast, Oct. 3, 1810.
Since the
death of her mother, which occurred here
Nov. 2, 1877, at the age of 94, she had resided with her niece, Mrs. F. A. Hatch at
Savin Hill, Dorchester. Her last visit to
her native city was about eight years since,
j

The farmers in the vbinity <>f
Mills met Feh. 11th to consider t!:<of establishing .t creamery the-was a
i.

large attendance.

.n<

industry,

I'n.

iudntg

umber of farmer."' wives, who

interested in the

Branch
.|!iest:.-i<
g

<•

re

lb

are nit

developmec.

,.i

the

and

especially in th- ntr -d u *,-m,
ot means to take its labor and .-are 11.• m
i
farm to the factory. The agri. ultural »• i.tor
of the Maine Farmer was present- and addressed the a^sembU on the merits of the

dairy business, its adaption to that vicinity,
advantages of the eo-operuti\ system
of making and. selling the product, and the
methods through which the associated work

the

is carried
canvass

liminary

on.

It

voted to g ahead with a.
and with other steps prepermanent urganiz ition, and a
was

for cows,
to

a

committee to make the
as

follows: W. A.

canvass

Nelson,

Silas

was

«

hoseii,

Bowb-rand

Bradstreet of Balermo, Martin Wet
Jones, W. H. Jones and W. s
.Jones of China, Otis L Meader, Albion.
George Thompson, Liberty. Another well
attended meeting was held in the.
evening,
Charles Durham, whodied in Boston, Jan. i with "Butter Cows and their
Feed, as the
7, 1898,was born in Belfast, Jan. 7, 1828. His ! subject for consideration. It- was addressed
father, Jonathan Durham, sou of John Dur- by W.H. Moody of Liberty, the Waldo memham, one of the first settlers, died here Nov. ber of the Board of Agriculture, and Mr. Gil3, 18bo, and his mother, Mrs. Eunice Dur- bert, great interest being manifested in the
ham, a native of Gouldsboro, died in Boston, presentation. As the result <>f these meetApril 23, 1887, aged 97 years.
ings there will no doubt be a well equipped
creamery established at Branch Mills at an
The Office of Road Commissioner.
early day. The Maine Farmer from which \\ e
get these details, says of the locality :
The law of 1897 providing for the election
Branch Mills is a quiet little hamlet
pleasby ballot at the annual town, meeting of a antly located on the line between the town
road commissioner provides for a new town of Palermo on the east and China on the
officer and is at this time causing consider- west. This village is the centre of a considerable circuit of country ami heretofore has
able interest. Following are the provisions
been left out of easy reach by the railroads
of chapter 239, public laws of
1897, relating that have circled around it at a distance,
without affording the advantages of
yet
to this office:
easy and quick communication so necessary
Sect. 4. Each town at its annual meeting to modern
enterprise and thrift. Augusta

shall

elect, by ballot,

a

road commissioner

who shall have charge of the repairs of all
highway and bridges within the town and

authority to employ the necessary
teams, and purchase timber, plank
and other material for the repair of
high- j
ways and bridges. Said commissioner shall
be sworn to the faithful discharge of his
duty, give bonds to the satisfaction of the
selectmen, and be responsible to them for
the expenditure of money, ami discharge of
his duties generally. The compensation of
said commissioner shall be such sum as the
town shall annually vote therefor, which
sum shall, in
no case
he less than two
dollars per day, of every day of actual serand
he
shall
render
to the selectmen
vice;
shall have
men

and

Allen J. Sawyer died at his home in
Old Town Feb. 12th. He had been in ill monthly statements of his expenditures, and
receive no money from the treasury only on
health for some time. The Old Town the order of
selectmen.
Enterprise says of the deceased :
Sect. 5. No person (ran at the same time
hold
the
office of road commissioner and
Mr. Sawyer had reached the advanced
selectman.
age of 72 years and had been engaged in
Seed. 0. Seventy-five per cent, of the highactive business in this city for over 40 years,
way taxes assessed shall be expended upon
part of the, time with his brother, and later the highways prior to the fifteenth
day of
with Mr. Geo. McLellan, Mr. Sawyer was a
July, and the balance at such time as the
leading,influential, business man, and was commissioner deems for the best good of the
specially interested in the Baptist church, public.
always giving freely for the support of all
Sect. 7. If a town fails to elect a road comgood works. His presence will be greatly missioner at its annual meeting, or if a
missed by his large circle of friends. He person elected fails to
qualify before the first
leaves a widow, one son, Enoch Sawyer,
day of April, the office shall he deemed
and one daughter, Mrs. Geo. McLellan, who
vacant, and shall be filled by the selectmen
have the sympathy of a large circle of
by appointment; and in the event of a vacanfriends. During the funeral services, which
cy caused by death or otherwise, the selecttook place at his late residence oh
High men shall appoint some competent person
street, Tuesday afternoon, many places of to fill out the
unexpired term, who shall
business in the city were closed out of
qualify and perform his duties as prescribed
respect for the memory of the deceased. by section four of this act.
Rev. E. A. Davis officiated at the services.
Sect. 8. Said commissioner shall
keep
Allen J. Sawyer was born in
Monroe, Me., accurate accounts, showing in detail all
aud went while yet a young man to Califormoneys paid out by him, to whom aud for
nia. Returning from the west he formed a
what purpose; he shall settle his accounts
partnership with his brother, Daniel G., on or before the twentieth day of
February,
in the grocery business at Great Works.
By annually, and the same shall be reported in
the failure of the Dwinel concern, the brother the annual
town report in detail.
lost every thing, and
Sect. 9. Said commissioner shall hold his
shortly went West
again, engaging in farming. In 1801, after respective office for the term of one
having returned to Old Town and connected from the date of his election, or until year
the
themseives in business with Chas. Fiske,
election, or appointment, and qualification
they bought out the latter and conducted of his successor.

G. A.

her,

1. O.

is seventeen miles away, Waterville still
further, Belfast twenty-six and the Knox
and Lincoln rails far out of reach thirty-two
miles away. The locality round about the
centre of winch we are speaking is a good
farming country, and in it are to be found
the usual complement <>f
enterprising,
thrifty, well-to-do farmers. With the exception of such milling and trade as every
community needs, farming is the almost, exclusive business of its people.
The recent opening of the Wiscasset and
Quebec narrow gauge rail toad now taps this
section of the country, and its Palermo station is at the village ol Branch Mills
As is
always the case with the advent of lvilroad
communication the citizens of the locality
are waking up to their
opportunities, and
are already moving to tak*advantage of
them.

The Shoe

Trade.

Dun’s Review reports for the week * tid1 *.»111: Shipments of boots and slices
from Boston in February have been the
largest ever known at this season, exceeding those of 18JMI by 4 12 per cent., and those

ing Feb.

by 1G per cent., and heavy buying iH
reported in women’s light shoes, greater
than in any previous year. Some makers
have sold half the annual product in men’s
shoes, though others have done little or
nothing, tillable to get prices they desire
The range of prices for men’s boots and
of 181*2

shoes

have advanced

an average of about 2
per pair. Leather is practically
unchanged, ami hides change very little at
Chicago, with Colorado and buff a shad*'

12 cents

lower.

The ice houses of the Belfast Creamery%
the egg coolers, hotels, etc., are being tilled
from Goose River, below the bridge. The
ice is 18 inches

thick, very clear and weigh**
from 500 to GOO pounds to the cake.

Editorial Notes.
There is

no

report yet from those silver

who went to

statesmen

most earnest supporter of the beet-Bugar
industry, and thousands of its leaders who
are studying this subject in the interests

Japan

last

summer

production

in the

engaged

of those

are

[Correspondence of The Journal.]

hack their valuable information until the

under

the

averaged

favored

Diugley
million

a

day,

a

dmmg the year, there is good reason
to expect that the Treasury will soon
begin to grow a surplus.

sugar
ported from Hawaii since sugar from that
island has come iu free for many years.

men, whatever their past
party affiliations, will cordially co-operate
this fall in the nomination and election

Sound-mouey

men

of their views

Our Washington Letter.

(t Washington, 1). C., Feb. 21, 1898.
Some of Mr. Bryan’s Democratic friends
and associates who have had practical

question. This is made absolutely necessary by the fact that the Populists, Silverites, and Democrats are preparing to cooperate in the coming campaign tor members of Congress.

business experience in Mexico do not
agree with the glowing picture which he
brought back from that country, nor do

Bank clearings last month in 72 cities
a gain of 33

agree with his theory that the free
coinage of silver is responsible for whatever of apparent or real prosperity exists

they

of the United States showed
per cent,
cent,

Ex-Congressman McShane,
formerly represented the Omaha,

January, 1897, aud 30 per there.

over

January, 1890;

over

and

Saturday.

of

Pullman

train

vestibuled

A solid

very soothing
At other places the

sleepers,

are

and dining car, provide even
library
more comfort than you will find in some
car

Pleases the Taste

37 per cent,

who
Ne-

Last year l
with wide, open interest.
This
went directly through to tiie coast.

as a

Vegas,

deserts,

you round

as

see a

that the

seen

taken in the conclusion at which he arrives. Considering the fact that Mr. Mc-

asser-

tions of the Democratic orators and newspa pels in the campaign of 189<» were en-

old emperor of the Aztecs.
das with glass screens to

keep

perfect
b

veran-

oil'

is looked upon by the officials of
tin* Department of Agriculture at Washterests

ington as simply another instance of the
hostility of that country to American

back of if,
fostering of the Diaz administration it is

largely

The excuse for this action is,
pr 'ducts.
ft in investigations made, without any
f■ *oi;s;:«> ion.

pi\ ducts wherever opportunity
oilc;ai.d if opportunity does not offer,
Yu

be

made.

This action

the

on

part of the Prussian officials is similar to
action
taken sometime- since affecting
Ameiican

its.

m-

Strenuous

ico is

efforts have

so ms

success

that

time

has been met with.

Germany,

well

as

It

as

figure;

it

can't help being on that kind of a basis,
but i should be sorry to see the United
States rcsoii to any such policy.

been made by the Government to have
these unjust restrictions removed, but indifferent

silver basis does not

a

on

years of experience in that country has forever set me against the adoption of a monetary system which is not
Ten

all

other countries which seek to discriminate
against American goods in particular,

The disease which is most fatal to
kind is

known

commonly

tion,” and the greatest enemy
tuberculosis

atmosphere.
same

bacilli

is

all the admitted assets of
the company at their actual value... $446,397 39
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.

to

amount of unpaid losses and claims,
Amount required to safely re insure all

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus. 185.*64 37
Capital actually paid up in cash. 200,000 00
Surplus beyond capital. 60.533 02

the

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus.
$446,397 39
Desirable risk written at current rates by
l lilll) ATWOOD. Agent. Winterport. 6

the

burning deserts of Sahara,
altitude is nearly seven thousand
the

as

but the

only in dispute amou. the leading nations feet above sea
level, and that is what preof the world, but which is about to be disvents the great heat.
But on the other
carded by countries like Japan, Brazil,
hand there are no extremes of temperaand some of the smaller Spanish-American
ture; the summer is not excessively warm,
from her position taken, the President governments that were formerly on a
j and the nights are. always cool enough to
silver
basis.
The
masses in Mexico are iu |
w ill shar ply retaliate, as he is
empowered
make blankets necessary; while the winter
a worse condition than I
trust will ever
to do under the present tariff law.
to make it
are mild

should be given to understand that this
Government will not admit of such procedure, and it is probable that unless
Germany in this case promptly recedes

enough
very
da£s
laboring population. This I j
agreeable to sit out of doors with wraps
can explain by referring to matters that
on.
The scientific explanation of the arid
have come under ray personal observation.
When the Sherman purchasing act belt of the west, is that it lies between the

befall our

Here is

table which every farmer will
want to paste is bis hat for reference.
It
show's the sales to other parts of the
world of products of agriculture by the
a

farmers of the United .States

during

was

dollar

tli

-•!

despite the insistence

low tar

I.Mring the

:

1

cultivates

i.st

foreign

our

ti

£1.21, and

years ago, silver
a
United States

worth in Mexico 100 ceuts in

was

we

employed about TOO

in

men

our

mines,

their pay ranging from £1 to £2.50 per
day. It took approximately £10,000 a

Democrats

*.t

seven

Mexican money. The dollars of the two
countries were on a parity.
At this time

and .lie first year of McKinley’s.
It will
he observed, t.jar. the years jsoj and 1>!<7
far exceed any year during ('Iceland's
'•im,

worth

was

the

last year of President Harrison's administration, the four years of Cleveland’s,

♦

in foice, some

month to meet the pay-roll.
t > cancel this expense was

lde.

year of President If.mi

The money
shipped from

season

total

here is in June and

precipitation

July,

but the

for the year

only

twelve and one-half inches, totally inadequate for the production of crops. But
with irrigation, agriculture is a success,
and the hotel has
which
milk

butter.

dairy
vegetables,

fine ranch and

the table with

supplies
and

a

The

river,
exchanged for £10,000
son’s term the exportation of products of
of Mexican coin.
We operated general flowing through the canon, supplies a
.*gr icuh me a as larger than in any prevery pure and large supply of water, which
men I :tmii.se stores along with our mineding yea; n the history of the country,
is pumped into a large rock reservoir on
and
the
at
time
I
ing concern,
speak of,
Omaha, and it

was

Galiiuas

«

whib* during the four years of Cleveland
he
fell off fh m 100 to 150 million per

annum,
of

increasing again

McKinley protection

than

country

to

Tire

figures

official

of the Bureau of statistics of
the Treasury Department, and are worth
statements

remembering
They

are as

and

keeping

repeal of the purchasing clause of the

for reference.

PRODUCTS OF

gates
have

AGRICULTURE.

1892 .$712,539,832
619,135,633
573.687 474
545,715,881
1890. 004,962,505
1847.
730,323,514

1893
1894
1895

Farmers who liud

difficulty

bacon for

pound.

a

Sherman act.

follows:

EXPORTATION oi

employees

,

in under-

Our

pay-roll

£10,000 a month.
shipped ns a like

still aggreTo meet this we

of United
States money, and here is where the point
of difference comes in.
Instead of exsum

employes

showing the large number of ocean- half
going vessels fitted with refrigerating ap- that
paratus plying between the great stock- paid
ments

areas

America

and

of

Australia

the

European

of

what

should

be

the Mexican coin in

theirs, seeing
which they are

has shrunk to less than half of its
former value.

and South

markets.

“But there is

These statements show that hundreds of
vessels carrying fresh meats, fruits, but-

more

still.

When the

Mexican miner goes to buy bacon he finds
that in tendering payment he cannot buy

and articles of this kind, now ply reg- it with
depreciated money for 20 cents a
ularly between Europe and those parts of pound; the price now is 4.3 ceuts.
It

ter

the world where these articles

are

would still be

pro-

duced wiili cheap labor and cheap land,
place them in competition in Europeal! markets with the products of our

so

if he could tender

a

dollar

good as that given him for his labor at
the time of the repeal of the Sherman law.
The £12,000 I spoke of simply comes out
of the labor of the country, and when the
own country.
The Central and South1
toiling class of any nation is forced to such
American line of the ltoyal Mail and a condition it is
stretching a point to call
If the fair aud
Steam packet Company has 30 vessels the people prosperous.
|
lilted with refrigerating apparatus, the' right thing were done by these hard-working miners their wages would be doubled.
Hamburg liue ZO, including a tropical The man that now gets $2 a day is justly
the
Havre
Fruit
service;
Importing Com- entitled to £4, but labor will bring only
bination, 14; the Copenhagen butter Ex- what price is fixed in the market, like any
and employers are not yet far
porting Company a dozen, and numerous commodity,
enough advanced in philanthropy to
others unload their cargoes of fresh
voluntarily give more than the customary
meats, brought from all parts of the rate.
“So the talk about the prosperity of
world, iu refrigerating warehouses holdMexico in so far as it applies to the vast
ing from 5 to 10 thousand tons each, and
body of its citzens—the common people—
thus place upon European markets the is a
myth. If there is prosperity at all it
pioductions of the great cattle ranges and is not due to the silver standard, but in
fiuit maikets of South America, Central spite of it.”
America, and Australia, where cheap
land and cheap labor obtain in direct
CURE ALL YOUR PAIRS WITH
competition with production of the farmers of the United Sates.
and

as

j

j

Pain-Killer.

The insistence of certain beet-sugar manufacturers that farmers will be compelled
for their beets in case
of tlie annexation of Hawaii is looked
upon by those who examine the matter
to

accept lower

rates

closely from

the standpoint at Washington,
where all information bearing upon this

subject centres, as unwarranted by facts
and prospective conditions. The Republican party has been from the first the

into the river

miles away.
little medicine is given to those

Very

some

be cured of consumption,
kept out of doors as much as
possible and given a plenty of good aud

who

come

but they

to

are

appetizing

food.

The table here is

splen-

and people are encouraged to eat not
changing that amount at our bank for its did,
nominal equivalent we get for it not £10,- only at meal time, but with lunches between. Quite a number of people sleep
000, but £22,000 of Mexican money. We
on the veranda all the winter, with very
have here made a clear gain of £12,000.
beneficial results, and not one of them
Our
still render us 100 cents’

standing the cause of the low price of meats worth of work for which they used to get
in European markets will find at least, a
100 cents, and do yet as far as the name
partial explanation in some recent state- goes, but in reality they receive less than

growing

hill back of the hotel, but the drinkThe
ing water comes from the spring.
a

is
and the sewage is disto-day? We plumbing perfect
of by the Berlin system of irrigatstill hire 300 men and give them exactly posed
the same scale of wages that obtained ing the ranch with it. The soil purifies
the sewage, which finally escapes, clear,
prior to the slump in silver caused by the

larger sum
history of the
from

Mexican

“VVliat are the conditions

a

are

our

20 cents

in the first year

before in the

ever

sold to

A

Medicine Chest In Itself.

Simple, Safe

and

Quick Cure

for

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,

COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA.
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONSBUY ONLY THE GENUINE.

PERRY DAVIS’

ANNUAL STATEMENT

<T. S.

catches cold.

Colds

are

caught by people

living

in overheated rooms, and then going
to the cold atmosphere.
We Americans,

rule, have our houses too warm.
This particular portion of New Mexico
is peculiarly favored, climatically, being
sheltered on three sides by mountain
spurs, which protect it from the cold,

Branch, of Western Assur-

Company

ance
of Toronto, Dominion of Canada. Incorporated
and commenced business in August, 1851. Hon.
Geo. A. Cox, President; J. J. Kenny, Vice Pres.
ASSETS DECEMBER

j
I
1

great storm centers of the country \
and gets only a short visit from the eastern
storm center, as it moves west. The rainy
two

The temperature for the

inter will average twenty degrees
than :n Colorado. Then the Hot
w

are

sheltered

by

warmer

...

Aggregate assets

at

actual

Total

amount

The summer temperature averages SO F.
A splendid casino adjoins the hotel and
storms

uever

of liabilities.

Surplus.

"The heart bowed down by weight of woe,
The eyes that weep, the lips that quiver
Are often caused, as well we know,
By a torpid liver.”
From

a

personal experience 1

can

re-

bronchial

troubles

of yore. The mud eliminates the rheumatism from the system and has great

tonic properties. Then there are the steam
baths, tub baths, electric light baths, and

magnificient pool in which to swim. The
waters are quite palatable, and not nauseous to the taste like some other
springs.
There is absolutely no hay fever or asthma

a

here, and of course malaria can’t exist
under conditions such as prevail here.
The surrounding country is very beautiful and full of

interest.

It compares

for many beautiful scenes, and
numberless excursions for visit-

are

ors.

The town of Las
thousand

as

can

be found within

Mieti^Emobioii i

our

borders, and the quaint one story ’dobe
houses, nearly always with fiat projecting
roofs giving shelter to a veranda, are
an odd sight to the eastern tourist.
The
outside walls are plastered, and sometimes

Taken in time will surely cure and surely prevent consumption ;
you delay too long it may cure you and it may not. it depends on
how you profit by that little word “promptness."
When there is anything the trouble with your throat and lungs,
Act promptly.
you cannot afford to waste a single day.
Angier's Emulsion heals the inflamed membranes and fortifies t'
whole system. It cures that cough.
It is no new and untried remedy. Tens of thousands testify to
its power to cure, it will cure you as well as others.
You cannot afford to make a mistake in such questions ; neither
can we.
And we do not hesitate to declare that our Emulsion cur
coughs, colds, bronchitis, and it taken in time evt a consumption itse

painted white with green trimmings.
ones are

very comfortable and

buildings, constructed around
patio, or courtyard, and having

183,136 30
896,522 14
34,49158

1,114,150 82
006.281 32

an

open
covered verandas.

broad,

It

Mexican custom to christen

by having

it blessed

was
a

new

an

old

|

house

the mission priest.
after which cock lights were held In the

by

:

j

patio, and a feast was given to the guests,
Though the first part of the programme
may have fallen into disuse of late years,
the other features are adhered to, to this

day.

Within

a

mi1

III! druggists. 60e. and $1.00.
Angier Chemical
All-ton District, B ston.

S'd-i by

:

j

|

of the hotel there is

j

square, as we would call j
it.
There are several quite pretentious
houses belonging to prosperous Mexicans: !

a

“placita,”

If van :tvo interest.
In <>i
Etmtisi-nt. s>
w- u
your name and addins o
u.ailvou frcopy of our book n; .tie. 1 •iinilding u New Bod.

or

SILVER WATCH
Boys

aiul <iirls
St

interesting mission, with its quaint ami
crude decorations; the usual run of low,
one-story houses, and the inevitable bur-

ni us

50c

strolling about. Burros are as much
a
feature of the region as the perfect
climate, and you will see these small,

j

queer beasts harnessed four abreast and
drawing heavy loads, or packed with

*

ros

goods

which

seem

larger

TEAS &

Wo are wholesale <1
and COFFEES t

than themselves.

©dtw(HH/'A

3’ 3c* YY(Y,
W€

JSr.

-A'r/tta

Aeru^iaati^rtAnjAtei

mnrAfV/r.eeAArideiiej.

AA (AeijelAy/na/iAreA</A AeAfcme

C6M/rfot/t6»
Aere-J

A ’AA'

Arc

AA e •ir/tf Me
daAcmaiA

AAltar'A AmAfaAtoni

m.

aY ooa/ f/</tAfrr.

To Mr. Corner Druggist,
Sure Cure St.

Mott’s Nerveriae Pills
The

great

remedy

for
prostration and
all nervous
diseases of the

nervous

BEFORE

AND

AFTER USING.

generative

or-

gans of either

sex, sucn

as Nervous Prostration,
failing or
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
,5er box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.

IfiOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Prop's,

Cleveland Ohio.

FOR RALE BV R.' H.| MOODY.

PILES!

PILES!

j-■

♦

;
,j
cauu..:i
!

\

Bt

he would feel insecure to walk.

Vegas
house, street
house, “The
Montezuma.” New Mexico is particularly
properous now, and with the good prices
that sheep and cattle bring, and the out-

has good shops, a nice opera
cars, and an enjoyable club

put of its mines, is looking forward to a
of prosperity that may result in
E. F. Pac.k, Ju.
statehood.

THE CREM

season

Camden Marriages,

NATIONAL FAMILY

1897.

j

j

v. amuen.

n

AaAA/e

,.,a:idt;

> <

COFFEE

a-,0

NEWSPAPER!
For FARMERS
and VILLAGER
and

\

o

14r

favorite home paper.

BOTH ONE YEAR FOR $2 O'

Prescription.

fat

30c

'. v..ir

C. L. BARROWS, Manager,
7S Broad Street,

j
|

<7

i

cv'.-l tat--.:

We offer a line of ELEtiANT PRE.Mll IS
to senders of srn ill orde;
Watches, Table end Banquet l amps C inw-ra out•.
r W.-r
ing Giovi s Air F‘ th s. Si
Musi- il Instruments.
j f ea and T'-ilet Sets, Cloc!
for terms, price list and illusiratc-d c.uulur of 1T.

are

TAR ;

Ae/Ae

our

HONEY

disease.

ee/rAi

O

1
| goods packed in airtight
two pounds pa. kage of COFI 1.1:
! Spoon, which your cust.-n
ircts ! Rf

very strong, surefooted creatures, and will safely carry a full
grown person up a mountain trail, where

However, they

HOREHOUND

"

f

..tut

an

leads

3? '3*

j.-r

^TheRepublican Jourr

that

death-

Vtotliers and

=

an <»i

||/||_E’S

mud baths are very excellent as a remedy
for rheumatism. Peat from the mountain
meadows is mixed with the hot spring

as

good

throat and

mark that the world set ms brighter after
a course of these waters and baths.
The

water, and the bather is immersed in a
big mud pie. We all can pleasantly remember our mud pie days of youth, and
will enjoy this later experience as much

your family.
any history of consumption
throat a nd lungs trouble you every time you take a little cold?
call your throat your “weak spot ?
who are troubled in this way are frequently thin in
little dyspeptic, have rather wreak
flesh, not hearty eaters, often
nerves and are poor sleepers.
Perhaps you have noticed you have a tendency to clear your
throa a good deal.
Finally you take cold, and you cannot break it up as usual. The
next cough is harder, and the next one harder still, and so on.
Flo. Ion" are you going to let this go n ?
You certainly do not desire it. And we certainly can cure you
Is there
Do your
Do you
Persons

it’s neglect of

beneficial for skin and blood disorders and
rheumatism.

a

Aggregate amount of liabilities, i iJan. 1. In Koekport, Albert F. Elms
Cluding surplus..
$1,720,432 14; and Mary A. Elms both of Camden.
F1KLI) A \Vi:sT. Agents, Ite'lfast.
Jan. 2. In < amden, Fred E. Payson and
Mrs. Winnie Waiteli both of Camden.
Feb. 3. In Reading, Mass., Frank J. j
Wiley and Goorgie A. Colson both of j
Camden.
Feb. 18. In Camden, Rufus E. Ferrin
and Della M. Smith both of Camden.
March 18. lu Camden, Emery A. Kim- ;
ball of Appleton and Mrs. Nettie A.
Rhodes of Camden.
April 10. lu Lincoln/ille, Horace N.
Munroe of Lincoluville and Adelia M.
Lezatte of Camden.
April 20. In Camden, Edward Hopkins
and Maria A. Glover both of Camden.
j
0F
to
April 27. In Kenduskeag, James W. i
Day of Corinth and Sarah O. Pendleton
of Camden.
May 1. In Camden, Piper Knight and
Lena M. Clark both of Lincoluville.
AND
June 2. lu Rockland, II. (« Collins and i
Emily A. II. Eaton both of Camden.
Juue 10. In Rockland, James Andrew
Muldoon of Eastport and Myra M. Cur
No wonder Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
rier of Camden.
Tar is praised by its users. Its curative effects
June 19. In. Camden, Ralph A. Knight
are like magic.
Sold by druggists.
and Carrie Felton Start both of Camden,
June 24. In Camden, Frederick Leon- !
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minuteaid Fisher of Somerville, Mass., and Inez
Eugenia Swan of Camden.
July 1. In Camden, Keodric P. Craw- i
ford of Boston and Susie A. Young of
Health

occur.

hops are given there. Then there are
bowling alleys and a billiard hall. The
waters of the Hot Springs are particularly

00
00
77
07
42

value-.$1,720,432 14

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims..
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks-'.
All other demands, viz: commissions,
etc....

Springs

the foot hills and sand

31, 1897.

Loans on bond and mortgage,(1st liens)$
25,000
Stocks and bonds, market value.. 1,165,526
Cash in office and in bank..
241,673
Hills receivable..
34,600
Premiums in due course of collection,
253,631

as a

north winds.

$19,351 47

outstanding risks.
139,588 38
All other demands against the company,
viz: commissions, etc
26,924 52

cool
is

here

ot

Net

man-

high, dry,

The latitude

..

Aggregate

on

attractive

....

“consump-

as

31, 1897.

estate owned by the company, unincumbered.'
$100,387 03
Loans on bond and mortgage a ii rst liens) 111,825 00
Stocks and bonds owned by tlie company, market value. 176,656 75
Loans secured by collaterals.
None.
Cash in the company's principal office
and in hank.
22,709 93
Interest due and accrued.
3,510 37
Premiums in due course of collection
31,308 31

sanatorium in connection with

to

The better

Real

and recreation, and those who are indisposed cau regain health and strength.
a

cash, SS-iOO.OOO.

ASSETS DECEMBER

rest

There is

in

mesa

tingling through
lively rate, and send your
high-water mark. The deep

seven

are

mainly diw. The government subsidize.;
the hotel, in which one gets a delightful
breweries, railroads, industrial plants,
home, with medical direction and care.
and aids in every way to build up the
No seriously ill people are admitted here,
material resources of the country. Money
but for those a gem of a hospital is prois used with a liberal hand, and as a convided, in which all that modern science
sequence there is much activity and great knows has been introduced for health and
apparent prosperity. The fact that Mex- comfort.

It is very evident that the
to be directed
against

‘m-iuoih unimus is

wii,

The government is
and to the paternal

“It is of this sort.

I vmam Jackman, President.
Charles L. Jackman, Secretary.

Capital paid up

Any Relatives Had Consumption?
in

in

a

Mexican town

OF CONCORD, N. H.
in 1880. Commenced Business in 1886.

Incorporated

been

delight

little ponies.
strong animals, and

Vegas has nearly
inhabitants, aud is about
midway between Chicago and Los Angeles. Thus travelers will find the Montezuma a very convenient resting point.
The older part of Vegas is as typical a

The Capital Fire Insurance Co.

are interesting.
A good school gives free
aud stores.
spending a few education to the young guests of the
days here renewing his acquaintance with place, aud one is thoroughly in touch with
members of Congress, and in conversation
all the news of the world, though you are
regarding Mr. Bryan’s recent utterances isolated Horn its care ana turmoil, it is
he
said:
Mexican
prosperity,
regarding
a charming place, where the well can find

McShane has

Mr.

there

confirm it.

users

Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, 127 Duane Street, J\'ew York.

tough

are easy gaited,
brisk canter over the

ground

Dealers say so—

a

land of the 45-cent dollar

American fruit from her markets upon
the pretense that they bring into the
country insects injurious to the fruit in-

The Cleanest. Fastest Dye for Soiled
Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses,
Ribbons. Curtains, Underlinen, etc.,
No /Muss,
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.
Trouble.
Sold in All Colors by Grocers and Druggists, or mailed free for 15 cents:
or

blue of the skies, which are cloudless for
a greater part of the time, forms a back-

produced.

occa-

Democrat, a fellow-Nebraskan sional brisk winds, run all round it, and
titely unfounded; and tuat the statements with Mr. Bryan, and has had practical on the terraces below fountains send their
of the men who Made them cannot be business experience in Mexico for about splashing waters into artificial lakes. The
ti listed in the campaign upon which they as many years as Mr. Bryan spent days grounds are splendidly laid out, and walks
there in ids recent trip, his couclusious of
are now about enteiing.
easy grade lead up to the house. The
concerning matters so elaborately discuss- Ilot Springs is an incorporated town with
on his return from the
Germany's recent action in excluding ed by Mr. Bryan
post-office, express, telegraph, railroad
Sbane is

e

ANY COLOR.

The mountain

indescribable

an

of these

one

spirits up

can

as

DYES

mo

OPERATION

numberless excursions, and
nicer than the previous

your veins at

vor are as near

ONE
..

mount will send the blood

a

magnificent

Broad

and fla-

quality

hand.

at

They
a

over Jauuaiy, 1895, and 48 percent, over
braska, district in Congress, but who now stone structure perched on the side of a
January, 1894. When it is considered has large mining interests iu Mexico foot hill. It is the Montezuma Hotel, and
that the hank statistics of the country and spends much of his time there, says in its stately beauty and commanding
that his friend Mr. Bryan is entirely mis- location it seems to feel the
are the most accurate test of business
pride of that

conditions, it will be

AT

Livery is very cheap in the west,

riding

TOBACCO

burros, sheep, cattle and Indians; but that
a mistaken impression.
Six miles
bend in the canon, you

WASHES

a

seems

and there is

is such

from the town of

one

trip.

One is apt to
land of

broadens out

canon

quite

find

near

trails offer
each

year I made a stop over and a discovery,
and I regret that more people are iguorant
of the existence of such a delightful place
Las Vegas Hot Springs.

fine

a

suing the mountain quail. Larger game
can be found by going into the wilderness,
which is

MAYPOLE
SOAP

A Pleasure at Last.

more

tain streams are full of gamey trout, and
sportsmen will find good shooting in pur-

foreign country. The queer Mexican
huts give a picturesque appearance to the
landscape, aud the tenderfoot will gaze

think of New Mexico

HOME DYEIHG

walls tower

large; level
place, thickly overgrown with grass, and
providing an elegant place for a picnic.
The wild flowers are exquisite, and this
region is a botanic paradise. The mounwill

and you

Colorado, and when you cross the Raton
range and enter New Mexico you seem to

as

rocky

The pine laden breezes
to the throat and lungs.

of pine.

growth

see a

the currency

on

will not

by the Republican party

Wednesday

the

places

In

straight up above you, and then a
gentle slope will be covered with

route, which leaves Chicago

Santa Fe
each

the river.

aud the great reputation for exproposing, apparently for the purpose of hotels,
cellent meals on the European plan is
creating sentiment against the pending anThe trip across the
nexation measure. Of course annexation justly deserved.
to be interesting in
im- Middle States begins
will not increase the amount of

sum

of

so

ho able to carry out their program of reducing prices of beets which they are now

and as the expenditures of
the (Joverument only average about that

ilollau-

has been

the annexation which

I’Yo: i'ary receipts
law have thus far

against
long

manufacturers to create sentiment

campaign of 1900.

The road winds

in and out along the sides of the mountain
and below' you tumble the clear waters of

the California Limited of the

on

the country around Colorado
I never have seen a prettier

than the Gallinas.

canon

Las Vegas Hot Springs, New Mexico,
February, 1898. The acme of comfort in
railroad travelling is reached when one

try to find material to prove that that confident that no disadvantages will come
country acted unwisely in adopting the to
sugar beet raisers from the annexation
embarks
gold standard. Perhaps they are holding of
Hawaii, and the attempts of beet-sugar

to

equally with
Springs, and

A New Mexico Resort.
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PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorhes the turners, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, lor 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F'OCO Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
for.sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

July 4. In Camden, Elmer E. Light of
Union and Clara A. Mansfield of Hope.
.July 7. in Camden, William E. Tetley
and Aldane E. Buzzell both of Camden.
In Camden, Fred B. Herrick
July 10.
and Bertha J. Wiley both of Camden.
August 10. lu Camden, Marcellus Goddard of Camden and Mrs. Ella Maiden of
E. Searsmont.
August 19. In Camden, Louis J. Ryan,
and Bertha Marie Cross both of Rockland.
Aug. 28. In Rockland, Eugene J.
Thomas and Stella Gardner both of Camden.
Sept. 12. In Camden, Lue A. Tiffany
and Mae W. Heal both of Camden.
Sept. 21. lu Camdeu, Noble Clarkson
Earl of New York and Alice Curtis Drake
of Camdeu,
Oct. 1"). hi Camden, Joseph A. Brewster and Georgie Libbey Fierce both of
Uamden.
Oet. 18. lu Camden, Rufus Geyer of
Bristol and Maud Bell Abbott of Camdeu.
Nov. 10. In Camdeu, Ralph Eugene
Meras of Dover and Ada Louise Frye of
L amden.
Nov. 12. In Rock port, Patrick James
Grillick and Faustina Delmar Pitts both of
Laoiden.
Nov. 17. In Camdeu, David Coates and
Daro E. Upham both of ltockport.
Dec. 15.
In Camden, Edward L. Farrington of Rockland and Mabel O. Smith
>f Camden.
Dec. 20. In Camden, John G. Bean and
Laura A. Ryder both of Camden.
Dec. 20. In Camden, Orlando Cole
hooper and Marion Edith Wardsworth
both of Camden.
Dec. 24. In Camden, Geo. W. Varney
ind Rosie M. Heal both of Camden.
Dec. 25.
In Camdeu, Sylvanus S.
Griiffin of Boston and Julia Lemond of
Lincolnville. [Camden Herald.

HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Bll«
Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 20c.

ALI.

OKDKIIS

I'O

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST, MA
THE N. Y. TRIBUNE ALMANAC,

tains the Constitution of the United States, the Constitution of the state ot Newlork, the i»
Tariff Bill, with comparison ot the old and new rates; President McKinley’s (ablnet and upp
()•
Ambassadors, Consuls, etc; the personnel of Congress, names ol principal officers ot the
ot Public Sta
States, commanding officers of the Army and Navy with their salaries ; Tables
Platforms and Committees, complete articles on the Currency, bold a<
Election

Returns, Party

Fer, and
live and

a

vast amount of other valuable Information,

flic standard American Aim

mar, ar

complete, corresponding In rank with Whittaker’s Almanac In Europe.
PRICE 25 CENTS, POSTAGE PAIR.
Send all orders to THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL Pitt. CO.. Belfa*i

NEW BELT SI-BEAUTIES!
********
-YOU

BUYING

CAN

WiAVU

MONKY

; WATCHES
""

J5V

OF US.

| CLOCKS ;
We

can

fit you to Glasses.

>'n'1

’:\NT,,,

N,,iT.'STH. J. LOCKE & SON.

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,
^FI FAST
r\%.D 1

man street.
Opposite \Vindsor Hoi

MAINF
L,

ifirVll

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,
PROPRIETORS.

W

""

STEAMS and TURNOUTS, EVERY DESCRIPTION.‘

Too late to cure a cold after consumption
bas fastened its deadly grip on the lungs,
rake Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup while
yet there is time.

lousness, Indigestion,

SKNI)

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.
,

loaches, Hacks, Barges

or

Buckboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROflPTLY PILLED.

-x-

;

Glimpse

Last

\

There

Rica.

of Costa
of

President
a
Central
The (luatusos, or
i. an
Republic*.
i.itt* Indian,” of the Rio Frio.
Keeome

i<»

I,
v
w

Correspondence

tl

of The

“and

Journal.]

Limon, Costa Rica, Jan. 9.
small Republic has only
.(>0,000 population all told

L

75 years, the majority of whom
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motherhood means to her but little suffering The trouble lies in the fact that the
majority of women suffer from weakness
and disease of the distinctly feminine organism and are unfitted for motherhood.
This can always be rethedied. Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription is a sure, speedy and
permanent cure for all disorders of this
description. It acts directly on the delicate
and important organs concerned, making
them healthy, strong, vigorous, virile and
elastic.
It banishes the indispositions of
the period of expectancy and makes baby’s
advent easy and al ’.ost painless. It quickens and vitalizes the feminine organs, and
insures a healthy and robust baby. Thou-
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sands of women have testified to its marvelous merits.
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Cl

addresses and photographs of
hundreds of women cured by Dr. Pierce’s
medicines are printed by permission in
the "People’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser." It’s free. For a paper-covered
copy send 21 one-evnt stamps /. e >: < mailin.ir only. French cloth binding 31 stamps.
Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo. X V.
Addrc
Every woman needs a great medical book.
Pr. Pierce s Common Sense Medical Adviser fills tlii- want.
It contains over 1000
pages and nearly Soo illustrations.
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Indiaxapoi.is, Ind., Feb. 16. When
ex-President Benj. Harrison was asked by

and preserved the
he aided the progress of the peo-

language, customs aud religion, is food
ust outside the city
limits; for conjecture. From the beginning they
ne dark night
they rode into .San seem to have sworn that no stranger
surprised the guard at the military shall set foot within their domain and
-"M. captured the commander of the
they have fiercely repelled all w'ho sought
and all his troops, took possession admission.
Even powerful expeditions,
government and proclaimed martial such as that of
1783, projected and led by

n°i'

Eldon H. Mero of Augusta was on the
battleship Maine in the capacity of assistant engineer, having served 19 years in
the navy and on the Maine since she wTas
launched. He has a wife in Philadelphia.
Bath had two citizens, members of the
crew of the battleship Maine, destroyed
in the harbor of Havana.
They were
Frank C. Talbot and John Sweeney.
There is no information as to whether
they survived or perished in the disaster.
Two of the battleship Maine’s crew of
bluejackets enlisted at Portland two
years ago when she was in Portland harbor receiving the State’s gift of a silver
service. One was William H. II. Tinsinan, foreman of the Eastern Forge Co.
He was 21 years of age.
The other was
John Bloomer, about the same age, son
of Mrs. Tripp of East Peering.

j

(To be continued.)
ROBERT HUNTER, M. D.,
117 West 45th st.,
Newr York.

(Signed)

NOTE.—Readers of The Republican Journal who are interested can have Dr. Hunter’s hook sent free by addressiug him as

bert M. Heath before the Lincoln club in
Portland when he referred to the Maine
delegation in Congress. Commencing
with Senator Hale, to whom he referred
as able,
cool, level headed, trained and
patriotic, and closing up the roster by the
name of Ex-Governor
Burleigh, with his
great business ability, who is just beginuiug his career on an important committee, Mr. Heath called the roll of the familiar and honored names amid the most
enthusiastic applause, as each name was
mentioned.
“No State in the Union,
either now or at any time, can show a like
record,” declared the orator, and Congressman Stevens, who sat by, bowed his
head in acknowledgment of*the truth of
the saying.

Family Man, “You will pardon
memtioniug it, but it appears to me

Shipbuilding

in Maine in

Bottled

The past year was one of phenomenal
in wooden shipbuilding, even
pronounced than during the years
immediately preceding, and the record is
therefore exceptionally low. The outcome
is more promising for the new year and a
season of greater activity
among the shipbuilders is anticipated.
Following is the
record for 1897:
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army officer says: “Between
of those two lofty volcanoes,

Orosi and Miravalles, and the river of
San Carlos, extends a vast plain inhabited by the Guatusos.
It is pretended that
this tribe is descended from the European
colonists who fled from Esparza when
that city

taken by the fillibusters of
Those who have chanced to
see any of
them affirm that they are
white, have beards, and are practiced in
was

BOUTELLE’S RESOLUTION OF SYMPATHY.
Washington, Feb. 16. In the house today Mr. Boutelle, chairman of the naval
committee, offered the following resolution, vrhien was unanimously adopted:
“Resolved, That the bouse of representatives has learned with profound sorrow
of the great calamity which has caused the
destruction of the U. S. battleship Maine
and the appalling loss of more than 250
lives and the wounding of many others of
the gallant defenders of our flag, and
that the house expresses its sympathy for
the injured, and its sincere condolence
with the families of those who have lost
their lives in the service of the nation.”
Before the question was put Mr. Bailey
asked Mr. Boutelle if his committee was
in possession of any information which
threw any light upon the cause of the accident.
“I regret to say that we have no information,” replied Mr. Boutelle, “upon
which a conclusion could be based.
My
own impression,
which may not be of
value, is that it was an accidental occurrence.

Then at 5.05 p.

m.

the house adjourned.

Much in Little
Is especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medicine ever contained so great curative power in
so small space.
They are a whole medicine

antiquity.

military discipline.”
that

It is further related

company of the Costa Rican army,
under general George Cauty, (who descended the northern mountains and ena

tered San Juan at the time when forts,
steamboats and everything else in the

Hood’s

chest,

always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla

fought for his country; suffered unhardships, and returned with health shattered.
Many a braze soldier has the same history. To-day
this one rejoices in a
new-found strength and tells his
experience to benefit others.
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Name.
Rig.
Sip. Yht. Independent.

..

Stm. Aucocisco.
Stmr. Lorna.
Stmr. Elthier.

Tonnage.
10.51
94.24
13.42
9.03

Where
Built.
Portland.

Total, 4 vessels. 127.20
BATH DISTRICT.

Sip. X. T. Hanson

22.22
Sell. Frank A. Palmer
1831.56
Soli. Bge Pilgrim.1123.32
9.40
Sip. Nancy I).
Sim. Lincoln. 532.24
Sell, ( has <i. Endicotr... 751.06
Sip. Klondyke. 22 24
—

Woolwich.
Bath.
Woolwich.
Bath.

I POTASHi

'MERCIHW

j

Wise ASS KT DISTRICT.

WALDOBORI

Seh. John J. l’erry.
Edmund S

E.

14.69

Boothbay.

DISTRICT.

138.10
6.09

Rockland.

..

Stm. Julius Woltr.

12.92

Total, 2 vessels.

26.55

Blood

Poison—the curse
of mankind—is the
t h<>ri i >le of all
diseases, and lias a.ways baffled the
doctors. Their potash and mercury
bottle up the poison,
but it always breaks
forth again attacking some delicate
organ,
frequently
the
mouth
and
throat, filling them
with eating sores.
S.S.S., is the only
known cure for‘his
disease.
It is guaranteed purely vegem«

Total, 7 vessels.4292 04
Stm. Ina E. Collins.
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Colby
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Class of

41

5057.81

’53.

The class of ’53, Colby University, will
have a reunion at the college next summer.
The late General H. M. Plais .ed
was a member of the class and
he had
looked forward with pleasant anticipations
to the reunion and meeting of his classThe surviving members of the
mates.
class are Hon. S; F. Baldwin, Cincinnati;
Hon. W. P. Bartlett, Eau Claire, Wis.;
Rev. Geo. Bullen, D. D., Newton Centre,
Mass.; Chas. H. Davis, Esq., Worcester,
Mass. ;Rev. John A. Lowell, Well Branch,
Me.: Rev. Alfred Owen, D. D., Nashville,
Tenn.; Hon. H. M. Pierce, New York;
Robert F. Stratton, M. D., St. Joseph,
Mich.; Stephen R. Thurston, Esq., Chicago: Joshua G. Weston, La Crosse, Mich.
Practice Ship to be Built at Bath.
The secretary of the navy lias ordered
the drawing of a contract for a practice
ship for the naval academy, to be built by
the Bath Iron Works. The vessel is to
cost £230,000.
The measurements are to
be 175 feet on water line, while the
breadth, modeled, will he 37 feet. Her
displacement will be 1173 tons. This vessel will be the first of this construction
ever built in this country and the first
built for the same purpose in 30 years.
The vessel will be provided with rapid
firing guns and all the equipment of a
modern war ship. Construction will be

begun

at

.diU';iiliSjin:»|i!ij

Hocklanb, Feb. 16.

Dr. E. W. THOMAS
OF BANGOR. MAINE,

ton

will

run as

This greatly surprised

my friends, who
my case was a hopeless one. 1 began my work again and have continued
ever since in excellent health.
“Another valuable gain to me was, that
while ! was taking these pills I had been
cured of the smoking habit, w hich had
formed when I was a bov and had
clung
to me all these years.
The craving for
tobacco left me and I have never
experienced it since.
1 cannot say enough for these pills and
have recommended them to many."
1 o verify this statement Mr.
Harrington
made affidavit to its truthfulness before
Lincoln M. Coy, Notary Public.
Dr- Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People
strike at the root of disease by acting directly upon the impure blood. Their
power is marvelous and many wonderful
cures have been made.
Druggists consider
them a potent remedy, and all sell them.
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Biggest Offer Yet!
;
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BELFAST.

FROM

AM

PM

PM

Belfast, depart. 7 15
Citypoiut. t7 20
Waldo. 7 30

1 05
tl 10
1 20
1 30
1 43
1 50
158
2 15
3 25

3 45
3 52
4 15
4 45
5 10
6 32
6 00
6 25

Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

7 41
7 53
8 00
Unity. 8 10
Burnham, arrive. 8 35
Bangor. 11 45
..

A

M
08
PM

Watervilie

9

Boston,

47

7 u5

6 45

1 40

—

—

2

AM

Portland. 12 23
4 22

The Best Farm ami Family Paper in
the Ui.iteil States, Both One Y ear

FOR ONLY 52.00.

TO BELFAST.
R.wtnn
Boston,

PM

AM

7 00

9 00
8 30

11 00
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|
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Burnham, depart__ 10 25
11 00
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...
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Lack of space forbids a desorb turn of the onf Farm am* Homk. which are uneqnailed
Prominent among its
for variety and cxcellenc*
titans departments may oe mentioned the Farm
and burden. Market Heports. Fruit Culture Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,

5 3‘»

tents

5 52
0 03

16 13
6 2( >

* Flag station.
Limited tickets f•
Boston are now s<-Idat$5.oo
Around the (.lobe, Lite Stork and hairy. The Poulfrom Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North- try Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary. Plants
M. tir.oudK, and Flowers, Fashions and
west via all routes, for sale by
Fancy Work, House<;F.b. F. KVA NS,
Agent, Belfast.
hold Features, etc.
(leneral Manager.
Farm am- Homk is pul-'isln-d semt-nionthiy,
F. E. Bootuby, C.en'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
I
Portland Nov. 10, 1897.
wii.-u
I thus giving you 21 numbers a year,
; making a volume <-t over 50b pages, teeming
with all the latest and tm-sr relit1',.* iaf- rmation
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K ;•**<:
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being read

BOS TOX $2.2i5.

BE LEAST TO

Fare between Belfast and Boston reduced J'rom
to $2.25.
R_l L
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from $3.10 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction made in the’ price of through tickets between
Boston and all landings on Penobsrot river
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
each, will he reduced from $2.vc and $1.50 to
$1.50 and $1.00 each.

j

$3.00

RETURNING TO BELFAST.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
From Bucksport, Mondays and Tlmrsdavs at

m<

less

No

million readers.

one at

all interested

ml

sin-

without ii.

be

delay or fail to take advan age «>1 this
remarkably liberal oiler, which wc make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Kemember, we send bulb papers
a full year, including book, t the very low price
Du not

1

of S2.10.
Address all orders

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
BELFAST,

MAINE.

Granite State Fire Ins. Go.
rOKTSMOl TII.

OF

\.

II.

Incorporated in 1885. Commenced Business in

188:

1 HANK ,1"NKS, President.
Alfuku F. Howaki*, Secretary

Capital paid

DYEING,

than a

immediately ami semln.g to cenis -..i
-.m
mailing expenses, making $2.10 in all,
minir.
send Chambers Popular Encyclopedia.
This
710 pages and over 1,000 ii’ustrat
n
Encyclopedia, which has never sold t'-u
ndc.it
$!.<>(», is unsurpassed as a work
contains no le» ilia 20,000 articles, and will he
fvmnd of the gicatesi use in answering the th -u
sands of ipc.-s:h-ns that constantiy arise m regard
to dates, places, j>ersons, incidents, statistics.eto.

11.00a.m.

WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.

hv

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

CLEANSING,

up

in cash. $200,000.

31, 1897.
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered .‘
$2‘«.,S0OOO
Loans on bond and mortgage, (first liens
51.0-17 51
Stocks and bonds owned by the com332.541 90
pany. market value."...
Loans secured by collaterals
4,(WO 00
Cash in the company's principal office
and in bank .'.
43,(-86 75
Interest due and accrued and due from
other companies.
2,002 88
Premiums in due course of collection
7.025 55
ASSKTS IthCKMHEH

PRESSING and

WILL MAKE A PROFESSIONAL VISIT AT

REPAIRING of

CLOTHING

BELFAST

least

at

publication, Tm Hi ft Rt.t<
full year tor oily $2.00.

5 05
5 22
5 32

9 os
-'IT

have

we can

I’ >i

8 50

15
30
57
15
35
45

Believing that every

[
[

4 30
1 15

6 20
7 15

BY..

—.

Every Friday,
at

Saturday and

Sunday,

A3 Clmreli Street.

day

and

ELLSWORTH,

every
At

Thursday afternoons.
American

SPINNEY,

No. tt Main St., Belfast, Me.

At BANGOR,Bangor House,every Mon*

At

FRED 6.

House,

Tuesday.

Aggregate of all the admitted

(Opposite Staples & Cottrell.)
I have just opened rooms and will make a specialty
of altering and mending all kinds of MENS,
WOMENS and BOYS’ CLOTHING. All work
done neatly and promptly at reasonable prices.

Open Day and Evening.

3m4‘J

Work done while you

waiting.

ure

BLURHILL, Bluehill House, every

Wednesday.
There is

no

physician in the United States better

known than the

doctor.

His

cures are so numer-

and often of such a miraculous nature that
many writers have claimed that many of his cures
were miracles. Dr. Thomas’ ability to tell a patient
his disease without asking a question is as well
established as that Dr. Thomas lives.
These visits of the doctor will afford an excellent opportunity for many to consult this eminent
3m48
specialist close to their homes.
ous

Fine farm in

Northport,

two

miles from

Camp

Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never

failing

water.

Will be sold

easy terms.

\ or\

low and.on

M. C.

at

LIABILITIKS OK< KMHKK

57

FIM:i> ATWOOI),
•IAHIN

I A

ITI

\\

inter-port. Agent.

Belfast,

I

ELY’S CREAM BALM Is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 60
cents at Drujzgists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warren St.. New York City.

SUBSCRIBE

C. O. POOR.

Belfast, Oct. 14,1897.

Nursery
Wanted.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

formerly occupied
Apply to

Of

IIon.

Comjxini/

Toronto. Dominion

<;i:o. A.

Cox, Pres.

of

Canada.

P.

H. Sim-.

...

Aggregate assets

at

Salesmen

\

31, 1897.

Stuck and bonds, market value.$
Cash in office and in bank...
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course <*t collection..
actual value

995.-1*3 00
41,r,<.
149 27 39

140,09303

$1.11*8,17091

31, 1897.
losses and

LIAHII.ITIKS DKCEM UK It

Net

amount of unpaitl
claims. $118,292 75
reserve.
51*4,984 00

Reinsurance

amount

of liabilities.

FIFLD & WFST.

713,270 81
484,900

Agents, Belfast.

10

0

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
~

Inducements unequaled. Our Nurseries
are right here at home. The demand is for
Hardy
Stock Grown in Bleak New England. Write at once.
WHITING NURSERY CO., 457 Blue Hill Avenue,
Boston.
2m52

\gent.

V. S. Hranch Hritish America ,ls-

TO LET.
The store in Johnsou Block

57

Aggregate amount ol liabilities, including net surplus.
...$478,104

Surplus beyond capital.

by H. H. Johnson Sc Co.

$478,104

1897.

83
00
74

Total

recognizing that the impression prevails that Judge Enoch Foster
will not be reappointed to the supreme
bench by Gov. Powers, and the fact that

31.

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus. 217,859
Capital actually paid up in cash ...• 200.000
Surplus beyond capital.
o,244

asskts ni:« K.Mnr.i:

SAVE 20 PER CENT, of Attorneys fees by
transacting jour business through my office.
Patents designed, patents caveats, trade’ marks,
copy rights, assignments, etc.
Address, with
3m*2
stamp,
F. A. CUTTER, Registered Patent Solicitor,
28 School St., opp. City Hall, Boston, Mass.

of

Net amount of unpaid losses and claims, $23,616 31
Amount required to safely re insure all
outstanding risks. 180,218 78
All other demands against the company,
viz. commissions, etc.
,14.024 74

HILL,

tfi) Miller St., Belfast.

assets

their actual value..

narance

INVENTORS

The members of

the company

40tf

the Knox bar,

The February number of t'ne Maine Central Magazine is devoted to the Kennebec
river and contains illustrations of Bath,
Augusta and various points of interest.

"night

On and after Nov. 14,1897, trains connecting at
Burnham and Watervilie with through trains for
and from Bangor. Watervilie, Portland and Bos

Tb6 Specialist of Rational Hefticine,

Fogler.

there has been a very general expression in favor of Col. W. II. Fogler throughout the State, at a large meeting this
afternoon unanimously expressed themselves as heartily and earnestly in favor of
Col. Fogler for the position and decided
to urge his appointment.

cures

"Four days later I had the happiest
hours I had known for years. That
I went to sleep easily and
slept soundly as
a child and awoke refreshed.
"
After I had taken four boxes of the
pills, I found that I was cured and had also
increased 27 pounds in weight.

Maine Central R. R.

STEAMERS MILL LEAVE BELFAST
For Boston, a ia Camden and Rockland, at (about
12.30 p. m. Mondays and Thursdays.
For Winterport, via all landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (.about) 8.on a. in., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

once.

Knox Bar Endorses Col. W. II.

Finally, having

read articles rethat had been eflected by
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People, I
decided to try them. That was in 18%.
I bought a box and took the
pills according to instructions.

garding

and ouetnousand dollars reward is

offered for proof to the contrary. It
never
fails to cure Contagious Blood
Poison, Scrofula, Eczema, Rheumatism,
Cancer, or any other disease of the
blood.
If you have a blood disease,
take a remedy which will not injure you.
Beware of mercury; don't do violence
to your system.
Don’t get bottled up!
Our bo k s sent free to any address.
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta. Ga.

RECAPITULATION.

No.
District.
Sell. Sip. Stm. Ycht. Yes. Tons.
1
3
4
Portland.
127.20
1
Bath .3
3
7 4902.04
1
1
Wiscasset.
14.69
..4
13
2
19
300.95
6
6
42 95
Castine..
1
Mathias.1
2
253.43
1
2
26.55
Passamaquoddy. .1

avail.

TIME-TABLE.

Whether in the form of pill powder
liquid, the doctor's prescription for
blood diseases is always the same—
mercury or potash. These drugs bottle
up the poison and dry it up in the
system, but they also dry up the marrowin the bones at the same time.
The suppleness and elasticity of the
joints give way to a stiffness, the racking pains of rheumatism. The form
gradually bends, the bones ache, while
decrepitude and helplessness prematurely take possession of the body, and
it is but a short step to a pair of
crutches.
Then
comes
falling of
the hair and decay of the hones,—a condition truly horrible.

PORTLAND DISTRICT.

No man is better known and liked in
that rich tier of Illinois counties, of which
Feoria is the centre, than genial Chester S.
Harrington, of Princeviile, 111.
Mr. Harrington is a veteran of the late
war.
Like many another brave soldier, he
suffered not only during that service, but
for years afterwards from diseases contracted then.
For years his health was shattered; his
sufferings increased. He was unable to
gain relief, but now he tells a story which
:s of profit to many :
“I served three years in the 124th Illinois, enlisting at Kewanee, 111.,” said he.
I was in Libby Prison and suffered like
many another Northern soldier.
'*
The strain of army' life did its work in
underl ining my health, although the collar: .e aid not come fo** sometime after.
F or fifteen years I suffered from
general
debility and nervousness so badly that I
could not sleep. Indigestion resulted and
my misery increased.
*
My eyes began to fail, and as my body’
lost vitality my mind seemed to give way.
I could scarcely remember events that happened but a few weeks before.
“For two years I was unfitted for business.
I was just able to creep around during part of this time, and there were many
times when I could not get up.
“My brother is a doctor, but all his
efforts to help me failed to give any relief.
“I tried a number of remedies without

me

or

*•

Washington, Feb. 16. The President
has ordered that until further notice the
flags at all navy yards, and on all naval
vessels at posts, army headquarters, and
all public buildings shall be halfon
masted.
Late to-night the following despatch
from Capt. Sigsbee at Havana addressed
to Secretary Long was received: “All men
whose names have not been sent as saved,
probably are lost. Have given up Jenkins
and Merritt as lost. Bodies are still floating ashore this afternoon. 1 keep nine
officers, one private and gunner’s mate
Bullock here with me.”
A despatch from Captain Philip of the
Texas, now at Galveston, states that the
twenty-one apprentices the Texas carried
from New York for the Maine are still on
board the Texas.

This veteran

told

for
you put
rather too much salt in your butter.” Dealer : “Oh, you are entirely excusable; you
don’t understand the butter business. Salt
is cheap, and it weighs.” [Boston Transcript.

1897.

Suffering

Soldier.

above.
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men of his own
class, all
the wiry little ponies of the
made a secret rendezvous at a

a

;

*•

on

ug

j

Greenwood,
ghany City,

MAINE MEN ON THE MAINE.

many imitation inhaling instruments
and nostrums for inhalation have been
brought out, m some instances by persons
without any medical kuowledge or experience of lung cases.
The idea seems to he
that anything inhaled must he a remedy.
What will lire the lungs when inhaled depends on the physician’s knowledge of lung
diseases, his experience of the action of
remedies when breathed, and his careful
adaptation of them to each case. It has
taken me a lifetime to learn what is best for
each form and varying conditions of lung
diseases, and no man ran adopt my practice
or apply it with success without having my
experience to guide him. It is the medicines
that cure, not the mere act of inhaling them.
You might inhale what could do you no
good, or harm instead of good, aud call that
inhalation treatment.
eases

City.
Lieutenants, (junior grade,) G. P.
Blow, La Salle, 111. : John Blondin,
Md.; F. W. Jenkins, AllePa.
Naval cadets, W. T. Cluverius, Jr.,
Louisiana: Amou Bronson, Nebraska; D.
F. Boyd, Jr., Alabama.
Surgeon, I,. G. Honeberger, Harrisonburg, Pa.
Paymaster, G. M. Ray, Washington.
Chief Engineer, C. 1*. Howell, Goshen,
N. Y*.; Passed Assistant Engineer, F. C.
Bowers, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Assistant Engineers, J. R. Morris, Oregon, Mo.; Darwin It. Merritt. Red Oak, Iowa; Eugineer
Cadets, Pope, Washington, N. C.; Arthur
Crenshaw’, Alabama.
Chaplain, J. P. Chadwick, New Y'ork.
First Lieutenant of Marines, Albert W.
Catlin, Minnesota.
Out of 354, the total number of the crew
ot the Maine, ‘JO were saved.

part

scientinc

'■

hundred

'1}'.
tation

a

lie

The following is a list of the officers of
the Maine, with their addresses, as far a>
obtainable, at tin* navy department:
C aptain, Charles R. Sigsbee, Washinglieutenant commander,
Richa’d
ton;
Waiuwright, Washington; lieutenants, G.
F. Ilolman, California; John Hood, Florence, Ala.; Carl W. Juuger, New York

mis

successful method of treating lung dis-

ami
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and a promise of
under-in-Chief of the Federal army
<• revolution
succeeded, the cow-boy
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LIST OF
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A

dies enter into and form a component
of the air the patient breathes.
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disappointed politicians and
citizens, they sent for Guardia

to

ne

as

progressed

|

in commission.

—

To him the plotters
sperate valor.
and calling into the conspiracy a

rted

attached to the North Atlantic

squadron immediately after being placed

••

reputation as thecommandsquad of cavalry iu a war with

of

ever

A

[Read at the 25th anniversary of the suarrows as his detachment entered the
(Extracts from Dr. Hunter’s Lectures on perintendency of Miss Mary Chamberlain of
dense forest.
The soldiers quickly re- the
the
Girl’s Rescue Home,
Philadelphia.
Progress of Medical Science in Lung
Penn.]
plied with muskets and minie-balls, Diseases )
To cure the lungs after the bacilli germs
have
rolled
Long
peaceful
years
away
when a piercing shriek was heard within have attacked them and set
up Consumption
In sunshine and in sorrow,
the close rank of trees, and a crashing of is one of the greatest achievements of modBut
still
we
hail
each
ern medical science.
It has only been done,
present day
branches, as if a multitude were rushing so far as I know or believe, by my special
Bright symbol of to-morrow,
through them. Cutting a path with their treatment. No reputable physician now preAnd still together “hold the fort,”
tends that any combination of stomach medmachetes through the thick underwood,
However fortunes vary,
ication will drive the Consumption germs
the soldiers found the body of a beautiful out of the lungs. Hypodermic injections of
And join to-day in love and praise
Koch’s lymph, Edisou’s asepsin, goats’ blood,
For our own sweet-souled Mary.
young woman, almost nude and perfectly asses’ serum and other nostrums of that ilk
A quarter century’s years have fled,
white, who, mortally wounded, died as. are equally worthless, aud more harmful.
Such blood-poisoning experiments, instead
And gilded life with beauty,
they gently lifted her.
of curing the lung disease, make it worse,
And patient toil has glory shed
aud serve only to hasten its progress to a
Fannie Brigham Ward.
fatal issue.
Around each homely duty,
Lung diseases are curable only by local
But still, as in the years agone,
The Destruction of the Maine.
treatment of the lungs, aud inhalation is
She proves our household treasure,
the only means by which local treatment
Wrecked and Sunk l»y an explosion in the
And gives the fullness of her life
can be applied to "the lungs.
Inhalation of
Harbor of Huvunna Feb. 15th.
tirst
discovered by
To heap the rounded measure.
antiseptic germicides was
me and successfully applied in consumpA DESCRIPTION OF THE BATTLESHIP.
Keep her, oh Father, in Thy care!
tion and other lung diseases. I am the
The Maine is a second class battleship, Father of the doctrine that consumption is
Our steadfast human fairy,
the keel of which was laid down in the a local disease of the lungs, and the founder
And on Thy books inscribe in gold
Brooklyn navy yard in 1888. She is of 0,- of its local treatment by medi *ated air inThe gentle name of Mary.
082 tons displacement with a net tonnage halations. This method of treatment brought
And when the records all are closed,
of 3,120, length, 318 feet; breadth, 57 feet; the lirst ray of rational hope to consumptives. It is the only possible way in which
The last words fltly spoken,
mean draught, 21 feet 0 inches; with inmedicines can be introduced into the air
dicated horse power of 9,293 and estimatMay heavenly angels lead her on
passages and lungs. All lung remedies must
ed speed of 17.45 knots. She cost 82,500,- be reduced to a state of gas or
Where ties are never broken.
vapor and
000.
Her side armor is of 12-inch Dickel breathed, because no solid or fluid medicine
Helen N. Packard.
steel and her turret 15 inch with main ; can be introduced into an air cavity, withturrets equipped with two ten-inch guns j out danger to life. The lungs are an air
in each.
Her secondary batteries include cavity, and by the air and through the aii The Maine Delegation in Congress.
j every curative action by medicine can be
seven rapid fire six
pounders and eight I produced on the seat of every form of lung
Cordial, handsomely turned and absoone pounders
ot the same kind.
The disease.
j
My antiseptic and healing reme- lutely true were the words of Hon. HerMaine was

••

won

r

Costa Rica has

Mai-y.

[continued]
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and recognize

n;iia, and was known all over Cenmerica for his soldierly qualities
i.

the greatest
produced. Under

CONSUMPTION.

The Associated Press for a statement re- j Sip. .lames Rawley.
6.14
Theresa.
18.53
garding the destruction of the United ; Ywl. Isabel
as
Parsons..
11.89
peace
Friendship.
States battleship Maine, he said: “The j Sip. Aliens.
5 90 Bremen.
ple: lie learned rapidly and selected the occurance is a most terrible and shocking
Sirroeo
5.39 Friendship.
Xantho.
5.24
It is to be hoped that an investigawisest and ablest men in the country for one.
13.81 Waldoboro.
tion may leave no doubt that it was an ac- : Sell <'live May.
11.21
his cabinet and officers, and so far as lay I
Sip. Nellie F. Wotton..
Friendship.
cideut:.
If there should be any room for
We’re Here.
7.62
in his power introduced an era of moral, suspecting foul
5 27
Flora M.*».
play, it would be very unKlondike
6.69
fortunate.”
intellectual and commercial advancement.
6.40
Albertine..
Princeton, X. J., Feb. 10. Ex-Presi- S' h. Kate C. Lamps**n
22 54 Bristol.
If lit1 had been as wise as he was progres9.82 Damariseotta.
dent Cleveland, this afternoon, said: “I Ywl Yht. A1 Hawwa
5.67 Bristol.
sive, Costa Rica would to-day stand at am gieatlv shocked and horrified at the ! Sip. 1 ris
9.07
Leslie C. Thmpson
the head of the Central American Repub- lamentable disaster to the
Elizabeth E. Hoyt.
5.54
battleship
lics in all respects; but in his zeal for the Maine, and sincerely hope that the later
300 92
Total, 19 vessels
information may serve to mitigate its hordevelopment of the country, he went too
CASTINE DISTRICT.
rifying details. 1 was mt personally acfast and far and left it bankrupt.
8.44 Brooklm.
Mystic Belle.
quainted with any of the ship’s crew, but Sip. Marion
8.10 Swans Island.
Haggett.
We must not leave Costa Rica without greatly regret that our navy should suffer
7.40 Sedgwick.
Empress.
the loss of such a ship and that so many
7.33 Little Deerlsle
Clytie.
some reference to the most
interesting
5.93 Friendship.
Earl Paul Crabtree...
lives had to be sacrificed.
Of course, I
but least known people in it,—the GuatEverett A. Conary....
5.75
could uot express an opinion as to whethusos, or “White Indians” of the Rio Frio.
er the disaster was due to accident or
Total, 6 vessels. 42.95
This stream, so named because of its ex- Spanish design, as nothing but the most
MACIIIAS DISTRICT.
8 43
I Sip. Susie and Winnie—
Steuben.
treme coldness, rises
in the northern meagre particulars have reached me.
however that investiga- Sell. Nokomis. 245 00 Millbridge.
sincerely
hope,
mountains and loses itself in Lake Nicaration will show that it was accident, pure
Total, 2 vessels. 253 43
For 400 years and simple.”
gua, opposite Fort Carlos.
PASSAMAQl ODDV DISTRICT.
the valley of the Frio has been a literal
FLAGS ORDERED AT HALF MAST.
13.63 Lubec.
Sell. Lunette.
ence

claims.
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(who
considerably more of the latter than the
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of the mixed Spanish and
Indian race, which is perhaps the best in
the country, and like Juarez of Mexico,
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d a railroad which should cou■

election

to manage. Then General Guardia was
declared the “Constitutional President”
by a unanimous vote, only 2,000 ballots
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such occasion during the last
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good.”

fourteen years." writes Mrs.
of Box 46. Saratoga, Santa
Cal., with female weakness, nervousin ss an.! general de’oMity.
I tried everything to
r.
I>r. l’ierce's Favorite Prescription
and Golden Medical Discovery' cured me.”

Mary J.
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"just

as
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idling off their respective forces, !
.'.i-uis General and the President'
he occupying the chair,
wist- heads together and talk it
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Philosophy of this kind is based upon
The fact is, that there is
gross ignorance.
no necessity for the severe pangs underIf a woman
gone by the average woman.
is strong and healthy in a womanly way,

several terms, in

the fact that the constitution
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Editorial

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

appreciating has
just received a very black eye by the discovery that the value of the gold mined
theory

The
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Journal Pub, Oo.

PII.SBURY,

JHARI.ES A

is

gold

that

The

} Buai^°J,“^er.

As the total

better.

even

We second the motion.

death iu Cuba’s capital, and tell how
Weylei murdered more than 200,OCX) people by starvation.

election of

exertion is

the rule of action in the

are

required

we

to

perform the duty.

problem

the
ais.

—

We

neglected

to

call attention

!

National

j

doubt the many friends here of the author
recognized it as the work of an artist of

j
!

well

he

an

How do Senator
silver associates

Teller and his free-

>ii

t

a

'!.(*

found the

nominate a candidate

j h*c t
>ubs,aiiiiail\ the present board
'■•'■il; !-e nominated and elected.
That is
certainly the best thing to do for the iniuct>

per

of the city. The men who have
successfully carried refunding thus far

so

should complete the work so well
begun,
and carry still further the
many reJo.ms they have inaugurated in thd conduct of the city’s business.
H,c

'1 he

following

which

would suppose in many cases by
who do not know one end of a ship

as one

tee

Babcock,

lie other.

in

pline

on board the Maine.”
No other pahas had this news, but if. is in accord
Mitii the declaration _>f Gen.
Weyler, the
Spanish butcher, that the disaster which
befell the Maine in Havana harbor was

per

•due to the indolence of her crew.”
1

Jpinio.’i may have original
>ut

raews,

they

The

sources

of

would seem to he Spanisli

sources.

The people of

endeavoring

to

Washington, D. C., are
the incorporation

secure

in the District of Colombia appropriation
bill of a provision for manual training
school buildings. Manual training has
oeeu

introduced in the

Washington,

public

schools of

and the Evening Star of that

city says:
The system of teaching the boys and
gills how to use their hands, together

has just organized with Chairman
who made such a splendid record
former campaigns, again at its head.

The control of the next House of Representatives and friends of sound-money

generally

is

especially important.

Republicans have good

!

destiuctioj of the b .ttleship Maine was'
lused
>y the accidental explosion of
her magazine;” and
that “an :

further,

ex-

increase the currency of the

can

men

sting is caused by the obvious
fact that the disaster was
clearly caused
->3 lank carelessness and want of disci-

lated is

Gain in 19 month.£223,550,202
The Republican Congressional commit-

presenting such absurd caricatures, drawn

ui i ‘d

was no mi

control the

to

Senate

reason to

in the

The

and if

House

enact

satisfactory legislation

upon

the

currency question, a task which will bo a
difficult, if not impossible, one in the
present Congress by reason of the control
which the silver element has in the Sen
ate.

Chairman

Babcock will

doubtless

expect and have the cordial co-operation
not only of every Republican but every
friend of sound-money irrespective of
former party associations.
That one little spot on the map of the
United States where there is a depression
in one industry—by this is meant New
England and the cotton industry—is the
centre

of much attention

silver

shriekers,

on the part of the
and Chief shrieker Bryan

proposes to emphasize this condition by
visit t > the cotton-manufacturing industries of that section.
It is not learned,

a

however,

that Mr. Bryan has any expectation of visiting the cotton-mills of the

South, which are being run overtime and
has produced excellent are
declaring large dividends with great
results, even under the disadvantageous i
ounri. ons that have surrounded the en- ; regularity, and which operate under the
terpii.s from the start The lack of prop- same tariff and currency laws as those
buildings and facilities has always which the calamityites assume to have
•handicapped the sell >ol authorities in failed in relation to New
England mills.
theii effort to extend the system. They I
have lately hoped that Congress might Nor is it learned that he has any inten
ir >1
e
the wonderful influence for good tiou of stopping en route at the iron and
<>f the manual training of the young
steel, tin-plate, or woolen factories or
and provide facilities for the proper enthe great potteries of Ohio, Pennsylvania,
of
the
work.
largeim-nt
and New Jersey, which are all running
with their

The

brains,

Star

Herald of Presque Isle

con-

advocate with energy and ability
the establishment of a dairying and stock

tinues to

raising industry in that section. It would
not abandon potato growing, but says
that “the pursuit of this industry as it
lias been followed in the past lias proved
suicidal, and cannot prove otherwise in
the future, if persisted in.”
It says
further:
Neither Aroostook nor any other section
can throw away all the recognized and
natural means of maintaining farm fertility, narrow faiming down to a single
crop, un irtain and fluctuating in market price otlie point of gambling speculation, and pursue this system of farming
Ijy purely artificial means, and expect to
Not only is
prosper in the long run.
steady prosperity impossible, but serious calamity is a pretty certain result of
such a w Id and reckless system of farm-

ing.

overtime, where idleness or short hours
were the rule under the operations of the
tariff law which

place

on

Mi.

Bryan helped

to

the statute books.
Sons of

Colby.

annual reunion of the
Boston Colby Alumni Association will be
held at the Parker House, Boston, Friday
evening, Feb. 25, 1898. Reception at 5.30;
dinner at 6 30. President Nathaniel Butler,
’73, Leslie C. Cornish, Esq., 75, Dr. A. M.
Jackson, ’61, J. H. Millett, ’67, Rev. J. L.
Seward, and J. C. Ryder, ’82, will be present and respond to toasts. Following is the
organization for 1898: President, John C.
Ryder, ’82; Vice Presidents, C. F. Warner,
’79; Everett Flood, M. D., 79; Secretary
and chairman of the executive committee,
Lincoln Owen, ’89; Executive committee,
The seventeenth

Gibbs, ’88; F. F. Whittier, M. D., ’81;
J. Condon, '86; W. C. Crawford, ’82; J.
K. Richardson, ’69; Lincoln Owen, ’89; H.
S. Weaver, ’82; E. C. Robinson, ’83; J. E.
Burke, ’90; J. H. Millett, ’67; H. F. Curtis,
M. D., ’87; B. J. Hinds, ’83.
E. B.

R.

Way l»e

so,

but—

An article is going the rounds that “Stonewall Jackson” was one of the most intense
Unionists in the country. We do not pretend to question the truth of the statement,
but simply to remark that, to the best of
our recollection, about the time of the battle. of Chaneellorsville, and for some months
before that, he “didn’t work much at it.’’

f Mountain Echo, Keyser, West Va.

ing.

All over Maine
I rain and hail.

came

reports of slush and

See them in

Figures.
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CHASE & DOAK.

Sarsaparilla

n.n

j-

windows.

Marked in Plain

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK]

Is the best—in fact the One True Rlood Purifier.

itOOCl S r*l I IS

our

are prompt, efficient and
easy in effect. 26 cents

L

10 children
February acrostic,
How Did Washington Look ?| Warren Fahy
Our Hero,
Houston Small

A. KNOWLTON, President.

KRANh R.fwmniN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

.05 1-8
.07 3-4

.03 1-8
9 00
9.00
.05 1-4
.04 1 2
.21

.12 14
1.10
1 20
3 00
.18 1-2
.19 1-2
.10

.05

Hall's department ot the Central
Intermediate school an interesting program
was given as follows:
Iii Mrs.

.06 3-4
.03 1-4
10 00
9.75
.05 1-2
.05
.19
.08 1-2
1.32 1-2
2.12
3 75

Singing by school,

Bessie

Greeting,

Reading, Story

of

>ur

Country.
Isa

Reading, Washington

and

Smalley

.17

.18
50

Tile various
very

simply

Hopkins

and

school
and

magazine articles
work.

rooms were

appropriately

flags, blackboard drawings,

*

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

n

decorated

with

a

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets.
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FIRE. LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE
A

the Corporal,
Lida

.27

Washington’s iife

Patterson

Rec.. Washington,
Carrie Johnson
Battle Cry -«f Freedom
Singing by school,
Rec The. Story of the Bells, by 13 pupils
Florence Chaples, Lida Hopkins, Sadie
Staples. Mamie Maxtield, Gladys RichIsa
ards,
Patterson, Fred O’Connell,
Helen Leavett, Carrie Ford, Belle Mayo,
Mildred McAndless, Allen
Patterson,
Gertrude Louise Crowley
Reading, Paul Revere’s Ride,
Helen Leavett

.20

10

America

and Miss Walton read

Winterport,

llefore

Big Granite Claim

Congress that is of Interest
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JJ Securityshonds tor Cashiers Con: £ \STEA M BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
ors. Administrators and Trutsees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sol !
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IV ORTH PORI

Washington. 1). C., Feb. 15.
(Special
to the Kennebec Journal) Ti House com-

NEWS.

An i.llsworth Man’s Invention.

An
About ten days h« f- re town meeting, and sum Kllswnrtli nun has inveuted am!
put on tin- market a ounbinatioi
still the present incumbents of town otii es Her pul. 01 i-stovc ami lantern. It «•
last
on
week,
Comparative Prices of Articles of general Conthe claim of Stout, Hall and Bangs, for ar«- not shivering in their boots t< ;my great of Hti ordinary dinner-pail, to one s
sumption, July 1 1896, April 1. 1897, and Februwhich is fastened an upright hollow r\
are 1, 1898.
of tin with a fiat top of sheet iron ami ,i
granite furnished from Maine with which extent.
July l,
April 1, Feb. 1,
to build tlie walls of the cellar of the new
1896.
1898.
1897.
Washington's birthday came and went fitted with a strip of glass p.r the trai
Coffee, Rio, ,7-$ 13 $ .08 1-4$ .06 3-8
Inside the >\1 mler
congressional library in this city. This and hardly a soul mentioned it. Curious sion of light
Rec., Washington’s Birthday,
.35
.39
Molasses, per gal.32
finn
includes
Isaac
lamp is set The 1 in,
Col.
S.
Bangs of ain't it, how the anniversary of tae Father akeroseue-hurning
Lida Hopkins
Salt.75
.65
.70
burner which makes a
Iiimne.
Print cloth (Boston).
Watervilie, Me. ; Cyrus J. Hail of Bel- ;
.02 7 16 .02 7 16
.02 3-16 Singing by school,
a s
tl
in
should
almost
and
our
drafts
.ire s.
of
irr mged
country’s birthday
Standard sheetings,..
.05 3-8
.05
."438
Be like George Washington fast; and \V. II. B. Stout of New York.
that
the
ma\
cylinder
he swung
Cotton sheetings (Au
?
lamp
Rec., George Washington,
Roy Whitney '1 he Senate bill appropriated $31,802.52, cease to b<- remembered
dropped without its being extinguished,
.04
gusta).04 3-4 .04 1-2
Incidents in the Life of providing that this sum of
Reading,
Tin plate, per 100 lbs.. 3.65
iron top becomes hot a few minutes
Its rather a uieaslev town that can't keep
3.35
2.85
money shall be 1
Fred O’Connell
Washington,
Steel beams, per ton.. 31.00
31.00
23 00
paid so that Mr. Stout and Col. Bangs up with the procession. but according to re- the lamp is lighted The >wner te
Anthracite coal, per
Singiug by school, Columbia, or Red, White shall receive
h:s coffee at noon on top of the comhiiu
$22,802.52 and Mr. II ill :
ton
and
Blue
4 25
this town is amply supplied with as
4.25
4.00
and can walk home at night hy the h_
$0,000. There is a pro' ision in the bill ports a
Bituminous coal, per
Reading, Washington’s Christmas Gift,
brigade of scarlet.spotted beauties the same. The weight of the' e-unhiiu
lovely
ton.
2.75
2.60
2.75
Carrie Ford also that a Mr. J. M. Vale shall receive
will he about •_! 1 { pounds.
Connellsville coke.... 2.00
as can be found anywhere.
1.60
1.75
Memorial exercist—George
Washington, $3,000. The House committee, howevei,
Petroleum,
refined,
born Feb. 22, 1732; Abraham Lincoln, Feb. favor
the
claim
to
liked
,n
her
much
Mrs. Harrington was so
sending sending
again
.06 1-2
per gal.07 3-4
.05 7-8
bittb* Saved from the llulmi12. 1809; Henry W. Longfellow, Feb. 27, the secretary of the interior to be
Tar, per bbl. 1.20
.95
1.05
adjudi- first week's work as an evangelist that she
1807: James Russell Lowell, Feb. 22, 1819; cated
Nails, per keg.
2.80
1.75
1.75
him.
With the rigid policy of
by
1
he
wreck <• f thesrh. James Holmes is
Yellow pine lumber,
~"by Sadie Staples, Edith Kilgore, Helen economy instituted in the House and en- accepted an invitation to stay another week
being ga/ed at by large numbers (.f sp.
per 1,000. 17.00
16.50
15.75
Leavett, Arthur Murch, Florence Chaples.
her services during the
will
continue
ami
ami freely ph 'tographed.
Timber, spruce, per
Arn
Ralph Page, Fred O’Connell, Charlie Me- forced.rigidly against claims, wherever the remainder of this week. All interested tors
LOO". 15.00
15.00
14.50
uients are being made
hy the wrecking n
Auliff, Cleveland McCorison, Lillian Pat- Republican managers are able to have their
Phosphate, per 2,000
ter
for
the
sale
of
the
hulk
It
has
bee:
attend.
terson, Carrie Johnson, Arthur Murch,
way, there is some doubt whether the bill should
R>s.
5.25
4.75
4.25
covered that the most valuable port,mm
Quinine, per ounce..
George Coombs, Roy Whituey, R chard would pass at this session of Congress if it
30
18
.26
Mr. aud Mrs. Linwuod Hasson was
Unto
her
have
been washed away ami
cargo
Ground bone, per ton. 22.00
Coombs.
20.50
21.00
carried any appropriation.
It should be
work cl saving tlie vessel and cargo was
a son; hence that
Response by class.
remembered that one large claim of a born, Monday morning,
remunerative than was expected.
!
Honor his Name,
that
has
smile
school
['
and
Singing,
broad
by
generous
spread Ann Advertiser.
The farmers of the country are receivin the 3d district was passed
Rec., George Washington, Fred O’Connell gentleman
itself over the countenance of the genial Leu
when
so many others have
and,
recently
much
Last
ing
larger sums of money for their Reading, Washington’s
Battle,
Mildred McAndless been shut off Speaker Reed may not be so ever since that eventful morning. All artproducts in bulk than they did a year ago. Reading, How Washington
The doing nicely, is the cheering report from
got out of tne kindly disposed towards another.
Commissioners’ Notice.
Trap,
January exportations of corn were in
Gladys Richard House may vote to allow the secretary of Pound Hill.
WALDO SS. February 1
A
L ISqs.
own dear WashingOur
recitation,
Closing,
the
interior
to
examine
the
claim.
Tue
value $0.219,033
1
against $4,828,057 in
the undersigned. luu
,i ti> a
We,
Mildred McAndless
A large whale was seen oil the Cove one
ton,
history of this claim is another instance
cl by the Honorable Geo. K ■!, hnsiii'.i
January 1897, and for the seven months
Miss Tilton’s division of the Central In- of what a harsh creditor the
last week and attracted considerable atProbate
for
said
<
day
iut\.
Commis-muo!
government
ending February 1st amounted to $84,- termediate school presented the following can be. it was way back in April of l.vss tention. He was heading toward Rockland. eewe and examine the claim-of il mvdr
Hoi; \CE L
KRAGDON late
Wald,
1 Of),288 against $20,909,007 iu the corre- program:
that the gentlemen, mentioned above as' P. S. Mr. Brohau informs us that as the
County, deceased, whose estate i. ,s !»*•*■ n
members of the firm, contracted to turn- j
senred insolvent. hereb\ piv. j.u;*ii.- noi m,
he
discovered
sand
months
of
the
the
America.
tish
sponding
point
passed
big
preceding year. Singing,
,.r pi
ably to tin? Order of tin- sai
Eva French j ish the dimension stone for the wall of just abaft the dorsal tin a white flag hearing tliat six hi,.n»hs from and 111« .imlr.e
The sales of corn-meal for the seven Greeting,
the
.ml ]
the cellar of the congressional library for
Stories about Washington,
f February, A. 1». isos. ,.lVe bom
da>
comfor
road
Whittetuore
of
Orriu
months amounted to $988,015 against
Winnie Sanborn, Katin Stevens, ; the sum of $257,700. They entered at j the name
t" said creditors ro present ami pi
heir I,
course we cannot vouch as c*
and that we will attend t<- the
Loie Jacobs, Irvin McFarland, once upon the work of
e
$441,240 in the corresponding months of
filling their con- missioner. Of
us, at the oiliee of R f Dunton in |t,*n,tst. i;
Flora Rich.
tract.
They continued in the successful i1 the truth of this postscript, but the lines County of Waldo, on Srtturd.u, M i;, !: I.*
the preceding year.
The January sales George Washington,
the
by
boys | and satisfactory prosecution of that work, above it are all right, so our readers will and Monday. August 8. I sms. at ten ,.t tInof oats amounted to $1,362,591 against Washington,
Clara Marsh :
in the forenoon ot ••i
said daywithout interruption or complaint, until have to ask Jimmie about it.
Singing.
WILLI \ M CLKMKNTS.
in
$572,091
January 1807, and for seven Washington and our Flag, Della Kuowltou j by an act of Congress, approved October
.‘its
Cl.ARK M. HARDEN,
K
A.
Rev.
evening,
Thursday,
This,
months were $11,262,147 against $5,361,- A Famous Sword,
Warren Gentuer | 2, 1888, their contract was annulled. That
The Little Maid’s Reply,
Flossie Small ; act of Congress, which was a rider to an Hiukley will give another of his interesting
740 in the corresponding months of the
Anna Dennett, Leila Howard appropriation bill,
Exercise,
provided that until lectures illustrated by a powerful optical
Bessie Clark.
preceding year, while there was a correotherwise ordered by Congress no work lantern. Everjone who attended his lecWhite
and
Blue
Red,
should be done in the construction of the ture two weeks ago was highly pleased, and
sponding increase iu the exportations of Singing,
Florence Kelley
Reading,
lib rary of Congress and all contracts for
oat meal.
The exportations of rye for Reading,
Flora Rich
as this one will he entirely new and dilTerj
and
r
Clyde Shute work or materials not necessary for the eut in every respect from the other no doubt
the seven months were $4,188,772 in Heroes,
execution of the work were rescinded.
Children’s Story of Washington,
value, against $1,908,756 in the same !
Jimmie Kelley, Stanley Chamberlain, The bill provided, however, that any loss a full house will he the result. This intera
Flora Rich, Winnie Sanborn, Clara or
months a year earlier.
damage occasioned by these contracts esting, instructive and entertaining exhibiThey sent abroad
Office hours until II a. m.
Florence
Wilfred should be adjusted
Marsh,
Kelley.
of
as the lowest
the
reach
tion
is
within
all,
the
of
in January $9,106,747 worth of
by
secretary
Coombs
wheat,
From I 2.At) to A and 7 to 8 p. m
and paid out of sums previous- possible price lias been adopted and the adMattie Johnson, Mary Johnson thejinterior
agaiust $5,086,940 worth iu January 1897, Duet,
This
act
was occasioned
ly
appropriated.
MAP
mission w’ill be only ten cents. Some very SEARSPORT,
Dialogue, Fred Patterson, Seldou Hammons
and for the seven monthsending
by a change of plan for the building and, tine illustrations of the Klondike will he TKI.K tMIO VK Co N N KOt’lOV
February Reading, Washington and his Hatchet,
1st the exportations of wheat amounted to
liberal
Loie Jacobs notwithstanding the
provision
Will he iu Kelfast every I’ue- lav IV mi 1
he very intermade to indemnify contractors, Messrs, shown, which of course will
Singing, To be Like Washington.
M.
Otlice over .1. \V. Ferguson A: C ... Main
$87,551,538 against $44,487,059 in the cor- Stories
of Lincoln’s Boyhood, by six pupils
esting to those who are contemplating a trip
Hall
A
for
a time
were
Stout,
Bangs
Morris French
responding months of the preceding year. Our Lincoln,
almost completely disabled by the stroke to that country.
Singing, Honor to the Name of Washington inflicted upon them in the recession of
Wheat liour also brought more
money Reading, Sketch of Lincoln’s Life,
It
almost seems incredible that in a
their contract.
into their pockets, the exportations for
Gertrude Evans
small community like this, where flourishes
had incurred large debts in prelhey
Flora
Anna
Dennett
Exercise,
Rich,
the seven months amounting to $39,684,a
prosperous W. C. T. C.. and a church
Vesta Shute paring to execute their contract and had
now every evening in
134, against $36,637,623 in tlie same Motion Song,
a large force of men at work
tilling it. whose doors are open
A
yacht 24 tee! overall. S tee! beam
Della Knowlton For a time creditors and
months of last year.
The total exporta- Reading,
employes
requir- the week for the benefit of the poor ami iron sloop
keel, inside lead ballast, and fully found
Duet,
Mary Johnson, Mattie Johnson ed their entire attention. Their claim friendless sons and daughters of men who tilted, is offered for sale. Will'’■deep
four m
tions of breadstuffs in January, 1898,
In the South Intermediate school the
sound ami seiviceahh*
was hurried before
Secretary of the In- are seeking the light, that almost- tin ler soins, and is a safe,
amounted to $24,771,160, while those
Will
not
be
for
cruising
fully equipped
grades united in singing “America” at the terior Vilas and finally a report of $85,- the shadow of the sanctuary resides a fam- away,
and only those willing t., pay a lau
January 1897. were only $10,971,173, and opening, after which the exercises were 348.35 was returned in their favor. They
need apply. For further partit lars addres
of old, respectable people just existing,
filed objections to this finding, on the ily
for the seven mouths ending
VAC HI OWN IP
February 1, separate. In Miss Wiggin’s grade the exernourthat certain items had been omit- and that is all, upon the most scanty
ground
Journal Office, Hellust. M
1898, were $183,027,399, those of the cises were in honor of both Lincoln and
at
that
destitute
so
and
ishment,
being
poor
ted, but this was about the time of the
seven months ending
February 1, 1897, Washington. Following is the program :
change of administration for the inaugu- times a little meal is their only food.
of Lincoln,
Chester
ration
of
Story
President
Harrison.
Not
wishWorthing
but
being
Now, we ask, is it not about time that some$121,945,132. There was also
Washington’s birthday,
ing to annoy their creditors further by thing was done to help these worthy people?
a grain in the
The partnership hcretof-u- existimr b,• t%■.•
exportation of provisions,
Harold and Main! Herrick
a delay, they referred the claim
R La FFRI L\ and F. H < Li FF« iRI). is tin
Willie Farrar allowiug
Let us all unite, irrespective f creed, church
the total for January, 1898, being $1C>,- Abraham Lincoln,
to the court of claims, hoping for an tx
8
I 85)8. disso ved
Fel»inary
Singing,
School
what we can for
Husiness still to be carried m undei :hc m1
375,936: that for January, 1897, $13,104,- Our country’s father,
As a matter of fact, or society, and contribute
Thomas Davis peditious decision.
I
IL Clifiord.
We
will
the
relief
of
this
it was four years, lacking one month, beworthy couple
School
I
164; while for the seven months ending Song of Washington,
IL t Li MOKI*
Ours.
William Dunton fore a decision was returned, and that all feel better, ami be better, for having perK\S*
Stockton Springs. Feb. 1 ♦ ISAS.
February 1, 1898, the total was $100,902,- Exercise, “Crowning Lincoln,”
court reduced the amount by $18,408.10.
formed this kindly Christian act, and Cod
Edelle Hatch This
041, and that of the seven months ending
between
the
findlarge discrepancy
and the angels will smile approvingly upon
Frances Norton, Elmer Elwell,
Lincoln,
of the secretary of the interior and the
February 1, 1897, only $04,309,335. The
and reward us accordingly.
Hattie Colcord ing
court of claims was occasioned by the
total exportation of breadstuffs and pro- Flag exercise and song,
School
for Washington,
P.onut it'ul S«*a sIn'IU.
Arthur Condon limited jurisdiction of the court, which
Ring
visions during the seven months ending Rec.TO LET.
Annie Mae Black. restricted its consideration to claims for
one
admires them. Since coming
School loss or damage of a strictly legal nature,
Every
February 1, 1898, amounted to $289,989,- Flag song,
1 have for rent my store on High strLincoln’s story,
Winnie Seekins. so distinguished from those of an equit- south l have received numerous inquiries
440, against $216,314,487, making the
uow occupied b.v M.
\ Hassell, the
Exercise, “Our President," in which the able nature. This amount of $06,885.25, from northern people for sea shells, and
above suitable for olliees; and a teiiem.
1 can
to answer yes.
children repeated the names of the presinow I am prepared
gain for the seven months just ended over
awarded by the court of claims, was subdent from Washington to McKinley in
send you shells, for I have made quite a col- on 1'hurch street next north of Hon. Win
the corresponding se/en months of the
and the claimants were lection of
concert, and then recited separately short sequently paid,
lovely shells, both from our own Marshall’s.
constrained by unavoidable circumstances coast, the coral reefs, and some beautiful
,lw7
C. HKKVKN
verses about each.
preceding year the handsome sum of $73,and Blue,”
School to abide by the judgment of the court and ones from tbe West India Islands. I will
674,953, an amount sufficient to pay off Song, “Red, White
one
two
to
wlio
alike,
any
The exercises in Miss Carter’s room were accept the payment.
They had become mail a dozen, no
several farm mortgages.
sends a stamp for postage.
all in relation to Washington, and were as exhausted financially by accumulation of
The following table compares the exA.
Mrs.
F.
interest on their debts and by expenses
Warner,
Yours,
follows:
Jacksonville, Fla.
portations of leading farm products in the Roll call, in which each pupil answered to incurred in the prosecution of their claim.
did not enter an appeal from the deseven months ending February
his or her name by a short verse about1 They
1, 1898,
cision of the court of claims, because of
In good condition. for
How’s This !
Washington.
with those of the seven months ending
their financial inability to do so, and beSpelling exercise, “Washington,”
sale reasonably, at
offer One Hundred Dollars Reward lor any
We
Feb. 1, 1897:
by ten children cause, also, of the probability that the decision of the court of claims declining to case of Catarrh that cannot he cured by Hall’s
Exercise by school,
Exports, seven Exports, seven
and
tti Church St. Belfast.
girls
boys
alternating. consider claims for loss or damage of an Catarrh Cure.
months ending months ending
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Louise Heal equitable nature would have been affirmRec., “Our rally”
Feb. 1, 1898,
Feb. 1, 1897.
February 17, 1898.—4\v7
with
of
Corn. $ 34,196,288
Hag drill,
$ 26,909,007 Story
Washington,
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
ed on appeal.
Corn meal.
983.016
441.246
by seven children
for the last 15 years, ami believe him perfectly
Oats.
5,361,749 ; Itec., Our great heroes,”
Charlie Decrow
11,262,147
honorable in all business transactions and finanOat meal.
664,090 Song of Washington,
866,388
Six children
The Penobscot Ice Crop.
Wheat.
87.551,538
44,487,059
cially able to carry out any obligation made by
“Our Washington,” Gracie Knowlton
Wheat flour...
36,637,623 Rec.,
39,684,134
School
The ice harvest on the Penobscot river is their firm.
Cattle.
18,555,668 Song,
20,903,830
with minuet dance by Charlie
25,043
6,764
Hogs
nearly finished. Over 180,000 tons have been West & Thdax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
I hare a supply of Maine grown
Bacon
Decrow and Gladys Pitcher.
19,228.710
26,104,935
harvested and if the conditions are such as Walding, Kin’nan & Marvin, Wholesale DrugHams.
8,879,735
9,859.792
to warrant it enough may he housed along
seed
potatoes (Cicilian Chili) for
(>.
school
Miss WadsIn the South Primary
Pork.
2,552.629
1,815,317
gists, Toledo,
the river to bring the total up to nearly 200,Lard.
14,830,274 worth’s classes
19,195,759
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting sale.
the following program: 000, hut it will depend on circumstances. It
gave
Cheese.
3,145,616
2,618,690
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
SHEIIM.IN W. FREEMA A
Total breadstuffs.. 183,027.399
121,945,132 Greeting,
Floy French is probable that the work along the Penob- the system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Total provisions... 106,962,041
Eva Perkins scot will come to a close this week.
94,369,335 February 22,
Belfast, Feb. 16, 1868.—itf
Druggists. Testimonials free.
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Lewiston Democrats nominated ex-Mayor
W. H. Newell for mayor last Tuesday even-

******

-•

Con- I

they elect a majority ut the
of Representatives it will give
them an opportunity in the last half of
President McKinley’s administration to

gross

1

expect

next

program:

Hood’s

-WATCHES

1

the month

country.
Money n circulation in the United States :
February 1, 1898.£1,729,991,228
July, 1, 1890. 1,500,434,900

them as upright and intact.
gave the stern out of water and the
bow undei and another reversed the
>;der.
It is difficult to see the object of

■

beginning of

in which the free-silverites will again inthat their proposition is the only one

depicted

I he Auckland Opinion of Feb. Istli bad
exclusive inf munition concerning the loss
tlie Maine.
While then, and even at
.th:.*1
wiit.ii?g. it is still undetermined
whether tlu* ship was
destroyed byaccii.-nt or design, the Opinion said that the

the amount

sist

>ne

t

giving

tremely interesting, and will be useful for
reference during the coming campaign,

Although these stated that the smokewere leveled to the deck, oue art-

rom

of 189b.

table

in which Mr. Bryan

stacks

f

Tobacco, medium.11
Cotton seed per ton... 8.00

meet

circulation at the

of the battleship Maine at Havana. Evidently some of them did not stop to read
Hie telegraphic reports of the disaster.

ist

..

Apples
Dry hides.17
Wool, Ohio and Pa. X. .16
Hops. .07

of money in circulation at the beginning of
the present month compared with that in

variety of views of the destruction

gioa

to

splendid victory

their

special artists on the spot” have
the readers of daily newspapers a

vn

c

or

the enemy upon the
same battle ground in which they won

portunity

.03 7-8

lb.05 1-5
Milk, per qt.03
Beef, family, per bbl.. 8.50
Pork, mess, per bbl— 8 25
Bacon, per lb.04 3-8
Lard, per lb.04 1 4
Butter, per lb.15
Cheese..
06 5 S
1.15
Beans, per bushel.
Potatoes...
75

the nation at its very highest standard.
The Republicans have welcomed an op-

terests

of the Democratic declara-

Hogs, carcases, per lb.
Mutton, carcases, per

by Repuborganizations during
the present, year has been clearly and distinctly in favor of keeping the currency of

■

■

s;

-1

Lincoln, with an exercise on “The Life of Lincoln” by fourteen
pupils, one in “Memory of Washington” by
six boys, and another, “The Bells,” by thirteen girls. The exercises closed by the pupils singing “America.”
In the Lower Grammar school, Grades G
and 7, the windows between the two rooms
were thrown
open and the exercises were
enjoyed by both classes. Following is the
and

A Woman’s Experience with This
Creat Medicine.
“I have had Hood’s Sarsaparilla in my
family for many years and have been kept
in good health by its use. A few years
ago I had a heart trouble and I was advised not to work too hard, as it was a
critical period in my life. This was impossible as I was not able to hire my work
done.
I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and it kept me in good health all through
this period. I was able to do my housework besides running a sewing machine,
as I did in my younger day’s.
Whenever
I get to feeling tired and languid and
cannot sleep at night I get a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and it does me good.
My son had erysipelas and was weak and
without appetite. After taking Hood’s
he was well and able to work every day.”
Mrs. Almeda Hill, Lyman, Maine.

FRED ATWOOD

favor of the proposition of the Chicago
platform of 181";. Every Congressional

lican conventions

adoption

Washington

Sarsaparilla

••

convention and other utterance

md f"i the usual caucuses in
i V‘ wa 'O.
From present ap-

M>\

’■>.

to

cui

be

the

to

Hood’s

<

in

will

time.

SPECIAL SALE OF

She Is Kept in Good Health by

\

is just arranging for a new issue of bonds
We print elsewhere the provisions of !
in gold and gold only? But a
Jaw of :s'.>7 relating to the election of payable
j
of this kind cuts no
road commissioners, a matter that is just trifling inconsistency
figure with men who are merely advocatTow agi rating the rural communities. The
ing a cause for w hat they can get out of it
I"' lias been freely eiiticised,
many ques- j
the matter of official preferment or
ti ming its practicability and its desirabil- i in
otherwise.
but
as
it
is
ty,
compulsory it will be well !
1
*o await <.'ults.
If on trial it proves unThe Republicans of the country seem
will
be
in
order.
That
satisfactoiy. repeal
j
entirely willing ;o accept the gage of batme is ample room for improvement iu
tle thrown down by the Democratic Conne met ho,Is of work on the
highways no
one will
gressional Committee in their declaration
another column

that

As in Her Youth

Millie Brown
George Washington,
Feb. 28, |*94.
Flossie Davis
INDIVIDUAL
Dec. 1*91.
July 24. 1891.
Washington’s Mother,
March 5, In1:
Our Country’s Father,
Flora Staples
DEPOSITS:
$59,180.29
839,353.99
Ernest Jacobs, Willie Black,
$79,480.59
$83,97**
to dates.
In these articles it will be obA Promise,
Eunice Wagner
Dec.
1*95.
1895.
13,
Harry Carter, Leroy Libby
1
11,
1*99.
Dec.
4,
v»
July
July
17. i
|
Annabel Nicholson
Grade G Ours,
served that prices have fallen. The prices Song, Our Flag,
$ 190,838.17
$123,9*5.58
$172,093.19
$183,89 -. I
Inez Brown
Florence Libby In February,
Rec., Our Hero’s
A Puzzling Question, Merrill Judson Hatch
quoted are those of New York markets, Rec., Our Flag, Birthday,
Rufus Mayo
Dec. 15, 1807
The First Flag,
Lurena Hutchins
except in case of live stock and meats, Rec., The Birthday of Washingtou,
and the Flag,
Willie Dickey
Washington
James
Carter,
Eugene
$202,143.72
Shute,
where, in most cases, Chicago prices are
Flossie Davis
Robert Carter, Clarence Hall Washington and I,
These ft jtires are taken from our sworn\statetnents to the ('omptroti
Our
and
Country
England,
The
quoted.
Ella
f
Rec.,
Boy Washington,
Smalley
Elmer Baker, Bennie Woods
and bis Hatchet,
of the Currency, IV ishington, on the aft tee (Cites,
Comparative prices of Articles of Farm produc- Song, Washington
Ilis Birthday,
Arthur Morrison
Ben Stoney, Willie Black,
tion in New York and Chicago Markets on Julv
DK
r.4
1 VTEHK$T DEl’.-YUTMENT payable ->n deni md. draw interest pa\aM,>Sl
iii
the
Beryl Page arv l sr and I uly 1st. Deposits during anti month tlravv interest from the fir.-f >t the next
E*Dest Webber, Harry Carter, Red, White and Blue,
i, 1896, April 1, 1897, and February 1, 1898.
Our Flag,
Louise Read This
Clarence Hall
department --iTers /«-/<7/ or ofrr srrm'iff/ to depositors than Savings Hanks, liia-nmrh
Feb. 1.
Julv 1,
April 1,
Lincoln
and
Washington,
> i/;. m \ all deposits ia our Hank are
<t by ; wire tin am*»tia’
Rec Why?
t., >n-ro
Cora Morison
deposit i- .«
1896.
1897.
1898.
Concert Recitation hy School Capital St.-ck.
Wheat. No. 2.$0,64 3-8 $0,95 1-2 $1031.4 Rec., Washington’s Life,
Our Heroes,
i;
This it i!i,<
ite«t •»st i'iiishe 1 Hank in Waldo c m itv, our
an It has all th-- 'atest
Bertha Woods
Corn, No 2.33 5-8
.30 3-8
.34 1-4 Grace Hayes, Hattie Roberts, Helen Doak,
imp
o
t w *rk. thereby otTerim; tr-of
1 ’:
Erma Farrar raents in K-r tilde.
.22 1-4
.29
,•>';/ t-. lep.-ntors tl;.m an\’
Oats, No. 2.21 1-2
Mertie Nash, Louise Hall, Lulu Coombs, Crowning of Liucoln,
in this .-.mnty.
.40 1-2
.30
.31 1-2
Barley.
Gladys Coombs bank
Katherine Brier, Eiiz ibetli Cunningham, Crowning of Washington,
We have s\KK ‘);:,:»dr H'1\K4 a* 83. 85 anl 88 per year.
\
37 1-2
42
.551-2
Rye...
Song, Old Glory.
Elizabeth Chamberlain,
1 yd
forks, so ; -\ may l. taken to and from the Hank if desired.
4 00
4 30
Flour, winter, per bbl. 3.25
There were so many absentees from Miss
Kate Quimby
Rec., The Good Old Times,
Beeves, (Chicago), per
Rec Bells which ring for Washington,
100.
4.65
4 95
5.50
Piper's classes that her exercises were very
Eva Greenlaw, Carrie Greenlaw, Grace
Sheep, Chicago), per
brief.
HO. 4.00
4 30
4.50
Piper, Prudence Piper, Geneva Heal,
Hogs, (Chicago), per
Flossie Myrick, Belle Elwell, Mildred
Owing to the large nuinln r of absences on
100. 3.40
Me
4.00
3.95
,
Gray, Lottie Conant, Margaret Sanborn, account of illness, the program by the pupils
H< rses. Chicago), per
;
!hEh
Evelyn Wood,
Wiley.
head....'. 65.00
90.00
75.00
of the North Primary school was omitted,
Grades G and 7
Beef, carcases,
lb. .05 1-2
Song, America,
.07 1-4
.07

_

iii

since

Grade G
Song, Freedom’s Flag,
In Memoriam,
Lizzie Quimbv
Recitation,
'*
that the voters of the country rejected
Donald
Clement
22d,
February
the silver proposition.
In another table
Washington's Birthday,
Grace Hayes
is given the prices of articles which the
George Washington,
Ernest Webber, Ben Stouey,
farmer must buy, similarly arranged as

ing that the bonds of the Uuited States
The story is alshall be declared payable in silver justify
most literally true and was published in
j their course in the light of the fact that
!
San
Francisco with a portrait, drawn
the Mexican government, whose financial
from life, ol' Mine. Martinet.
methods they profess to so much admire,

1

following

served that in nearly every case there has
been a steady increase despite the fact

than local fame.

seriously question.

The

auguration of President McKinley; also
those of February 1, 1898.
It will be ob-

ho have been demand-

w

visitors to be small.
the L'pper Grammar School it was the
afternoon for the term declamations. The
selections were made with special reference
In

compares with them those of April 1,
1897, the nearest obtainable date to the in-

con-

the very lowest possible figure, and that
the record for prompt action upon them
as

number of

tion that prices could not advance except
through the free coinage of silver, and

as other important measures will
unusually good one. Ten of the
appropriation bills have already passed
to the
j the House, and it is expected the remainweek, | der will be disposed of very promptly.

fact that the story published last
A True Fairy Tale of Paris,” was the
production of a native of Belfast; but no

more

principal, Mr. Hugh Ef. McLellan, they were
postponed to Wednesday. The exercises in
the High school Wednesday consisted of

table quotes prices on the
date of the nomination of Mr. Bryan and

trolled by the Republicans.
Present indications are that the appropriation bills
of the present Congress will be kept at

keep

How to keep warm is
that has confronted most of

Bryan’s

near-

nomi-

pronearly every
immediately following the
President McKinley and have

continued to advance

Economy and prompt business methods
House of Representatives, which is

no

sum-

ducts advanced

dollars a day,
week, and law has already practically reached the
they will be both interesting and timely. point promised by its framers—an income
In this letter she will write of life and equal to the expenditures.

should say that

date obtainable to Mr.

|

expenditures

next

Speaking tor this end of the country

statement

in the Schools.

The public schools of Belfast were closed
on
Washington’s Birthday, Tuesday, and
exercises appropriate to the day were held
Monday in all except the High school,
where, on account of the absence of the

21, 1898.

1898, with those of July 1, 1890, the
est

average but a million
it will be seen that the new

The first <»f Mrs. Ward's letters from

The first duty of the country is to
cool.
[Kennebec Journal.

Feb.

Washington's Birthday

marized from “Bradstreet’s” comparing
prices of farm products on January 1,

the Government

published

recently published

Letter.

nation, is supplemented with a further
statement by the same journal showing music, essays and recitations hearing on the
The Treasury figures are assuming a
brighter and more satisfactory condition. prices of various articles produced and life and deeds of Washington.
In the other schools, owing to the absence
The receipts thus far this mouth have consumed by the farmer on February 1,
of many scholars on account of measles, the
averaged ovei a million dollars a day, and 1898, and at sundry periods during the
programs were greatly abridged and changprospects are that next mouth will be ! past three years. It is interesting to obed, and the inclement weather caused the
case farm
of serve that in

Il the battleship Maine is to be replaced in our navy it would be appropriate to
build he: in a Maine yard—that of 1 lie
ilatli lr< n Works'.* [Bath Independent.

Cuba will be

Washington

Washington, D. C.,

in the world in 1897 exceeded the total
value of both gold and silver mined in
the world in 1887.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORSINO BY THE

Republican

Our

Notes.

,rtE NEWS OF BELFAST.
The Republicans
!.i, an Caucuses.
4i will meet at the court house on Friug, March 4, 1898, at 7110 p. in. for
,,4e "f nominating a candidate for
caucuses for wards No. 1,2 and
,den at the

place

same

immedi-

The caucuses
1 and 5 will be holden at their
n Thursday evening, March 3d,
Per order, City Committee.

general

the
\

caucus.

yesterday.

,n

h«*

Thursday, eveuing.

tins.

Vinalliaven has

of

ill

sociable at Seaside

.’•■ceut

a

iustice,and Albert
a notary public,

i.nl
•i

hearer
for

been ap-

E.

Feruald

Circle, King's Daughters
an anniversary celebration
20th.

pr ate exercises March

house and on steamer
at half-mast Feb, 18th, in

the custom
were

the

men

killed

on the battleship
Washington instruct
officials to display the

hers from
house

until further orders,

f mast

granted

been

have

s

as

follows:

;eH.

I Rich entertained a party of
friends Feb. 22d, her birthday,
to live
o’clock.
Refreshments
and a fine time reported.

ra

suggests that the

B« ifaster

of

ve in case

take

won't

t

be

a war
a

safe

a

with

place
Spain,

Bath if.he

can

Central station agent
received instructions to sell
ittle ami other Pacific ports at
than wer»* ever before made

rgc. Maine
mis
v

s

England.
made Lis appearance

ru bin

-•
-•

Friday
sing. If

last

M-t

and seemed

on

con-

you douV»t these
ve refer you to \l:ss Adelle Mcsaw and heard him.

;i, to

•istoud that an old-folks' dance
at Belfast Opera House FriMarch 4th. If the proposed
ed out, as it doubtless will be,
notable social

a

the

trsal

of

Le

held

event,

Belfast Festival
tlie

at

Belfast

Band

Friday, evening, having
Tuesday evening on
concert- of the Peoples’ Lee-

.•>rru\v,

ned from
:lie
sp.

:'ner

the West writes: “It is

in

since

years

I left my

old home,

always taken The. Repubi,:
could hardly keep house
The only thing I do not like

cave

death of too many of

tells of the
r.

ends,

i

ty Mr. Herbert Morse of Morse
>ut, crossed Tilden's Pond on a

i!

from his home to N. B. AllenMr. Morse thinks he is the first to
s Pond in this manner, and no
s
erred. There was a crust on
r.g

making

fair

Sell.

u rs.

good fare

wheeling,
Psyche arrived Feb.

hauling
Thunder,

was

e-h-el

One man
the wharf as the

of fresh cod.

have stood

on

in

ami

exclaimed,

what away

to spell
fishermen at Matinieus were
cents for lobsters last week.... A
r advertises “elegant lobsters.”

The

—

Items.

Sch. Mazurka arrived
from Boston with general cargo.
Fannie & Edith sailed Feb. 18th,
iiid with hay from F. G. White Co.
Carlton Bell sailed Feb. 19tli for
Sch. P. M. Bouncy loaded hay
< arter’s last week for Vinalhaveu.
Passport sailed Feb. 18th with
u'go for l>eer Isle-Sells. Maria

Volant loaded casks for Rockrst of the week.

iud

nal

honor of Miss
E
Willard, President of the
:* I National
Woman’s Christian
Union, will he held this, Thurs>n at :> o’clock in the W. C. T.
T
being the day of burial at her
1 vanston, 111.
A public service
-'’• 1 l after
receiving the official anfrom headquarters as to the
•n;ll Unions will observe the serK

service

in

from Omalia, Neuider date of Feb. 11th : “lam one
ys who left the old State of Maine
i-ed in the middle West. I was horn
! VT ildo
county, and left that State
east fifteen years ago, when I was
•'-n years old, and have been here since
lVH met with fair
success. I have only
Sanborn writes

’aine papers occasionally, as
very few
-m find their
I
way into this section.

long

r a

time

promised myself a subBelfast paper, aad uow inPlease send me at once a file
umr issues since Jan. 1st and mail all
hereafter to my business address.”
auborn is president of the F. E. Sanupanv, manufacturers of the Standse and Cattle
Food for growing and
u

Soft, White Hands with Shapely Nads, Luxuriant Hair with Clean, Wholesome Scalp, produced by Cuticura Soap, the most effective
skin purifying and beautifying soap in the
world, as well as purest and sweetest, for
toilet, bath, and nursery. The only preventive
of inflammation and clogging of the Pores.

to the

amkr

f

>r

at.
rt,

Notes.

It is

announced

from

Steamship Co. has been orthe purpose of opening a regular

service

between Boston and Ma-

touching

at the

principal

inter-

ports. The officers of the new comHermon il. Nathan, president; H.
ks Nathan, treasurer; Charles K.

of the year has again come
when Critchett, Sibley & Co.’s business is usually at its
height, and the present
year proves no exception to the rule. The

factory is run to its utmost capacity and is
barely able to keep up with the orders. The
goods of this factory have a national reputation as being standard for
boy’s shoes. Belfast is to be congratulated on having this
industry so firmly established.
Samuel Adams decorated

j

pas-

WILL HAKE A—

At the

There will be
of Trade

a

meeting

at the

Unitarian church next Sunday
at 10.45 a. m.; Sun-

preaching by the pastor
day school at 12 m.
The

Prospect and Unity Free Baptist
Quarterly meeting will be held at Monroe
Centre, March 5th and Gth.

The Waldo County Veteran Association
will meet with E. M. Billings Post, Monroe
Thursday, March 3d. Address of Welcome
by Isaac F. Cook ; response by the President,
J. G. Harding; remainder of program by
the local Post. [H. R. 1)., Sec.
Board

W. M. Brewster of Rockland, Me., will be
the People’s Mission uext Saturday evening, Feb. 2Gth, and begin a series of revival
services.
All are welcome.

Portland

The missionary meeting at the North
church last Sunday evening was largely attended and the papers were very interesting. A. C. Sibley read a paper on “The
famine and pestilence in India;
John R.
Dunton on “The relations between the
United States and Turkey;" and H. M.
Prentiss on “Sunlight and shadow in China.”

ton.

Thk Girls' Home.

The Children’s Aid
Society report the following additional gifts:
From H. J. Wood, Orouo, silk handkerchief,
lace, knitting needles, tape needles, crochet
hooks and twist; from Mrs. H. H. McDonald,
Malden, knitting needles, combs, tablets,
hair
ribbons, mittens, worsteds, crochet
hooks; from a “Friend” in Waterville, $10;
from Miss Mary S. Snow’s Sunday school
class, Central church, Bangor, $5.

services at the Uuiversalist church,
next Sunday will be as follows:
Morning
The

worship with sermon at. 10:45, as usual, followed directly bv Sunday school. Devotional meeting at six o’clock, led by the pastor,
the subject being, "Integrity in Little
Mr. John Sanborn, who has been receivThings." At the morning service the choir
ing contributions in aid of the widows and will
sing Clare’s "Nunc Dimittis in D” and
orphans of the men lost in the wreck of the Dudley Buck’s "Rock of Ages." Teachers’
schooner .l imes Holmes, informed us yesmeeting with the pastor Saturday evening
terday that he has received a handsome at (I 30.
check from Arnold Harris, Esq., who is
At the Baptist church next Sunday the
spending the winter as usual in New York.
will preach morning and evening.
The contribution was made without solici- pastor
of morning sermon, "How to Win
Subject
and
testifies
alike
to
the
tation,
generosity
of Mr. Harris and bis remembrance of the Life’s Battles," Ex. 17:0. The evening sermou will he on "Memory” Luke 10:25.
The
needy in the city which for many years has
following music will be rendered: Morning
been his home.
—Jerusalem the Golden, Schnecker-RuhenNew Advertisements. Bargains af Bursteiu, Soprano solo and quartette; duet,
kett’s every day. Call and see them_
selected. Eveuiug—Selection, chorus; soSloop yacht for sale. Address Yacht Owner, prano solo, "Come Uuto Me,” Mrs. Howes.
Journal office. Belfast-See notice of dissolution of the partnership heretofore existing between M. R. LaFerley and F. B. Clifford of Stockton Springs. Mr. Clifford will
continue the business under his own name.
Francis is closing out everything in the
rubber line to make room for his spring line
of leather goods-Mr. Frank O. Smith publishes a card of thanks.... More girls wanted at once by Thompson & Foster, 54 Church
street, Belfast, as they have put in some additional machines.

services at the North church Sunday will be as usual. The subject of the
pastor’s discourse in ‘the evening will be
"Lessons from the disaster to the battleship
Maine.” The topic of the C. E. meeting at
0 15 will he "Getting close to Christ,” Luke
10:38 42; John 17: 20-26. This, Thursday,
evening, at 7.15 there will be the usual prayer meeting, topic, "Alliance with Christ,”
John, 15:1-14; Eph. 2: 11-22; Phil. 1:12 21.
The

....

gift of $25 prior to her departure for New York, where she has goue
on a visit.
The following note accompanied
the gift :
My Dear Mrs. Leighton: Please
accept
the enclosed, with the kindest wishes of the
lady managers of the. Social Whist Club,that
you may have as much pleasure “in blowing
it in" in Greater New York, as
they do in

Belfast Opera House. Although
the weather and traveling were very bad
there was a fair sized audience. The selecwere

gram

all well

received, and the encores
all responded to. The
following prowas presented:

were

"Battle

and entertainment at Odd Fellows’ Hall
Wednesday evening, Feb. 16th. Supreme
Treasurer Sanborn gave an address in which
be reviewed the history of the order and gave

song."
Tremont Quartette.

Selection,

Miss Flora H. Clifford.
“Her Lovely Smile Beholding,"
Mr. Deane.

G. Braga

plan of work aud arguments
the system of life insurance as
represented by the New England Order of
Protection and similar organizations. Vocal
solos were given by Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Pitcher, a piano solo by Miss C'eora Haney
and a duett by Mr. aud Mrs. Pitcher. An
excellent supper was served.
an

outline of its

in favor of

“Carnival of Venice,"
Tremont Quartette.
“How Graudpa saw the Circus,”
H. P.

Miss Clifford.

"Israfel,”

Spofford

Mr. Whitten.
the Sea,"
Tremont Quartette.
“Mrs. O’Toole in the Horse
Car,”
Miss Clifford.

King

“On

Persistent

“Sunset,”

Tremont Quartette.
Another Storm.

A

nature

of

Brown, C. O. Fernald

They thought selling
would be good

to

the

thanks was given Morning Light
courtesies. The April meeting
will be with Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike Station, iustead of Stooktou Springs,
A vote of

for

announced by the com nittee. The change
made so a9 to be on the line of the railroad as the traveling will probably be very
bad at that time. The next meeting will be
with Seaside Grange, March 1st.
There
will be half fare on the railroad, and teams
will be at the depot to carry the patrons to
the Grange ball.
Following is the program :
as

moderate fall

1st, opening in the fifth degree; 2d, conferring fifth degree; 3d, address of welcome by
Jennie Leavitt; 4tli, response by Louise

Cunningham; 5th, report

of

Granges; 6th,

appointment,of committee on time and program; recess; 7th, music; 8th, question, Resolved, That the law passed by the last Legislature iu regard to road commissioners is

petrimental
lis; neg

A

of

program

towns; afl\, Joseph ElThompson; Pth, remainder
be furnished by Seaside

to

The Belfast Schools.
The regular meeting of the School Committee will be held next Monday evening.
School

the Brick schoolhouse, East
Belfast, was suspended last week on account
of the measles and storm.
at

The chemistry class of the High school
visited the gas works last Friday and were
shown the practical workings of the apparatus

by the foreman,

R. C.

Barton.

The new bell has been put in place on the
of the upper grammar schoolhouse, and

roof

was rung for the first time Feb. 18th.
It
will ring every day when schools are to be
in session, at 8 and 8.30 a. m. and 12 30 and

1 p.

in.

it

Daily reports are to be made by teachers
Superintendent during the prevalence
of measles, and he will govern the
quarantine, or possibly the closing of a part or all
of the schools, by the conditions as the
y

proved

its effectiveness in

teachers

are

down with them.

and this is the
reason why: the cod-liver oil, partially digested, strengthens and

<

lungs,

vitalizes the

tem; the

whole sys-

hypophosphites

as
a
tonic to the
mind and nerves, and the
soothes and
the irritation. Can
you think of any combination so effective as this? I

act

Erine

*

Be
man

you get SCOTT’S Emulsion. See that the*
*
and fish are on the wrapper.
50c. and $1.00, all druggists.

the bell

SCHOOLS.

.School,.Room.
.1898.
Dear.
The work of your.
has not been satisfactory for.
and unless it improves-he cannot be promoted at the end of the year. I shall be
glad to talk with you about.at any
time, and hope you will co-operate with me
in bringing out the best results.
.Teacher.
Please sign below and return.
Parent’s Name.

sure

SCOTT

&

BOWNE*

Chemists* New York

only 33c

Black Brocade Dress Goods,"% 39c

-51 a Pi d s

HIGHEST

Summer Silks only

25c

Dimities only

B‘o

Muslins Alsatia only

10c

among
j

Wf

Breakfast
Cereals.
—«.

++*m*****+*

GEO. W. BURKETT.
Odd Fellows7 Block.

[--

"—.—11

buy anything

DON’T
in the

It is

———_

L.tdhlished irt'IKdo.

RUBBER LINE I

neither
Rolled Oats

till

C APITAL

Rolled Wheat.

Every
housekeeper

you

Safe

our new

am iUNEXCELLED

Till

a

mercnrv,

the

set

circulating.

POOR

&

George W.

Simmons of Boston accidentally shot and killed himself Tuesday
at Nahant.

In-

i; \ N( |
< n.
•,. r.»t,
| n, i«,s
| ,.•>•. M p,..,,

hut

anita!

cash, <r4<»o,ono.

the company

S

I»I*< ’K.M It K It

at

their

actual

up

assets

.):) 43

oo

2b

7*7^74

,t)
>,000 00

44,325 01
22
1 15.7:2 75

4.'890

.isjiij

of

value.

$1 .Mb,122 22
77.14*, 41

722,S75 O'.)
27,84b

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash.

are com-

,,id

j,

LIAIJILITIKS PKOKMHKK 31, IH07.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims
Amount required to safely re-insure all
outstanding risks
All other demands against the company, viz commissions, etc.

from barks, berries,
leaves of the woods of Maine.

bottle and

INsl

Aggregate of all the admitted

r>b

827,87(159
400.>100 00
391.251 5.3

Surplus beyond capital.

Full Pint Bottle 50 Cts.
Try

security against tiro

Keal estate owned by the company. unincumbered
Loans on bond and mortgage. 11st liens,
Stocks and bonds owned by tlie company, market value..
Loans secured by ndlaterals.
Cash in the company's principal otliee
and in bank.
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course col1ection.net.
Kents and re insurance on losses paid,

SIREET.

cts.
roots and

IHMS

ASSK'I

SPRING AIR CALLS FOR A
GOOD SPRING TONIC. TAKE:

no
us

MKIM

Newark, New .lerscv

m

store,

BRACE UP!

They contain
pounded by

an

vault.

Grocers Sell It.
2 lb. package, 15

in

>

Eastern Maine

m

burglary in tin* country.
Those Feinting lmxps cm have tin* exclimiv
privilege of taking tlm:r boxes to and ft on ,h

using it should
try it.

5t, $5, $'>.s

year.
uiled

unen

unuieneed business In ls.'s
r..
\'!6nt
,1. li. Mullivan, Secretary.

FRANCIS’
j

vault is

rent at
a

and

Leather goods, which
will be in soon.

MAIN

deposit boxes for
$S

1

not

$33,000
okposi i s soi.h i rm»

examine outWe are closing
them out at less than
list price to make room
for our spring line of

nor

STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

goods.

Aggregate amount <d liabilities, including net surplus .$1,819,122 22
WILLIAM I TIIOM \>. Agent, ItellnM. Me-

healthy blood

3w8

SON,I)RlluQISTS.

M«'ss('iiger’s

The brick

teacher.

ing the trying affections of the
throat and

12'c

Novelty Dress Goods,

Superintendent Brick reports about 40
of measles among the school children,
mostly those in the lower grades, and two

Following is a copy of a circular letter
which will be tilled out by the teachers and
forwarded to the parents or guardians of
such pupils as do not keep up with their
work:
cur-

Handsome Plaids only

■'jpAKIZ good

cases

BELFAST PUBLIC

has

Look at thp

arise.

There would have been a signal for no
school yesterday morning had not the superintendent been disappointed in obtaining the use of a bell. About half the pupils
attended at the morning session, and the
schools were closed in the afternoon. The

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

*************

to the

which seems to hang
on in spite of all the remedies which
you have applied certainly needs
energetic and sensible treatment.
For twenty-five years that stand- signals will be given hereafter by
on the Universalist church.
ard preparation of cod-liver oil,

streets, walks and

Nation.

Grange.

tute

cough

AS EVERYTHING IN THE DRESS

ISHING MARK DOWN.

to rural

W. P.

school, east side, is closed, but the North
Primary school is continued with a substi-

Coughs

of the

was

I

BONANZA WEEK FOR OUR

A

GOODS LINE WILL RECEIVE AN ASTON-

creameries

second

cert at the

tions

F.

and Henry Clement.

Grange

Past Master Workman A. J. Mason weLt
Boston Monday to attend the Grand
Lodge of the Ancient Order of United
Workmen.
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., conferred the

People’s Lecture Course.
The
people’s lecture course for the season of
1897-8 closed Tuesday evening with a con-

PATRONS,

then taken.

encored and responded with another
song: rec., Lillian Clements; song, Louise
Mayo; dec., Walter Mason; singiug by
choir.

to

The

Councils

afternoon session was held in the
Odd Fellows Hall, as the Grange hall was
too small to convene the large number that
had gathered. The address of welcome was
given by Fred Putman and the response by
S. C. Thompson. The question, Resolved,
That associated dairying is more profitable
than private, was discussed by H. R. Dawson, A. P. Ritchie, J. Phillips, D. Dyer, A.
A. Ginn, B. F. Foster, Mrs. Durham, W.

was

Societies.

degree on two candidates last Friday
evening. There was a large attendance and
a supper was served.
The t lird degree wi.l
be worked to-iliorrow evening.
Belfast Company, U. R., K. of P., has
elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Captain, Francis H. Welch; 1st
Lieutenant, W. A. Kimball; id Lieutenant,
E. T. Hatch; Recorder, A. E. Bicknell,
Treasurer, F. G. Mixer; Guard, W. M.
Welch; Sentinel, A. C. Whitney.
Belfast Lodge, *N. E. O. P., gave a supper

THIS WILL BE

The

they might get a living price for their cream.
The following program was furnished by
Morning Light Grange: Singing by a large
J and excellent choir; song, Nellie Webber;
instrumental music, Nora Lufkin; essay,
Mamie Webber; song, Sister Ryder, who

as

Secret

*************

business if they could be used fair. One
brother said the milkmen in some of the
States have formed a union and fixed the
price for their milk. He thought if the
farmers in this State would form a union

Lowell, Dexter; Treasurer, W. H. Perry,
Hallowell; Jun. Supt., Rev. C. L. Banghart,
Old Town: First, Luke R. Brown, Fairfield:
Second, Miss Stella Wentworth, Bangor;
Third, W. S. McGeoch, Portland; Fourth,
Miss Alice May Douglass, Bath. Several
fine speakers will be in attendance, among
whom will be Dr. Taylor of Bangor.

giving it to you, and they join you in wishing that it was more. Going as you will
from the country, you will
naturally be
rather verdant, therefore beware of the
wiles of the city. Lookout for the buncoman—don't fool with tlie trolly wire; steer
clear of the man who calls you by name aud
sa\s he knows your
grandmother, aud then
wants to borrow ten dollars.
Don’t put live
dollars in the contribution box by mistake,
and above all, have a good time aud come
back to us when you get good and readyami your money is all goue.
Personally,
wishing you all the pleasure imaginable, I
am,
Very sincerely yours,
Geo A. Quimby.
Belfast, Feb. 19, 1898.

noon recess was

cream

follows: President, L. S. RobinLeague
son, Rockland; Secretary, Miss Sadie A.
is

a

highest

in the

Northern

Thompson, Fogg,

The date of the State Epworth League has
been set fur Sept. 7th and 8tli at Northport
Camp Ground. The full list of officers of the

The ladies comprising the committee of
the Social Whist Club presented Mrs.

Leighton

stand

Light by C>.

The quarterly meeting of the Church of
God will be held at the Porter school-house,
Searsport, beginning March 4th and continuing over Sunday. All are invited.

rooms

ON HIS ENTIRE STOCK OF

Statesmen

following responded:
H. York; Morning Light by A.
P. Ritchie; Star of Progress, by T. J. Dill;
Rising Sun by WT. D. Elliott; Harvest Moon
by Bert Stevens; Comet by A. L. Walker;
Puion Harvest by Annie Clements; Dirigo
by B. F.. Foster; Georges River by J. G.
Harding; South Branch by A. A. Ginn;
Granite by A. Stinson; Sunrise by J Phillips; Seaside by Win. Nickerson; F. Ritchie
by J. G. Harding; Hillside by N. Littlefield;
Sunlight by a Brother. Penobscot county
was represented by Brother Tasker of North
Star Grange. W. D. Elliott, A. A. Ginn,
A. L. Walker, Sisters. F. L. Palmer and L.
A. Ritchie were appointed a committee on
time and program for the next meeting. The

granges the

at

to-morrow, Friday,
at 2.;i0 p. 'm.,to consider the interests of shipping of Maine. All interested are invited to
attend. Mr. A. C. Sibley will be present on
his way home from a busiuess trip to Bos-

with

Maine

Waldo County Pomona Grange met Feb.
with Morning Light Grange, Monroe.
The day was misty, yet there was a large
attendance.
The
officers present were
Master, Overseer, Lectur3r, Steward and
both assistants, Secretary, Ceres and PomoFred Butman acted as Gate Keeper,
na.
Sister Dyer as Flora, and H. R. Dawson as
chaplain. A class of 27 was instructed in
the fifth degree. On calling the roll of

The services at the Methodist church next
Sunday will be at the usual hours.

^

^SPECIAL SALE THIS WEEK*

a

15tli

The matinee of the Social Whist Club will
be held at Memorial Hall to-day, Thursday,
at 2 30. The evening entertainment next
week will be on Tuesday evening, March
1st, instead of Friday as heretofore. Playing
will begin at 8 o’clock. Refreshments will
be served.

made the work of clearin g
railroad tracks, very difficult. The passenger train Tuesday morning had hard work getting to Burnham and
only arrived back here iu season to turn
about and make its departure at 1.05 p. m.
The
''very way.
number of trips per There was not a
large body of snow, even in
k will be increased with the
business_j the cuts, but it rolled back under the wheels
h>uimby of Baugor, lately appointed when thrown aside
by the snow plow. The
tern agent of the Manhattan
Steamship steamer M. & M. came down river as far as
l-any, has appointed F. J. Stowe of Belfast
and attempted to proceed, but re-own to be Baugor agent for the comturned to her wharf after going out and
<4,)y. Mr. Stowe’s office will be
Eagle meeting the chop in the western
A
bay. She
High Head, and will be established returned to
Bucksport at the regular hour in
'Ia ti
1st-The Penobscot laid over in
the afternoon. About noon the rain fell in
'ton last week on account of the storm
torrents, accompanied for a few hours by a
Tuesday afternoon to Thursday rnornheavy gale. The storm continued through
*' at- 1 o’clock. She arrived here at
6 p.m.
Tuesday night, and snow fell steadily all
■oune day.
She left here for Boston Friday yesterday up to the time The Journal
-‘t 2 p. in., left Boston at 4
p. m. Satur. went to
press in the afternoon. A snow
1
And arrived here Sunday
morning about plow came down over the railroad
Tuesday
‘i k... .The
Castine laid over here from
mght and returned Wednesday morning,
Thursday to Friday, as the bay was and the trains were
nearly on time. The
1,1
rough and she had a heavy freight. storm is
general throughout New England
Ul,er Penobscot, which left here
Monday and attended with the usual results. The
rnoon for Boston, was in Rockland
yesmost serious casualty reported is the wreck
:Ay afternoon, to remain until a change
of the British ship Asia off Nantucket, and
"eather.
the loss of all on board.
and a large, carrying capacity for
Two trips a week will be made
4 the spring.
For the summer travel
mpany has chartered a palatial steamfeet in length and handsomely appointt

GEORGEW. BURKETT *

Carrow, 13; Viola Ryder, 12; Annie Chaples,
12; Cassie Curtis, 9; Cleora Haney, 9. The

The Churches.

of very
secretary; G. M. Boyd, general
Russell Colgrove, superintendent dry snow, almost hail, and seeming very
much like sand underfoot, set in early Mon'! rtation. The first week in March
day morning, and continued through the day,
■P*ny will put the steamer Seaboard
changing to raiu at night. The wind blew
route from Boston to
Maehiasport. most of the
time, making out of doors movestaunch and convenient
sidewheeler, ments
very disagreeable.
But little snow
in length and 563 tons
She
register.
fell here up to Tuesday
morning, but the
oerooin accommodations for 05
hi,

season

around

Belfast Saturday, including 15 cows, 2
and 12 calves.

that

Coast

one

The nail-driving contest by the sisters of
Seaside Grange last Saturday evening was a
source of much amusement and a few bruisThere were ten
ed fingers and thumbs.
contestants and Miss Leila Hayes was the
winner, driving 22 uails in 2 minutes and 45
seconds. The other scores were as follows:
Hattie Jackson, 20; Kate Taylor, 18; Rose
Pendleton, 13; Rena Shoales, 13; Gertrude

(Qticura

lmck.

»g stock.

The

Oranges.

News of the

“work" of the evening consisted in conferwindow of his
ring the first and second degrees on three
jewelry store very appropriately on Wash- candidates. One laborer evidently did not
ington’s birthday, and it may be seen get
enough of the way beset by difficulties,
during the remainder of the week. The for he took an extra w'alk after the grange
sides
and
an
background,
arch in front, closed and was found some time after wauare formed o
American Hags, and pictures dering around in East Belfast. The
quesof
Che*.
world.
Potter
I>rcg
&
R«ap is sold throughout the
George and Martha Washington staud at tion for discussion next Saturday evenCoup.. Sole Props.. Boston. I'. S. A.
either
side. In the centre is a stack of old
C j' How to Purify aud Beautify the Skin, Scalp aud
ing will be, “Resolved, That the supremHiiir.” mailed free.
fiint-lock muskets, one a hell muzzle. The
cy of New England is forever lost, and
reand
Itching
instantly
scaly,
niny IIIIMADC
shelf is strewn with all sorts of colonial and
that other sections of our country do
DAD1 numuno lieved by CiTTiciEA HKMKi>iEa.
relies— guns, swords, pistols, cannon halls,
now, and always will, offer greater advantshells, haversacks, crockery, etc. There
W. A. Gleason of Oakland and W. H.
ages to permanent residents." Affirmative,
are also a few Indian relics.
John R. Dunton; negative, Tileston Wadlin.
Arnold of Belfast shipped a lot of cattle
oxen

Albert E Fernald, Winterport,
widows, etc., Emma E. Taylor,

nlding city will

BEAUTIFUL!
SKIN

J. F. Wilson has contracted to build the
foundation for H. M. Prentiss’ new house at
the corner of Court and Park streets.

Notice

care

of your

HAIR.

OlTK'K

OK THE SlIKKIKK OK W’AUin ( <*iM
y, 1
State ok Maine, Wai.oo Coi n
(
v, ss.
IS EL KA ST, Fell. 19, A. 11 1 898
This is to give notice that on the 19th d.i\ ,.f
February, A. I». 1898 a W arrant in
issued by Geo. K .lohnson, .Judge of the Couit .4
Insolvency for said County of Waldo, agaii st the 1
estate of ALBERT I,
NEWCOMB and LRI.D <
I
N KW( ()M B, individually and as co-part tiers .under
tin linn name of Newconn. Brothers of Monroe, in
said County, ad iu ged t.< l»e Insolvent Del.tors, m
petition of creditors of said Debtors, which petition
was filed on t he 4th day of
February. A D. 1898, to
which date interest on claims is to be computed;
that the payment of any debt to or by said Debtors, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by them are forbidden by law; that a meeting of
the Creditors of said Debtors to prove their debts
and in ease there are assets sufficient, to authorize
the same to choose one or more assignees of their
estate will he held at a Court of Insolvency to
be hidden at the Probate .Office in said Belfast,
on the 9th day or March, A. I>.
1898, at two o’clock

"A\

I

)

Insolveney’was

in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
S. G. NORTON.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2w8

DR. W. L.

^Veterinary

WEST,

*

Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.
Hospltul IT Congress street.

Residence and

Telephone 8-2.

Residence

Telephone 2-1

CARD OF THANKS.
I wish to express my appreciation and
gratitude for the many kindnesses and demonstrations
of sympathy and friendship which have been extended in my recent

Ml.

OUR HAIR TONIC

*

j

Will n* darken or col
I lie hair, in
sl I* IIIA remove da ml
nil, preven1
I lie he ol. enrich -oil ,,i the
scalp,
Kora Ima'thy growth i;
falling oil
tome known.
r>o<i:\T> \

*

\\ll.l.
t 11 i n
slop hair
isihe best
iiotm.i.

Prepared hy

■■

<

POOR & '»ON, Druggists.

Mrs. E.
nil
^

I

KOI'OIHST.

Lancaster,
M.\MCI I{|N(j an,I

SII.\MI'OOIN(i.
:{“» II Kill STKKKT.

Superfluous flair removed fly an electric needle
Terms moderate. Orders attended to
day or even
inK-

3mf>0

Surgeon.-^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.

Office

IT IX TI

DR. JOHN STEVENS,
Opera House Block.
Special attention given
itaroat.

to

diseases of

nose

and

dm2

SUBSCRIBE

bereavement.
FRANK O. SMITH.

Belfast, Feb. 21,1898.—Iw8*

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

The Belfast Free

Library.

The following list is a part of a series
of books called by the publishers the

|

Riverside School

Library.

Standing up for the Soldiers.

Thomas Hughes, the “Old Boy’’ who
wrote the book, and mentions Frederic

THE WORLD IS MUHYDN’S.

Denison Maurice, who had a great influThe volume also conence over Hughes.
tains a portrait of Hughes.

They are comour boys and

Two Years Before the Mast.
By Richard
Dana, Jr. With Biographical Sketch
and Portrait. S. D 19 l
ing, and the most wholesome reading. Mr.
As a frontispiece to this book there is a
W.W. Stetson, State Supt.of Schools, says portrait of the author when he took his
that he wishes the Riverside School Lib- famous voyage just after leaving college.
But great as Dana was as a lawyer, orator,
rary might be placed in every school- and
statesman, he lives chiefly in the
room in the State of Maine.
memory of men as the narrator of a voyAutocrat of the Breakfast-Table, The. ! age round Cape Horn to San Francisco
With j before tlie discovery of gold. The days
By Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Biographical Sketch and Portrait. of such exploits seem gone by, but this
book remains as a literary record and will
S. H 73 a
remembered.
Dr. Holmes lived to see The Autocrat always be thus
read by the grand-children of those Vicar of Wakefield, The.
By Oliver
Goldsmith.
With Introduction, Notes,
who read it w hen it first appeared, and
Portrait, and Illustrations. S. G 57 v
age does not diminish the charms of
So celebrated is this book as a piece of
the juiciest book in American literature.
It is iike overhearing the witty talk of a English that German boys, when set to
brilliant conversationalist to read this studying the English language, are early
book, and the imaginary characters who given this tale. It is Goldsmith’s one
listen to the Autocrat and occasionally story, and has outlived a vast number of
put in a word come to be as well known novels written in his day.
to readers as many more loquacious perVision of Sir Launfal, The, Under the
A sketch gives the outlines of the
sons.
Old Elm, and Other Poems.
By James
author’s career.
Russell Lowell.
With Biographical
Sketch, Portrait, and Elmwood, LowBird-Ways. By olive Thorne Miller. With
ell’s Home in Cambridge. S. L 95 v
Sketch and Portrait of the Author.
The volume contains, besides the faS. M 01 b
In fourteen sketches of the American mous Sir Launfal, the great odes called
Robin, Wood Thrush, European Song out by the War for the Union and by the
Thrush, Cat-Bird. Redwing Blackbird, centennial observance of 1875, apd examBaltimore Oriole, and House Sparrow, ples of the Biglow Papers, the poem on
Mis. Miller gives the habits ami ways of Agassiz, The Courtin’, and a number of
birds that she herself watched. The spec- the well-known shorter lyrics.
ial value of her studies is in their consid- Washington,
Historical
An
George.
eration of particular birds.
Biography. By Horace E. Scudder.
With four Illustrations. S. W 37 s
Christmas Carol, A, aud the (. rieket on
Within a biiet compass Mr. Scudder has
the Hearth.
By Charles Dickens. With
a sketch of the life of Dickens, and a
attempted to give the nairative of Washtous
S. D fib c
Portrait.
life, and to show that he was a livThese two stoiies are the most famous ing, breathing man, and not, as some
lie
and delightful of the celebrated Christ- seem to think him, a marble statute.
calls bis book an historical biography beinas books by Dickens, w hich fifty years
in its
ago made a new foun in English Litera- cause lie has tried to show the figure
relation to the great events of American
ture.
in which it was set.
Evangeline, Hiawatha, and The Courtship history
The, and Tanglewood
of Miles Staudish.
With Sketch of the Wonder-Book,
Tales.
For Girls and Boys.
By NaLife and Writings of Henry Wadsworth
thaniel Hawthorne. With Biographical
Longfellow, “Longfellow in Home Life”
Sketch, and Frontispiece by Walter
by Alice M. Longfellow, Explanatory
Crane. S. H 31 w
Notes, Portrait, Map, ancl Illustrations.
The old Greek myths told over again by
S. L SO e
The three long narrative poems by j the greatest of American romancers. Here
the stories such as The Gorgon’s
w hich the poet is best known are brought' are
together iu a single volume, and fully Head, The Argonauts, the Dragon’s
equipped with the needful history of the Teeth, Midas, The Three Golden Apples,
poet and his w orks, and such aids as the which in allusion or reference constantly
meet the reader of literature.
interested reader desires.
mended to all who wish
girls to have the best, the most interest-

German Household

Hues,
by Jaeuo ana
Literary News and Notes.
Wilhelm Grimm. Told again in English. With an Introduction. S. G 88 g
A history of the Women’s Federation
The German collection is a large one, j
and much of it is of interest only to stu- of Maine Clubs has just been compiled by
Mrs.
Eunice X. Frye of Lewiston. The
dents oi folk-lore. The forty stories here
selected are the best, and most sure to be federation includes clubs of 47 Maine
liked by the young.
Some of them are cities and villages.
curiously like well-known English houseAn interesting sketch in Appletons’
hold tales. They are all told in a simple,
Popular Science Monthly for March, on- j
direct English which makes it possible for titled Fabric-marked
Pottery, discusses
young people of seven or eight to read j the probable origin of the cord marking
them.
which are so commonly found on aboGrandfather’s Chair, or, True Stories riginal American “ware.”
from New England History; and BioThe February number of the Maine
graphical Stories. By Nathaniel Haw- Historical
and Genealogical Recorder has
thorne.
With a Biographical Sketch
table of contents: Sketch of Shubael
and Portrait, Notes and Illustrations. this
Dummer, Sibley. Inswhich Papers, Dow
S. II 31 g
and Caldwell. Fogg family, Fogg. St. John,
I his is one of the most delightful books
X.
Sec.
lot beginners in history in our literature. X. B., Family Xotes.
The gieat romancer never was so happy Rogers Family of Freeport. Drummond.
Xew
nowWindham.
Marblehead,
Bodge j
as w lit u he was v\
titing for the young, and
and Queries.
the be a has been t ouched by many pic- Xotes
tuns and a n ap.
In addition also to
The February Book Buyer opens with a !
Giandtathers Chair, the volume contains portrait of Richard Harding Davis, of
hall a Cozen biographical stories by Haw- whose “Year from a Reporter’s Xote
thorne in the same vein.
Book” there in a review. There is a reGrandmother's Story of Bunker Hill Bat- view by H. E. Krehbiel of Chamberlain’s
tle. and Olhei Verse and Prose.
By j life of Wagner, a sketch of William Gillette. the playwright, by Richard Borden,
Oliver Wendell llolnns.
With Bio
graphical sketch, Notes, Portrait, and j and book reviews bv W. IB Trent, II. W.
Mabie, W. L. Phelps and others.
illustrations. 8. II 73 g
The spirited ballads and humorous
An account of the Clara de Ilirsch
j
poems of Dr. Holmes, together with his! Home for Working Girls
appears in
animated narrative of My Hunt after the i
Harper’s Bazar of February 12th. Its
Captain, and other prose pipers.
primary object is to train for employment
Gulliver’s Travels.
T ie
Voyages to I young Hebrew girls who would otherwise
1
Lilli put and Brobdingnag.
.Jointha\e
no recourse hut the “sweatshops”;
By
than Swift.
With Introductory Sketch, but neither Piotestants nor Roman CathNotes, Portrait, and tvu Maps. S. Sw5 j olics are excluded. lu the same num'ihese famous Voyages give one the eu- j ber is a story by Laviuia H. Egan, entitled
tertaiument caused
by looking first \ “The Old Fashioned Valentine”; the
through one end, then through the other, usual Departments: a tribute to the author
of a spy-glass, and the glass is
always ! of “Alice in Wonderland,” and an illustturned on men and women so that we see ! rated survey of fashions.
them first as pygmies, and afterward as
The Problems of City Populations, in
giants. The Introductory Sketch gives an
Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for
account of Dean Swift and his writings,
and there are two curiously fanciful maps March, is the title of the concluding chapter of Professor Ripley’s papers on the Racopied from au early edition.
cial
of Europe. The long series
Ivanhoe. By Sir Waller Scott. With of Geography
articles which this brings to a close
a
Sketch
and
a
PorBiographical
Notes,
forms probably the most important contrait and otbei Illustrations.
151.23
tribution to general ethnology which has
< >ne of the great
Waverley novels. It appeared during recent years. They were
is hard to say which is the most
popular the Lowell Institute Lectures of 1890, and
of Scott’s novels.
Every reader has his are promised to the public in book form in
favorite, but the fact that Ivanhoe has the near future.
s
been selected as a book to be read by
Gunton’s Magazine of Practical Ecostudents preparing for college shows tire
nomics and Political Science has the folestimate in which it is held by teachers.
Pilgrim’s Progress, The. By John Ban- lowing table of contents in February
John P.
With an Introduction, Notes, and issue: Postal Savings Bank,
yan.
Portrait.
Edited byWilliam Vaughn Townsend President of Bowery Savings
Bank.
Will
the
Republican Do It? Labor’s
Moody. S. B 88 p
1 his is the famous first part of the Interest in Protection. What Determines
Prices?
Recent
Foreign Labor Statistics.
great classic. The editor has shown clearPressing Problems. A voice from
ly how interesting and valuable the book Some
A Voice from Cambridge.
Instiis as an illustration of English life in the Utah.
Puritan period, and bow masterly it is as tute Work. Editorial Crucible. Economics
in the Magazines. Book Reviews.
a piece of English idiomatic
Bunprose.
yan interprets the homely England of his
Did you make your Grain-O this way?
day as Milton did the English state and
the scholar’s attitude.
It would be a
Hero are the latest directions: Use one
mistake to regard the bock as exclusively tablesponnful of Grain-0 to two cups of
cold
water. Mix the Grain-O with half an
religious. It would he a mistake also to
egg and add the water.
(Be sure to measdeny its religious inspiration.
ure.) After the water gets to the boiliug
Shakespeare, Tales from. By Charles point let boii for fifteen to twenty minutes.
and Mary Lamb.
With an Introduc- Use cream and sugar to suit the taste. If
tory Sketch and Portraits of the au- you have not cream use hot milk.
A lady said: "The first time I drank
thors. S. L 10 t
There is a story belli ad every great Grain-O I did not like it, but after using it
for ten days and forming the habit, nothing
play, and it is only after one has got at would induce me to
go back to coffee.”
the story that one thoroughly underThis is the experience of all. If you will
stands and enjoys the plaj.
Charles and follow directions, measure it every time
Mary Lamb were themselves delightfu and make it the same, and try it for ten
writers, and to read their Tales from days, you will not go hack to coffee.
Shakespeare is not only to have a capital
For the Entire Family.
introduction to the great dramatist’s
works, but to hear line stories finely told.
Although the leading object^of Farm and
This volume contains, besides, an acwhich our readers may procure in
count of the brother and
sister, whose Home,
lile together is one of the most
touching connection with this paper, is, of course, to
tales in English Literature.
acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
Sketch Book, Essays from the.
By best methods of farming, it realizes that the
Washington living. With Biographical success of the farm largely depends upon
Sketch and ( lm-Dological Table of the
the management of the household.
AccordPeriod covered by Irving’s
Life, Pormuch valuable space iu each issue is
trait, Picture of W'estmister Abbey, In- ingly,
devoted to the wife, mother and daughters,
troduction and Notes. S. Ir 8 e
In a nearly equal division, the most in- not forgetting the boys and girls, who are
teresting Ameiiean and Eastern sketches soon to becomt—at least we hope they are—
farmers and farmers’ wives.
each
from Irving’s Sketch Book are
grouped issue with a great variety of Replete
original artiin this volume,
including Pip Van W'inkle, cles on the farm, garden and household,
by
The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow, Rural Life the leadiug rural writers of the day, Farm
in England, Christmas
Day, and West- and Home is not only indispensable to the
minister Abbey.
farmer, but meets the requirements of the
entire family.
We cordially recommend it
Stories from Old English
Poetry. By as pure iu tone and well devised to instruct
Abby Sage Richardson. S. R 39 s
and entertain the farmer and his family.
A group of stories after the manner of
Lambs’ Tales from Shakespeare, drawn
Advertising.
from Chaucer, Spenser,
Shakespeare, and
some of the lesser
poets, not now generalAn exchange says advertising undoubtly read; stories of great beauty in themtakes away the business from those
selves, and illuminated by the genius of edly
who do not advertise and gives it to those
the poets who used them.
who do, and those who have succeeded
Tom Brown’s School Days.
By Thomas best, growing day by day, have been those
Hughes. With an Introductory Sketch, who have been the most persistent adtwo Portraits, and six other Illustravertisers in season and out of season.
tions. S. H 87 t
iom Brown at Rugby is the
popular
name by which this book is known.
It is
perhaps the best read story of school-boy as well as the handsomest, and otheis aie invite
life iD the English language.
Rugby wras to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottln
the English school presided over
by Dr. of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lur.gs, a
Thomas Arnold, and a portrait of Arnold
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
is given.
The introductory sketch gives
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchit
an account of Arnold and
Rugby, of nd Consumption. Price 26c. and 60c.

^^Ilist.

j

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

The Daily News of West Chester, Pa.,
gives the following report of a speech recently delivered there by Mr. Frank W.
Gowen, who is well known to the temperance people of Maine:
A large audience assembled in the M. E.
Church yesterday evening to hear the lecture on “The Greatest Foe to Civilization,’’
by Mr. Frank W. Gowen of Maine, but
who is now indentified with insurance interests in this State with his headquarters
in Philadelphia and West Grove. Mr. Gowen
compared the drink problem with some of
the leading questions that enter into the intelligent discussions of the day. He said he
heard a good many crying out about the
pensions to soldiers, but in his opinion the
Government could not do too much for the
soldiers. The gratitude of a rescued people
is tangibly expressed in the fixed policy of
granting pensions to these brave men, who
left their homes and all they held dear on
earth and went down South and fought to
save the Union.! find,said the speaker, on the
30th day of June, 1897, the number of pensioners on the rolls at Washington was
something like 980 024, and the disbursements for that year for pensions amounted
to $100,000,000. From 1801 to 1890, inclusive,

All Great Discoveries of All Schools of
Medicine are Brought to Munyon’s

Laboratory.
MUNYON ESTABLISHES THE STANDARD OF MERIT.
Professor Munyon keeps in touch
with medical
investigation and experiment throughout the world. His systematic methods have become so well
known that the greatest discoveries
are now submitted to him for
practical
test. Munyon’s api^roval of any new
remedy establishes its character and
insures a fortune for its discoverer.
Munyon believes that there is a cure
for every disease, and that people
should die only from old age or by accident. Fifty-seven absolute; cures are
now included in the
Munyon system,
and others are added as experience
demonstrates their efficacy. There is
no
guesswork and no theorizing.
Munyon’s Dyspepsia Cure is prepared
expressly to cure dyspepsia, and all
stomach troubles. Munyon*sRheumatism Cure is a specific for rheumatism,
lumbago and sciatica. Munyon’s Kidney Cure conquers the various and dangerous affect ions of the kidneys. Munyon's Nerve Cure rebuilds the nervous
system. Munyon’s Catarrh treatment
lhe Munyon remedies work
cures catarrh of the head, throat or stomach,
with scientific exactness. He has a separate specific for each disease. For
sale by druggists. Mostly 25 cents. If you do not fully understand your own case
write to Professor Munyon, at Philadelphia, and he will tell you free of charge.
The Two Paths.

Register

of

Deep

Water

Government has paid to Union soldiers,
widows and children, the sum of
something like $2,000,000,000. Now this is 1
about equal to the direct cost of the rum I
traffic in this country for only twelve |
months. Oh, we are indeed a patriotic j
people! We prove it by paying $1 for pensions and nearly $40 for the business of
Put down this awful
drunkard-making.
traffic which is debauching and destroying
our Nation, said the
speaker, and every
financial and economic question now agitating the public mind would be far on the
road to settlement, if not so completely
adjusted as to require no further public
our

their

discussion.
A

Vessels.

SHIPS.
Anti-Cigarette League Herald of
Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed
publishing the following story
in verse calls special attention to the author, Hong Kong Dec 4 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at
Mrs. S. J. Stevens of Troy. The Herald
erpool Jan 29 from San Francisco.
says: “Mrs. Stevens is one of Maine's rarest
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
For
she has contributed

poets.
many years
to several Maine papers, poems that have
been copied and
re-copied into papers
throughout New England, calling forth no
little comment

as

beauty

to their

of

con-

struction.
Why should not we feel that
Mrs. Stevens is deeply interested in our
cause? Why shouldn’t we hope that her
poem in this issue is only an initial step for
many

more

follow?’’]

to

THE TWO PATHS.

chanced in a city one bright winter’s day,
That two happy school boys were passing

It

my way,
Their eyes shone

with genius, their cheeks
glowed with health,
The bearing of each showed refinement and
wealth.

They earnestly talked, and I heard wiih
gret,
“Do you

any harm in

see

O’er such trifling things
ado,
I think folks

are

just

one

make

to

re-

cigarette?
so

much

Willie, don’t

crazy—say,

you?”
"Why, Charlie!” he answered, in tones of
surprise,
“I never once thought you could be so unO,

wise ;
with me,

Charlie,

our

league join

world you

are

battling

come

to-night,
Ami show

to

the

right.
it you

for

think,
had taste,
How money ami time would go quickly to
waste,
Your health you would ruin—belittle your
Just

once

should acquire the

mind—

O, Charlie! why
blind.”

are

I beard nothing more.
from my sight
The vision remained;

stupid

so

you

ami

Though they passed
for

the

night
Brought, magical pictures

of

fairies

that

many-lined

scenes—

What gladness ami
dreams!

sorrow were

mine in my

The

canvas revealed—when unrolled to my
view—
The room of a student—ah! quickly I knew
The strong face of Willie, with look so intent,
As over his hooks he so eagerly bent.—

bright picture faded—and then in its
place
I saw a rough baud, and among them a face
I knew to be Charlie’s, tho’ marred was its
youth,
And gone was its innocence, beauty and

The

truth.—

Again the

scene

changed;

in

a

crowded:

court-room

Sat Charlie in
Then

sorrow

awaiting his doom.
rang a strong,

o’er the vast throng
thrilling plea,—

Ah! Willie has won! and the prisoner
free!

was

The bowed

form arose—through his fast
falling tears
He greeted the friend of happier years :
“O! Willie” he cried, “do you think I forget
Your warning to me of the vile cigarette?

Had I joined the league then, as wisely you
urged,
Our paths would have never thus widely

diverged:

was so

pleasant and

The travelers were free from
and care.

life’s worry

The way that I
fair—

chose

1 could not, like you, see the terrible end,
And knew not it ever would downward
descend
The path that you chose was so rocky and
steep—
So hard did you wrestle your footing to keep.
For you

from the rocks, flowed the life-giv-

ing spring,

While I chose the wine with its

sting,

venomous

Dear friend, you were far wiser than I:
I reap as I sowed—God bless you! Good-

bye.”

[S. J. Stevens.

u

apore.
Jan 4

New

SUMMER.

voyage so sweet- that when the waves
Were yellow iu a sinking sun,
Aud though w’e counted weeks of joy,
The journey seemed but scarce begun.
Our little boat sailed on and on,
The clear blue sky above us shone.
A

We beard

no sound, save that of gulls
Settling upon the waves to rest,
O Sea, how soft thy bosom seemed!
What tender glow was in the west!
And while the earth was full of light
The moon aros^ and all was night.

Ainsoury, saneu irom Singlor New York; passed Anjer

New York Nov 24 for Hung Kong; spoken
Dec 27, lat 3 N, Ian 29 W.
Ti 1 lie E Starl-uek, Ehen Curtis, at Honolulu Jan 80 for Delaware Breakwater.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed Irom New
York Nov 14 for Yokahuma: spoken Nov 20,
lat .10 41, Ion 40 11.
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from Manila Nov 13 for New York; passed
Anjer Nov 29.
W J Hutch, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived j
W e are aware that our people who suffer
at Sail Francisco Jan 29 from New York.
from nervous, chronic, or long-standing complaints do not. have the same opportunity to
BARKS.
be cured as he the. residents of the great
cities where the most eminent physicians
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
aud specialists reside. Dr. Greene, of ;>4
Santos Jan 28 from New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, from Port Eliza- I Temple Place, Boston, Mass., who lias the
beth, for New Vor.>, sailed from Barba- largest practice in the world, aud who is
without doubt the most successful speciadoes Jan 20.
Edward May, at Honolulu for San Fran- list in curing all forms of nervous and
chronic diseases, offers to give free consultacisco.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Boston Feb 10 tion by mail to all suffers. Write to him at
once about your case.
for Buenos Ayres for orders.
He will surely cure
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
you.
New York Dec 22 for Auckland N Z ; spoken
Jan 4, lat 31 47, lou 40 24.
A Census of the Maine Hen.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Santos Jan
24 from New York.
The State assessors will issue an additionHarriet S Jackson, Dodge, arrived at Pasal blank with the usual ones this year, to
cagoula Feb 10 from St Pierre, Mart.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at the assessors of the various cities, towns
and plantations, which will refer to the
Apalachicola Feb 12 from Barbadoes.
iolaui, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong poultry industry. The blanks are to be issued for the purpose of statistical informaNov 3 for Baltimore; passed St Helena prior
tion, as provided for by an act of the last
to Jan 31.
Legislature, and not for the purpose of taxA
Amos
from
sailed
Nickels,
Dow,
Lucy
Hong Kong Oct 21 for Newr York ; passed St ing the poultry. The questions asked will
be the total number of hens, turkeys, ducks
Helena Jan 5.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, at Boston and geese; the estimated value of tiie poulfor Buenos Ayres or Rosario.
try produced; the estimated value <>I eggs
Matanzas, sailed from New York Jan 27 produced of each class; and the total value
of eggs and poultry. Those who have given
for Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, at Trinidad, the matter any tin-ught say that there is a
great
surprise in store for the people of
Cuba, Jan 28 for N of H.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Lyttleton Jan Maine, who do not realize the large amount
of
17 for Dunedin, Newcastle and Hong Kong.
poultry raised.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Savannah Dec 28 for Santos.
Fairfield Trotting Fark.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Jan 7 for Rio Janeiro.
The Fairfield trotting park has beeu
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong leased to Alexander Yates, a wealthy horse
Dec 30 from Rajang.
fancier, who will put the half mile track in
St Lucie, J T Erskine, sailed from New first class condition
by spring, and advertise
York Jan 30 for Rio Janeiro.
a meet for July 4th, when there will be 2
18,
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived 2.24 and 2 38
classes, with $300 purses bung
at Buenos Ayres Jan 27 from Boston.
Mr. Yates has associated with
up for each.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
him C. S. Whitney of Gardiner, and this
Port Elizabeth, C G H, Feb 13 from New
gentleman will have charge of a muster
York.
opened to 5 12 inch cylinder hand tubs, to
take place the morning of July 4th.
SCHOONERS.

|

|

Georgia Gilkey,

W R

Gilkey,

sailed from

BURGESS,
GEORGE
IELIZABETH
BURGESS, late of Belfast, in said Countv
widow of

The Aroostook Times of Feb. 10th, contained the valedictory of Editor Theo Cary,
who established the Times in 1800 and who
in the long period intervening has been al-

...

A

ONE ENJOYS

Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and

habitual
of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt, in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthvand agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it.
Do not accept any
substitute.

constipation.

constantly in the harness, thus rounda career of active journalism not
ing
often excelled. The new publishers, Hanson
& Reed, propose to continue the paper on
substantially the same lines, and to hustle
for news and business.

m PILLS

Positively

cured by tbese
little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels, Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

ef

Winterport, in saidc
the

estate

of

SK\\

I

A

true

copy.

!
]

GKO. E. JOHNSON, Ji
Attest:
Chas l\ Hazeltine, IU-gi-:

Probate Court held at Belfast, within i.
the County of s< aldo. on the seeniul Tueso
February, A. I). 1898.
certain instrument, pm porting t > be tb.
iV will ami testament
\ l < I S ITS A
11!
late of Belfast, in t-aid County oi Waldo, b
ed. having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persm
teresred by causing a copy of this older
published three weeks suece.-su-.-I y in the R<
ican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
■

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 1 it-.
within and for said County, on the second !
day of March next, at ten of the clock b«noon, and show cause, ii any they have, w
/
same should not be proved,approved and all
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .1ml
A true copy. Attest:
chas. P. Hazeltine, Regist.
WALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held*at
IT
fast, on the second Tuesday of Febi;
1898, CHARLE?* H. BRAY, Executor of tb.
of WILLIAM HOLT, late of Belfast, in
County, deceased, having presented his fina.
count of administration ol said estate for
ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, t
weeks successively, in the Republican Join
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all peimterested may attend at a Probate Court, o
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of M
next, and show cause, it any they have, why
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. El. JOHNSON, Jmlg
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Regist.
SS.—In
''jTTALDO
YY fast, on the

Court «>i Probate, held at
second Tuesday of Fein
1898.
FRANK A. BARTLETT, Aduiinisir
on the estate of .MARY MITCHELL, late
Unity, in said Comity, deceased, having pre~.
his first and final account of administrate'!
saiil estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given,
weeks successively, in the Republican Jour;
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all per>
interested may attend at a Probate Court,
hebl at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of M
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
said account should not be allowed.
geo: f ,)oii nson. ju
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. Hazeltink, RegiM.

:

j
1

1
!

IT7ALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
VY
last, on the second Tuesday id Fobs
1898. ELLERY Ih >WDEN, Administrator o;
estate of MARTIN COLSON, late -d White
in said County, deceased, having present
second account of administration of said
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, t)
weeks successively, in the Republican ,j,
printed in Belfast. in said county. that all pci
interested may attend at a Probate Court, t
held at Belfast on the second 'luesdayof .M
next, and show cause, if any they have, wh\
said account should not be allowed.
<iK<». E. JOHNSON, Juti
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. Hazkutm:. Regi>t«

ALIm)
I \y
V?
fast.

ss.
in Court ■! Probate. 11•-i•« ;r
"ii
the second Tuesdav ol 1
CHARLES E. ADAMS Yd'imnM r..t
1898
the estate of WILLIAM <». It \RM \
Scarspoi t. in said County. iIitc, iscti, h.iv in^
-i
•(
sen ten !i is final a< count of admin isf ra:
estate for allowance
Ordered. Thar notice thereol be given r•
weeks succcsvively. in the Republican .1
printed in Belfast. in said count y. that all |uProl.aic ( oiirt.
interested may attend at
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot v
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
said account should not be ailovvi -1.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Jud^t
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. H vzkltim Legist.
■

VITA LI >o SS.—In Court of Pi "bate, held a
YY
fast, on the second Tuesdav <d Febru,
1898
CHARLES E. ADA MS. Admin ist rat
the estate of ELI/.A J. BARNEY, late of S.
port, in said County, ileceased, having presn
ins final account of administration ot said es:
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, t!
weeks successively, in the Republican Jour:
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all pe.rs
interested may attend at a Probate Court.
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of M
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. F. JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Regis',
>

NOTIC E. Hie subscriber her
gives notice that she has been duly app<
ed Executrix of the last will and testament of

EXECUTRIX'S

i:

JESSE SMART, late of Troy,
Insolvency.
VV
Belfast, February 9, 1898.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given 1 *,,■
law
as
the
directs. All persons having dem .\
JONATHAN BARTLETT, Assignee on the estate of AUGUSTUS J. TOBEY, Insolvent Debtor
against the estate of said deceased are desir**the
same for settlement, and all mde!
of Palermo, in said County, having presented his
present
tin re to are requested t" make payment immfirst ai d final account as Assignee of said estate.
HESTER A. SMAK
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three ! ately.
weeks successively in the Republican Journal, j
Troy, Fell. 8, 1898.
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may appear at a Court of Insolvency !
to be held at Belfast, on ihe 9th day of March, A.
D. 1898, at two o’clock in the afternoon, and be
heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
STATE Ol MAINE. WALDO ss.
TTTALDO SS.

Court

of

Sheriff’s Sale.

§

H M ■ ■ ■■ 1

I'he great household
remedy for Worms, §
11 Wm ■ 1
il ainl all complaints
■
w of children,
lnvalu-fl
able in ail stomach 6
DIIM
r'llM IA/ORIUI
wumvi
In use 46 G
troubles.
I
fi
31 cents.
year*.
it. f
Hh I I
I H A-k vi>iir
m
■
■ fk ■ II Dr. J. V. Tit IE A CO., }
Auburn. Me.

3J

§

H lijf

£

H|

^

SUFFER VMI II

A.

HACKING COUGH or
TICKLE in the THROAT,
WHEN OUR

Cherry Cough

Cure

WILL STOP IT IN ONE PAY.

Taken this 28th day of January, A. I). 1898.
execution dated the 20th day of January. A
1898, issued on a judgment rendered by
Supreme Judicial Court for the County ot Wai
at the term of said Court, begun and held at L
fast, in said County, on the first Tuesday of !
ary, A. L). 1898, on the tenth day of the t:
being tlie fourteenth day of January, \ 1>. I
in favor of HOWARD K. MASON ot >aid llel?.
collector of taxes for the City of Belfast, in
County, for the year 189f>, against WALTER
RICHARDS of said Belfast, and particularly
lot and store on E. side of High street. No 1
being lot 3B. in div 1, being the store and lot i.
occupied by him and situated in said Belfast,
the sum of forty eight dollars ami seventy
cents, debt or damage, and nine dollars and >i\
nine cents, cost of suit, and will he sold at pub
auction at the office of (leo. E. Johnson in Bell iin said County, to the highest bidder, on 8a'.
day, the 12th day of .March. A. D. 1898. at
o’clock in tfie forenoon, the real estate above
scribed, situated in said Belfast.and all the ric
title and interest which the said Walter H. Ki
aids has in and to the same, or had on tin
day of Ju y A. D 1897, at eight o’clock and
minutes in* the forenoon, the time when the >,
was attached on the original writ in the
suii. to wit: Ins. the said Richard*’ lot and >ion E side of High street
No. I 1 1, being l<>t
div. 1, being the store ami lot now occupied
him and situated in said Belfast,.
Dated this 28th dav of Janu.m. A. I>. 1898
SAMI EL (i NOKTi )N 8!m
s

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE Ol

Thirty years in the business at Liberty. The
finest stock of all grades to be found between the
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the cheap,
est wood casket to the finest broadcloth and vel
vet, white and black. Terms reasonable and sat
i8faction

guaranteed.

L. €. MOUSE.

Liberty, Me., Jan. 10, 1898.- 6m2

SICK HEADACHE

ol

At a

Foreclosure Notice.

CARTERS

Iiver

granted.

j

Maine.

The copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under the firm name of J. C
THOMPSON W >ON. has this day been dissolved
by mutual consent. All debts ami claims due said
firm have been assigned to W C. Thompson, who
assumes all the liabilities of said firm. All persons
indebted to said firm are requested to make immediate payment to either W. C Thompson, or to J.
C. Thompson at his residence, 42 High street, Belfast, who has been duly authorized to accept and
give receipts for the same.
Belfast, February 3, 1898.
J. C. THOMPSON.
WM.C THOMPSON

Hazeltine, Register

sale and convey so much of the real estate or
deceased as will produce the sum oi three
dred and five dollars and seventy-four cents.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give m
all persons interested by causing a copy of
order to be published three weeks successive
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
they may appear at a Probate Court, to Im
at Belfast, within am! for said county, on tb.
ond Tuesday of March next, at ten of thebefore noon, and show cause, if any the>
why the prayer oi said petitioner should i:

TTTALDO SS. Taken <>n execution, and will be
VV sold by public auction on the nineteenth day
of Marc!,. A. D. 1898, at two o’clock in the after
noon, r the office of R. F. Dunton, in Belfast, in
saiil Countv oi Waldo all the right in equity
which GEORGE A. FLETCHER of Unity, in said
County of Waldo, has, or bad, on the twentyeighth day uf July. A. 1>. 1897. at six o’clock and
thirty minutes in tin- afternoon, when the same
was attached on the original writ, to redeem the
following described mortgaged real estate, situated in Unity, in said County of Waldo, to wit: A
certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated in said Unity, bounded and described as follows, viz. Bounded easterly by land
of Samuel Webb and the ro d leading from James
Carver's to Freedom; westerly by lands of William Kelley and William Robinson; southerly by
lands in possession of Alton Blanchard, and northerly by land of Fred Mu roll and land of the heirs
of Joseph Farwell and the Unity Town Farm,
containing one hundred and forty acres, more or
less, being the homestead farm of said George A.
Fletcher.
Dated this tenth day of February, A. 1>. 1898.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.

1~* cents per battle.

BRITTLE

W. HOBBS

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
NEW YORK, N.Y.
LOUISVILLE. KY.

Dissolution of Partnership.

Attest:
Chas. P.

BKASBRIDGE, late of Winterport, in said <
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a |>.
tion praying for license to sell at public or ]

cures

under the Insolvent Law of said State oi Maine,
and fora certificate thereof; and that a bearing
upon the same is ordered t<> be had at Probate
Court Room in Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
on
Wednesday, the 9th day ->f March, A. D.
1898, at two o’clock in the afti rnoon, when and
where you may atttend and show cause, if any
you have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
Attest: CHAS. P. HAZELTINE,
2w7
Register of said Court.

copy.

administrator
JOHN

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
<>l

true

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within amt
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesi
February, A. D. 1898.

Syrup

most

out

v,

J

Waldo, deceased, having presented a peti';i,,r'
praying that an allowance may be made to
out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give not i..
all persons interested by causing a copy <>! ni;,
order to be published three weeks successive
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast.
v
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be lmbi
Belfast, within and for said County, on tinond Tuesday of March next, at ten of the
,r
before noon, and show cause, if any they
w-hy the prayer of said petitioner should' tm
granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Jud^e

••

t
Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Sail
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from

St Thomas

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aim
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesda
February, A. D. 1898.

1I7HEREAS, JOHN S. ELKINS of Knox, in the
VV County of Waldo, by his mortgage deed,
The Boston Herald.
dated the twelfth day of March, A. 1). 1*96, and
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, book
The title of “New' England's Greatest 247.
page 92, conveyed to me, Oramel Murray. »he
Newspaper” lias been ably earned by The j undersigned, administrator of the estate of BETBoston Herald.
It is a newspaper all the SEY A.IS \WYER, late of said Knox, deceased, a
parcel of real state situated in said Knox,
time, aud while it is first and foremost a certain
New England newspaper, made for New it being a part of the south half of lot number
four 4 and bounded as follows, to wit
On tfie
Englanders, the news of the world is fully west by land of Samuel Clement, on the north by
aud accurately reported in advance of ail
the county road leading from Knox Corner to Bel
other papers. It maintains departments fast; on the east by land in possession "t Isaac
covering fiuauce aud politics, markets ami Penney, and on the south by land of Ralph Wigmarine affairs, religion
and education, gin and Thomas Sawyer, containing thirty five
acres, more of less, as described in said mortgage
music and drama, amateur and professional
deed; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
sports, secret societies and social life, etc. has been broken, now therefore, by reason
of the
Every topic of local or national interest is breach of the condition thereof I claim a foreably and brilliantly discussed. Its illustra- closure of said mortgage.
tions are fitting to the tone of the paper, and
Dated at. Pittsfield, this fourth dn\
February.
A. D l*i‘S
ORAMEL MURRAY.
in advance of any other newspaper in New
of the estate of Betsey A.Sawv,>r.
England. Its 10 daily editions enable The Administrator
3\v<>
By bis Attorney, Frank W. Honf.v.
Boston Herald to rea h the people at all
times with the very latest news. The Sun
OF
STATE
MAINE.
day Herald, besides being a great newspaper, is an epitome of the week in the j WALDO SS.
COURT OF INSOLVENCY,
social affairs of New England, a magazine
Belfast, February 12,1898.
appealing to the intelligent classes. Every
leader of this paper should have as well In the case of WELLINGTON !!. BOODY of
Brooks, in said County, Insolvent Debtor:
The Boston Herald in its Sunday
morning
VOU are hereby notified that the said Wellington
or evening editions.
1 R. Boody, Insolvent Debtor as aforesaid, lias
filed in said Court for said County <>r Waldo, petition fora discharge from all bis debts provided
This i* Certainly a Wonderful ( hanee.

Kong

Jan 24 for New York.
Prospect.
Gladys, H B Colson, cleared from New
York Feb 11 for Barbadoes.
Hillside farm, Prospect, owned by L. C.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Cummings, is one of the oldest farms in Darien, Ga, Feb 11 from St Pierre.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
Waldo county. It was taken up by Alex.
Feb 11 from Brunswick, Ga,
Cummings in 1790. At that time the coun- York
A
Lester
Kimball, arrived at New
try here was a wilderness inhabited by York Dec 28Lewis,
from Bangor.
wild beasts and Indians.
Luxuries were
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
not plenty at that time.
There was a York Jan 24 from Darien.
grist-mill at Castine, where Mr. C. had his
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Fercorn ground.
When people were not hur- nandiua Feb 14 for New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Rio Janeiro
ried with work, they ground their corn
at home in mortars. Prof. Cummings has Jan. i) from Portland.
R W Hopkins, Hicliboru, arrived at Cieuone of the mortars that was used for this
fuegos Jan 4 from Philadelphia, 14 days.
purpose. Mr. Cummings used to carry his
Sal lie 1’On, W H West, cleared from New
corn on his back to Sandy Point, making York Feb 10
for Pernambuco.
his way back by spotted trees, and thence
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Fernandina
10
boat
to
Feb
for
Castine. There were then but
Carteret.
by
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
two other families in this vicinity, some
two miles apart; no neighborhood quarrels Brunswick, Ga, Feb 5 from New York.
then, we may be sure. Mr. Cummings
married Miss Betsey Couseus, who lived
The Journal and Tribune. It seems
at Fort Pownal,now known as Fort Point.
to
frequently our clubbing
They had four children. The farm went to necessary explain
the sons, Alexander and William,-and arrangements with the New York Weekly
then to the present owner. It has always Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
been kept up and is in fine condition to- with that paper it can only be sent free to
day. It is located on the side of the hill, those who pay their subscription to The
near the Marsh stream.
The views from Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
the house are very beautiful, and very unless
requested by the subscriber. The
fine scenery is found in the vicinity. From
date will not correspond with the date on
that point, one can see into ten towns
and two counties. [Cor. Rockland Opinion. The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
THE MODERN WAY
for a full year from the time the first numCommends itself to the well-informed, to do ber is received. The Tribune is printed,
pleasantly and effectually what was former- published and mailed in New York, and not
ly done in the crudest manner and disagree- from this office.
ably as well. To cleanse the system and
break up colds, headaches, and fevers withWhat’s the secret of happy, vigorous
out unpleaeant after effects, use the delight- health?
Simply keeping the bowels, the
ful liquid laxative remedy, Syrup of Figs.
stomach, the liver and kidneys strong and
Made by California Fig Syrup Co.
active. Burdock Blood Bitters does it.
An Old Farm in

VOYAGE OF THE

We set our sails in daisy time,
The fields were white with daisies,
And soon the outline of the shore
Was lost in purple hazes.
The harbor widened to the bay,
A wondrous voyage before us lay.

v.arieron,

Dec 29

Verse.

a

Liv-

Hoi.g Kong
s

Dainty

favoralby received by the critics. Here
pleasing specimen of Miss Dalton's
“Rhymes

is

from

York Dec 6 for Honolulu.
Bangalore, A N. Blanchard, sailed from
London Dec 29 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
New York Dec 16 lor Hong Kong; spoken
Jan 7, lat 6 N, Ion 28 \V.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Yokohama Feb 10 from New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York Nov 30 for Shanghae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, at Hiogo Jan
8 for Zanzibar and New York.
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong
Kong Nov 4 for New York ; passed St Helena
Jan 14.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
Honolulu Jan 30 from San Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Manila
Nov 2 for New York : passed St Helena
Jan. 14.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendletou, sailed
from New’ Y'ork Jan 14 for Hong Kong.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov 27 for Hiogo.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
FTaneisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from New York
Feb. 10 for San Francisco.
Reaper, O C Young, cleared from Philadelphia Dec 9 for San Francisco; spoken Dec
17, lat 33 12 N, Ion 37 39 W.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at

Feb. 6 from New York.
Sachem, Sew all Nichols, at Hong
Dec 30 for New York.

Book of

most

[The

Waterville in

Dainty

Under the simple title of “Rhymes,”
Edith Leverett Dalton of
Portland has
sent out a dainty little booklet, a fitting receptacle for the dainty thoughts and rhythmic fancies it contains. Daw re 11 & Upham
of the Old Corner Bookstore, Boston, are
the publishers, and also published the story
of New England life, “A Slight Romance,”
by the same author, a little hook that was

!

PROBATE NOTICES.

FOR RENT.
Blacksmith and Joiner shop, one of
the best locations in the city.
luquire
of
L. 1\ SHALES & CO,.
64 Main Street.
Belfast, Jan. 11, 1898.-2tf

Tenwiidit toTeT
Enquire of
GEO.

A. BAILEY.

Belfast, Feb. 1,1898.—5tf.

MAINE.

WAI.DOSS.

Taken this 28th d y of January. A. D. 189S,
\
execuin n dated the 20tli day of January
1898. issued on a judgment rendered by tlfor
Judicial
Court
the
ol
Wan
Supreme
County
at the term of said Court begun and held ar lb
fast, in saiil County, on the first Tuesday of Ja:.
ary, A. 1>. 1898, on the tenth day ot the tem
being the louiteenth day of January, A. 1> 18'.|v
in favor of HOW ARD K. .MASON of said Belt'collector of taxes for the City o! Belfast, in
County, for tlie year 189(5, against WILLIAM I
BOW..ER of said Belfast, and particularly tl
homestead on Searsport shore road, first \V.
Searsport line, being lot 1* div. 1, containin
fifty acres, situated in said Belfast, for tin- sum
sixteen dollars and fifty eight cents, debt or dan
age, and thirteenth dollars and eighty nine ecu'
cost of suit, and will he sold at public auction tithe office of Geo. E Johnson in Belfast, in sat
County, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, tl
twelfth day of March, A. D. 1898, at nine o'clock
in the forenoon, the real estate above describee
situated in said Belfast, and all the right, tit
ami interest which the said William E.Bowler L>
in and to the same, or had on the 29th day of Ju
A. D. 1897, at four o’clock in the afternoon, i!
time when the same was attached on the origin
writ in the same suit, to wit: the homestead <>
Searsport shore road, first W. of Searsport 1 in*
being lot IB, div. 1, containing fifty acres, situ.*:
ed in said Belfast.
Dated this 28th dav of January, A. D. 1898.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.

m:\vs Oh
M vtiers.

ihe

week.

Captain Charles E.

SPRING

ion, in the place of Colonel
of Waterville.
Captain
He officer of the 19th Maine,
utile of Gettysburg, which
..deil bv Colonel Heath.
of Oxfords. .J. court plenums. Feb. lltli.
One was
ind Trunk Railway for alleganimals in transportation,one
,iy O. Mills for alleged cheatlalse pretences, and the rere for minor offences.At a
the executive committee of
Woman’s Suffrage Association
Feb. 10th, Mrs. Hannah J.
Winthrop, and Mrs. \Y. G. Ositland were elected delegates
n il convention at Washington,
The Maine State Bar Assoi its seventh aunual session in
9th, with a large attendance,
Presi■ere elected as follows:
( harles E. Littlefield, Rockpresidents, W. II. White, Lewage M. Seiders, Portland, A.
it ardiuer; secretary and treas(v'rnish, Augusta; executive
Hannibal E. Hamlin, Ellsarles F. Wood, Bangor, W. T.
Waterville, F. E. Timberlake,
arenee Hale, Portland.The
•usurer reports that §18,173.47
«-d in fines for violations of the
the past year in Kennebec
The Union telephone company,
at Portland, and composed of
tnd Detroit men, with a capi•'*<1,000, filed papers of incorposecretary of State’s office on
The cost of the certificate
This is the fifth company of
! capital ever formed under
Maine.A change in the
•tiering the Maine Central
will be adopted with the
"lor from green to red.
loving the word “Maine" put on
above the word “Central,’’
" ord
“Maine Central" will be
.•'Haight line near the top of
1 m tin- car, on the same style
wed by the Boston W Maine.
n the red cars will be white.
A.
Russell, formerly of
mb since Im'cJ one of the best
'■■•vlers and business men of
lied Feb. l ull, at the Central
spital, Lewiston.The Dirigo
c• >uipo>i-d
of the Maine clubs
1 u>i• 11s. is planning a week's
me from July 1 to July 7, visit",
Mt. Desert. Bangor, Waler>inn and Poland Spring.The
w caused
many of the Kennebec
m s t‘. suspend opeiations for a
;i
wii! not affect the size of
short crop is rep uted on the

;
;

f*

■

turn fourth of the
tiie < uu11 > are now loi
"’nich in 1 ss(> had but

:

■

cotton
n ted in
one-IifNo wouder
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You.

This

What You Most

Will

Tell

You

^GREAT

Just

Need Now and How

to

spring changes always take place in
system which require attention. There

In the
our

****************

depression, the
digestive organs become deranged, the
blood is bad causing the complexion to beis

a

tired

come

ity

languid feeling,

a

affected and the person feels

to work.
\t. such a time

an

WHITE

inabil-

spring medicine is absolutely necessary, and Dr. Greene’s Xervura
blood and nerve remedy is the medicine you
want. It will overcome all these conditions.
It will invigorate the blood, regulate the digestive organs, clear the complexion and
make you feel strong and well.
a

“Kansas Debts and Debt-payers” is the
first of a very important series of articles
upon the States of the Middle West which
appear each week in Harper’s Weekly.
They are the outcome of an extended
tour of the investigation, undertaken at
the request of the Weekly by Franklin
Matthews, a newspaper man of long experience, whose judgment is as well
recognized as his honesty. The purpose
of his mission was not to puff or condemn
the districts lie visited, but to record actual facts.
That his verdict upon what he I
studied is very favorable may be gathered
from the title under which he sums up
his investigations, “Bright Skies in the
West.”
The following are the titles of
the various articles: “Kansas Debts and
Debt-payers” ; “The Enemy’s Country,
(Gov. Leedy Interviewed) ; “Sunshine in
Kansas and Nebraska (Debts paid off—
Prosperity
Stories);” “New Farming
Methods (What Hard Times Taught the
Farmers)”; “The Transformed Cattle Industry of the West”; “The Unexpected
in Kansas (Salt, Coal, Lead, and Other

Mrs. Uacliel Hovey, 104 Preble St., Portland, Me., says:
“I was completely prostrated from the
effects of two paralytic shocks which attacked both sides of my body.
A friend recommended me to try Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy as a remedy, anil I
bought a bottle in H. H. Hay’s drug store
1 found so much relief from
on Middle St.
this bottle that I continued to take it with
increasing good results, and L am now much
better than I ever expected to be again and
give the credit it deserves to Dr. Greene’s
Nervura blood and nerve remedy for my reI gladly give this testimonial so
covery.
that other sufferers may he able to avail
themselves of this excellent, remedy.”

and

Pumps)”; “Men of to-day in Kansas
(White Breidenthal, Chief Judge Duster,
Edward C.
Little, etc.);” “Political
Machines in Kansas"; “Populist Legislation in Kansas and Nebraska” : “Kansas
War on Insurance Companies”
‘•Emerging from the Wreck of the Boom (Sioux
Labor
Laws of
City. I.owa);” “Intelligent
Minnesota”:
“What Becomes of the
Wheat (Scientific >ide
Flour-making)” :
“Wonderful Fuetoiy Methods of Dayton,
Ohio:” “Country-store Methods in Kansas
and Nebraska”; “Beet sugar from the
Factoy Stand point”; “Business Side of
a Great American University
(Chicago).”

Day.

‘‘Mystic Cun-" for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to •“> days. Its
a»-tion

upon the system is

Washington Whispkkings.
Tin-contest which has been waged in the House
Committee on invalid pensions ever since
the assembling of Congress, over the
question <>t barring from the pension rolls
the widows and children of soldiers who
marry hereafter, came to an end Feb 10th,
A
in the
deteat of the proposition.
measure with
this end in view was introduced by Representative Samuel .Smith
of Michigan, and had the indorsement of
The
Commissioner of Pensions Evans.
vote disclosed live members of the committee in favor of it and seven against it,
the division not being on party lines.
.The House has adopted the resolution calling for the correspondence between Germany and the United States
relative to the exclusion of our fruits
and horses; and also the Williams resolution calling for information regarding the
situation in Cuba.Congressman Quigg
has introduced a resolution on behalf of
the foreign affairs committee calling on the
secretary of state tc transmit to the
house if not incompatible with public interests
the condition of Cubans since
Blanco took charge, whether inhabitants
are starving, and whether their property is

remarkable and

from the committee
on foreign relations the amendment offered
Allen of Nebraska, recognizj by Senator
ing the belligerency of Cuba. The report
j was against linking it a part of thediplo[ matie and consular appropriation bill but
I the report, which was quite long, stated
that the senate had already acted on this
matter, and was still of the same opinion
and would be glad to have the house cooperate in securing a recognition of bel»
ligerency.Tiie state department Feb.
14th, officially denied reports alleging
that General
Filizhugli Lee, consul
general to Cuba, had tendered his resignation. It can be stated also that, while details are not obtainable, matters regarding the De Lome incident have assumed
! such shape that an early an i entirely
| satisfactory adjustment of the affairs be| tween the United States and Sp; in is confideutly expected by the state department.
.The Republican majority in the House
was increased Feb.
9th from 49 to 50
when the House by a vote of 14-112 unseated Mr. Plowman, Democrat of Alabama, and gave the seat to Mr. Aldrich,
Republican. This was the first contested
election case tried by the present House
to be decided against the sitting member.
Feb. 14th

j
j

Smelt and Salmon.
An
eries

odd commentary ou the domestic fishof the. State of Maine comes from Cas-

tine in the statement of the value, relatively,
salmon and smelt fisheries.
It is
that while the total value of the
taken in Maine last year did not exceed $3,000, there were enough smelts captured and sold to yield more than $35,100 in
cash, besides the vast quantity ased in
home consumption.
Most of these smelts
are taken by hand lines through tae ice in
winter when the people can’t do anything
else. [Marine Journal, N. Y.
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Those Worrying Piles!—Oue
tion of Dr. Agnew’s Ointment will

applica-

give you
comfort. Applied every night for three to
six nights and si cure is effected in the most
stubborn cases of Blind, Bleeding or Itching
Piles. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment cures Eczema
and all itching and burning skin diseases.
It acts like magic. 35 cents. 03.

Stripes vs. Checks. Tom: “So
going to marry Miss Rockingham,

you are
eh?” I

don’t see what you can see to admire in a
Jack: “It isn’t her
girl of that stripe.”
stripe, but her father’s check that attracts
me.” [Chicago News.
Woman Why—You have sallow skin,
Pimples, Eruptions, Discolorations. Why
resort to cosmetics and powders to hide the
effects? Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills regulate
the system and restore to the cheek the
healthful rosy bloom and peach blush of
youth. From one to two pills a dose, will
clarify and purify the complexion in short
order. 10c. for 40 doses. (34.
Scald head is

the scalp—very
severe sometimes,
but
can be
cured.
Doan’s Ointment, quick aud permanent in
its results. At any drug store, 50 cents.
of
it

an eczema

price $ 9.50

16.00,

“

15.00,

“

“

“

“

STREET.
—

“

13.00,

“

10.00,

“

7.50

“

8.00

“

“

“

10.00,

“

6.50

“

“

“

8.00,

“

5.00

“

“

21.00,

“

13.50

“

“

“

16.00,

“

9.50

“

“

“

12.00,

“

10.00,

“

8.00,

“

7.00,

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

O’Connell’s price,

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

SHIRTS, Laundered,

7.00

12.00,

“

for you to get your BUNDLE.

8.50

“

SUITS,

more
_

PANTS,

8.50

“

ULSTERS,

“

HATS,

$6.00,
4.00,
2.00,
1.50,
1.50,

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

O’CONN ELL’S PRICE,

HOSE,

2.50

“

1.45

“

1.05

“

.85

1.00,

“

.75

.75.

“

.45

3.00,

“

1.50

$

UMBRELLAS,

5.00

«•

MACKINTOSHES,

4.25

price, $3.00
“

.50,

“

1.00

“

.75

OCR TRICE, $

23

.25,

IS

15,
150,
f 2,5,
15.00,
10 00,
8 00,

09

7.50
6.75

our

2.50,
2.00,

«

1.00
‘‘

7 00

6 00
5 00

\

Give

us a

call,

we want to

dispose of these goods, WE MUST,

^ The time

is

up to close

nearly

RALPH O’CONNELL,
I

Springfield Fire tV- Marine In*, Co*

ASSETS DEC EM HER

.flour
The finest flour

>

^

that miller can make

Total

■

in

31, 18 P 7.
;
mortgage (first
liens)..
50,00() 00
Stocks and bontls owned by tincompany. market value. 2.215,752 00
Cash m the company's principal office and in bank...
208,214 IP |

bags ai d barrels by grocer*
dealers everywhere

bond and

13.857

..

50

324,189 81

of all the admitted assets of the company at
their
actual value.!.$2,812,013 50

Aggregate

«

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

A

ftiuine.

WALDO ss.
Taken this 26th day of January, A. I>. 1898, on
execution dated January 3d, A. D. 1898, issued
on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial
Court for the County of Knox, at the term thereof
beg in and held on the 2d Tuesday of December,
A. L-. 1897, to wit, on the 28th day of December,
A. D 1897, in favor of Hadan K. St. Clair, John CL
Trim and Johnson Knight, all of Camden, in the
County of Knox and State of Maine, latS cO*part
ners. under the firm name and stvle of H. K. Sr.
CLAIR & CO vs. ETHA J. SAWYER of New
York, for (§159.55) one hundred and fifty-nine
dollars and fifty-five cents, debt or damage, and
(§28.38) twenty-eight dollars and thirty-eight
cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public auction, >»n the premises in said Lincoluville, to the
highest bidder, on the 7th day of March, A. D.
1898, afrtwo o’clock in the afternoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title
and interest which the said Etha J. Sawyer has in
and to the same, or hail <>n the3oth day of August,
A. I). 1894, at 5.50 o’clock in the afternoon, the
time when the same was attached on the writ in
the same suit, to wit: A certain lot or parcel of
land with the buildings thereon, situated in Lincolnville, County of Waldo and state of Maine,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning on the shore at Penobscot Bay in line of
land formerly of I. W. Decrow; thence X. 28 1-2
deg. W.. as the stone wall runs, 43 rods to a stake
and stones; thence X. 61 1-2 deg. E., 6 rods and
17 links, to a stake and stones; thence S. 28 1-2
deg. E. 39 1-2 rods to said shore of Penobscot
Bay; thence S. 34 deg. W., 7 rod's, more or less,
to first mention* d bound, containing two acres,
more or less; including a right of way, two rods
wide, on the easterly side of the above described
lot, running X. 28 1-2 deg. W., from said shore of
Penobscot Bay to the county road, leading from
Camden to Belfast, and reserving a right of waytwo rods wide on the easterly side of the above
described lot, beginning at said shore of Penobscot Bay and extending X. 28
2 deg. W., about
39 1-2 rods to stake and stones before mentioned;
a right of ten feet wide on shore side of above
described land is reserved.
Januarv 26, 1898.
WM. A. BRAGG. Deputy Sheriff.
3t7

Plate (ilass In-

surance

«»n

Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection.

A

COOMBS,
Coldwater, Mich'.

Metropolitan

Co.

31,1897.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks
A 1 other demands, against the
company, viz: commissions, etc.,
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus_

Surplus beyond capital.

227,420 24
1,359,248 24
57,717 73
1,044,392 21
1,107,021 29

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus...$2,812,013 50
FIELD & WEST, Belfast Agents.
7

annual st at km rn r.
cf Quincy, Mass.
Incorporated and commenced business in 1851. Charles A. Howland,
President; William H. Fay, Secretary.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Heal estate owned by the company, unincumbered ....$ 16,800 CO
Loans on bond and mortgage,(first liens) 73,900 00
Stocks and bonds, market value. 316,28100
Loans secured by collaterals. 107,800 00
Cash in office and in bank. 84.772 14
Interest due and accrued
5,257 88
Premiums in due course of collection..
8,564 70

Aggregate assets

at

their actual value.

..$613,375

Net amount of unpaid losses and claims, None.
Amount required to safely re-insure ail

outstandingrisks.!. 248,986

All other demands against the company,
viz. commissions, etc*..’..
Total

JAMES PATTFE & SON,

Bonds of Surityship
I

SSI' 1C I)

15 V

Th-: Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.

$512,862
31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims,
2,200 00
Amount required to safely re insure all
outstanding risks. 133.736 98
All other demands, commissions, etc...
13,803 17
52

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus. 149,740 15
Capital actually paid up in cash. 100,000 00
Surplus beyond capital... 263,122 37
of liabilities, includ-

Remit $5 in New 'York exchange, express or
pos-tal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected{
by numbers. tQ
TOWN TOPICS,
SOS Filth Avenue, New York.

f—

x-ie'r.

~~

SALE OP A SOUL. By C.
[‘•-THE
\t THE COl^lN OF TUI. KING.

■'
M. S. M Lellan
A. S. VanVVestmm,
.•—SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I Cllngtiam.
*— THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
By Captain Alfred

By

KTN'T By Charles Sjokes Wayne.
AN ECLIPSE i'l VIRTUE. By Champion Blswll.'
i»—AN UNSPI ARABLE SIRI N’. By John Gilliat.
DRE ADFUL WOMAN.
By Harold K. Vynn*
14— A DEAL IN DENVER.
By Gilmer McKendrce.
15- WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
»6-A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. If. Bickford
*7-A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne..
*8—OUT OF THE! SULPHUR. By T. C. De I.eoa.
W—THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
*>—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS.
By Anita Vlvantl
Chartres.
•*- HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT.
By Harold R. Vynn*
w-"N THE ALTAR i)F PASSION. By I hn Giiliat.
«j-A MARTYR TO LOVE. Bv lofton* E. Wood.
if
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SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors to J. W

...Til K...

as

AND

DEALERS

IN

'Vents, Awnings, Curt Covers,
Duck, Cordage. Paints, <t‘r.

Mo. 31 From Si

Belfast,

Me

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D„ D. D. S,
The Nose and Throat.
INo.

ll>

INVyvhiiry Street,

< ..rin-r.d

FahTuld Street

BOSTON,

II

Hi.nrs
by appointment
< lelober, 1 S{M>
1 y4f>

1

ASS.

niters hour*

only.

JOBliKliS OK

BANGOR 'LCusmsik.,
BUSINESS

GRAIN,

,

FEED.

.

COLLEGE

SEEDS and

ISAAC

i>ilMA\

SYSTEM

GROCERIES.
Importers of
Dealers in the finest

••I PlloNoi.iiAi-nv
tlif ln-'.t
vis,,(l
I' iiif n. •hi*;, niM'ifrn
iH-st t«“.irlii‘i s.
SKM) FOU

p

■

L03JS»

TELEPHONE 4-2.

1 tf

H. H.

Belfast Savings Bank.
The taxpayers of the (itv of Belfast are hereby
notified that all taxes for 1897 are now due and
immediate payment is requested. I shall l>e in
my office in Memorial building from 8.30 to 11.30
a. m. daily, until further notice.
M. C. HILL, Tax Collector.
Belfast, Feb. 17,1898—tf30

Traveling salesman to sell
the most complete line of
lubricating oils, greases,

speeialt
proper

.1*--

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

etc., on the market. Liberal terms to
Address 1 HE ATLANTIC REparty.
0w3*

ies.

FINING. CO.* Cleveland, Ohio.

lf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.
TRY GRAIN-0 !

he

Furs, Skins, Ginseng
Full prices guaranteed.
Careful

\.t

iui}>r.>\cmei'!

quality of

Anthracite and

Wants all kinds of Raw

^ystrm

nrALOtil'K.

►‘■•jilt.

!5r-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

49 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.

Frederick & Co.,

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

(Near

33, 33, 37 Front. St., Belfast, Me

At

X

Legal Printing
Ttf
neatly and promptly <lon

■3—THAT

EXECUTORS,

can

x

~x'x~

Xml .ill kinds ot

.1

GUARDIANS,

Seneca, <fcc.
election, courteous treatment, immediate remit
$512,862 52 tance. Shipping Tags, Ropes, furnished free
FIELD & WEST, Belfast, Agents.
Write for latest price circulars.
Gm38
amount

surplus.

House Block, Belfast, Me,

CARDS,
ROSTERS,
x‘x DILL. HEADS,
"V.X* LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, 50
cents. All sent postpaid.

Blacksmith

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

net

JOB PRINTERS,

etc.

J. H. & W. H. QUIMBY,

Aggregate of all the admitted assets of

ing

stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms,
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

36

Agents, Bellas).

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1807.
ADMINISTRATORS,
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered .“.*.$ 150,000 00
ASSIGNEES,
Stocks and bonds owned, market value, 272,132 50
Accounts due for glass sold.
187 78
CONTRACTORS,
Cash in office and in bank. 48,553 50
ami to holders of auy position of trust,
Interest due and accrued.
383 33
obtained
upon
application to
.Premiums in due course of collection... 40,186 09
Plate Glass on hand.
1,418 72

Aggregate

Burgess Press,

Subscription price,

TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a *56 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and Deceniber, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short

4,234 68

amount of liabilities. ..
.$2.53,221 64
over ail liabilities.$360,154 68

Capital paid up in cash, $100,000,

company

journal—ever published.
$4 per annum.

SIM & SiBLEY CO

OF PORTLAND MAINE,

—

wor’d-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Week 1"—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

Surplus

Eugene H. Winslow. President.
S. Wjm. Burton, Secretary.

their actual value

The
Opera

72

31, 1897.

LIABILILIES DECEMBER

OF NEW YORK.

at

1

TtWWKJ^ri,
iffIo-ANTHONV

Quincy Mutual lire Insurance Co,

Incorporated in 1874. Commenced Business in 1874

the

I

You can afford to indulge yourself or your
j
family in the luxury of a good weekly newspaper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
Yon can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.

->•

A SSETS I> EC E M B E It

WM. A.

The

500,000 on
1, 50,899 95

Commenced Business in C. S. I)e<*. 17. 1892.
William Wool, Manager.

bake.

State ol

1,592.924

54

GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.

/

of Manchester, England.
Incorporated June 9, 1880.

Loans

:i..ur

liabilities, except

w .-Id.
rv part of u:•.. •.is
n
nro-u
competent assistants without charge
A.u- rca
M' >> I PELLBB ATI- i)B!'>lNi.ss >f ill »• M.
The next best thing to ,«. it ending :
t.
ly,
If you are unemployed a:
is t. take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
'ataiog
'r**e.
Beautif o
send ten two-cent stamps for five easy lessons in -d>.--rthan
Address {mention this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES. Pre-'oent Poughkeepsie New York

The Palatine Insurance Co., IJ<1

raise:—

produces the finest
bread that cook

:.l

REWARD
Telegraph

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus.. $4,443,324 29
Policies promptly writteu on desirable risks in
this old and reliable company by
7
I It I; f > ATWOOD. Agent, Winlerport. M«

wheat that farmer

can

of

..

00
00

189.272 97
52.241 06
25:;,810 26

capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Surplus beyond capital

from the finest

can

amount

Manager.

■

■

128,000 00

Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of the company, at actual value— $4,443.824 29
LI A HIL III KS D EC E M It E It 31, 1897
Net amount of unpaid losses and
Claims .'..
145,597 29
Amount required to safely re-ip sure
all outstanding risks ....*..
1,447,327 05

improve this great opportunity.

STEiiftftBft

727,770 00
3,004,455
88,275

new

Bockke-pi^- etc., thor*
oughly taught BY MAIL
Our
of
or personally
system
teaching gives avual
daily experience in every branch ot business, includn.g
Banking, Merchandising, Commission. Insurance Transportation, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students \V
situatiet.s for w f!:v
train for Practical work and always set
graduates of our Business and Shortb.m I fours.-.- s:
A
I'on
enter any day
No vacations
mode
rat.Expenses
going to temporary schools when it will cost you !»■-.:•»•*.-*.•
a number
of students who have left i*i.-«
tell us that six mouths here is equal to a ye;

Real

esrate owned by the company,
unincumbered-‘. $

this store,

BUV
I CNUUnHl n I 9

31, 1897.

Loans on bond and mortgage, first
liens i.
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value..
Loans secured by collaterals
Cash in the company’s principal office and in bank.
Interest doe and accrued
Premiums iu due course of collection.

—

-

OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Incorporated in 1849. Commenced Business in is.'i
\ W. Damon, President,
S. J. Hall, Secretary.
Capital paid up in cash. $1,500,000.00

Bazar.

■

N

“

reported

Cold in the Head very often deinto the most acute ami disgusting
Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
j form of Catarrh.
Powder relieves a, cold in the head in 10
miuiues and precludes the possibility of the
j catarrh malady, hut should catharrh have
gained headway this wonderful remedy will
To give you an opportunity of testing the cure it in a wonderfully short time. The
great merit of Ely’s Cream Balm, the most Lord Bishop of Toronto over his own signareliable, cure for catarrh and cold in the head, ture gives a strong testimony of its
curing
a generous 10 cent trial size can he had of
qualities. 02.
your druggist or we mail it for 10 cents.
“Jim Perkins is a sarcastic chap.”
Full size 50 cents
“Think So?”
ELY BROS., 5(5 Warren St., N. Y. City.
“Yes. He didr.’t want his brother to go to
it is the medicine above ail others for
catarrh, and is worth its weight in gold. I I the Klondike, but when he saw the boy was
set
ou it he said he’d help him in liis outfit
can use Ely’s Cream Balm with
safety and
it does all that is claimed for it. B. W. to the extent of a refrigerator, a palm-leaf
fan, and a summer overcoat.” [Harper’s
Sperry, Hartford, Conn.

this State to sell oi expose for
game
birds shipped
here
from
.The Maine exhibit at the big
'men's show in Boston on March 14I be a
large and interesting one, and
gemeuts for it are now being made.
1 he fish and game commissioners
Colonel Hawkins. “Uncle Mose, I hear
received petitions from Greenville you and your wife had a little dispute agian
Which came out ahead this
Kineo praying that, the mouths of all last night.
time?”
tins running into Moosehead lake be
Uncle
Mose
(dubiously feeling a lump on
1 to bait fishing. The object of this
the hack of his head.) “I’s powerful glad
-save the square-tailed trout for the to
dat
I
kirn
out ahead, boss; but she
say
it being the only way yet thought of
mighty nigh overtook me. Yes, sah, she did
11
that
omplish
result.Reports just -for a fac\ an’ I’s got de necessary evidence
ived at the Bangor office of the on my pusson to prove it.” [Harper’s Ba• rican
Express company from the zar.
•i head offices of the
Heart Sceptics are Convinced in 30
company in Maine
w
that during the three hunting
Minutes.—Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart
)ths of 1897. October, November and gives relief in 30 minutes in most acute cases
ember, 3,053 deer, 100 moose, 04 cari- of heart disease. One dose is all that is
and 11 bears were transported by the needed to convince the most sceptical.
of lives have been saved through
This record does not include Thousands
puny.
its timely use.
It is oue of the wonders of
game killed and consumed in the
modern medical science. 61.
ps by the sportsmen and the guides,
“I’ve just been looking over a list of the
shows the game which was shipped
New Yorkers who are descended from
'■"*
by the sportsmen. The October
kings.”
“Well, 1 infer that a man has to
•i d was 1408
deer, 52 moose, 19 cari- have at least
a million before lie can afford
10 bears; November, 1181 deer, 37 to he
descended from a king.” [Chicago
s'\ 23 caribou, 1 bear; December 514
Evening Post.
ll moose, 22 caribou.Alonzo R.
Person of Boothbay has been uominatDiphtheria relieved in twenty minutes.
>y Gov. Powers as a commissioner of
Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
;tnd shore fisheries.
oil. At any drugstore.
•!

“

“

protected b) military.Senator Morgan

■

grealy liampered by the
shipping of game and birds, which
ready market in Boston. It would
mmensely to tiie game preserves of
it if was by law illegal for the citi-

CLOTHING

*

great while longer, only 60 days
LOOK AT THESE PRICES :

a

Minerals);” “Drouth-resisting (hops (Alfalfa, KatirCorn)”; “Irrigation in Kansas
and Nebraska (Experiments v\ith Wind

You want health don't you?
You want to
get up in the morning and feel like doing a
good day's work, do you not? And you
want your children to feel strong and vigormis, don't you?
Well, Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy will do all
this.
It will give to you and your children pmfern, health and that is exactly what you
want
It is t he best spring medicine known.
It was discovered by Dr. Greene, of ?>4
Temple Place, Boston. Mass., the most successful specialist in curing nervous aud
He can he consulted free
chronic diseases.
of charge, personally or by letter.

■

decency

bargains

OVERCOATS, O’Connell’s price, $18.00,

a

*

A.T

STORE,

You will not have such

<

are

OF

*

--~ • •• •

■

one

SALE

*

Get it.

mysterious. It removes at once the cause
totnl number.
and the disease immediately disappears.
:i■ *i
is tapidly grow- The tirst dose greatly benefits: 7"> cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes X Co., Druggists, BelNt
11 *ui.I'lie resolution renfast.
4mo45
ted S’ ales Senator .Murphy for
t.ivorof the Teller bill passed
Confession. “I can say for myself that I
never have been mean enough to get another
rk Assembly Feb 10th. The
wniuau's cook away from her." “Neither
,e a\es and <>:> nays.The
have „I : but 1 must confess that once or
San
Fraucisitiposa brought to
twice I have tried to work our cook off on
Tth. f'470,<»00 in sovereigns and
some of my neighbors."
j Boston Traveler.
'i
bullion from Australia and
$100.
umd.
This brings the amount
Or. K. Detcbon’s Anil Diuretic
mpiu-ted from Australia during
'•even months up to nearly >17,be worth t<» you more than $100 if
May
The savings banks of the States
you have a child who sails bedding from in■red against the Teller Resolution continence of water
during sleep. Cures
w
on
hile
those old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
"".U00,000
deposit.
'•ntes wliieh voted for the resoluat once, si.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
ve
but >200.000,000.
This fact Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28
■lames.Among the passengers
Domestic Signs. “I can always tell when
amship Mariposa at San Francis- a man is the head of his family.” “How do
Australia'ports, Feb. 11th. were you tell?" “When the man is boss the first
u t miners, who are on theii way
boy is put in trousers before be is a year
\ 1 iskan gold tields.
They stated and a half old.” fPuck.
ist .7,000 people would leave
Belief In Six Hours.
lor the gold Fields during the
Distressing Kidney ami Bladder disease
nonths.The conviction of
a
cased i»t the murder of his relieved in six hours by “Xkw Great'South
A.mkkk an Cuke.” It is a great surprise on
i ago, ends another chapter in
;o count of its
exceeding promptness in re:s case.
The law's delay will
lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
uvi ked, and
effort to save him in male or female.
Relieves retention of
rust punishment of his crime
water almost immediately.
If you want
-■
relief
ami
cure
this is the remedy.
until
his
stayed
money gives ; quick
v decision
has just been rendered Isold bv A. A. Howes and Co.. Druggists,
I Belfast, Me.
l.v2S
>. district court at Philadelphia,
le»cean steamship company’s
“Now, George,” [‘leaded young Mrs. Xup1
by of Ma. -u, (apt Savage, now kins, “buying valentines is the worst kind
between Savannah and Boston, “f extravagance. 1 know you love me, so,
•v a
collision in the Delaware I for heaven sake, dou't squander live dollars
on one of these lare or satin things." ‘‘Then
\ u. 1 *7 h>!*7, between the steamer
I you dou’t want me to buy one, eh?” Nupici
Yin. .Jones, which was in kins
asked, joyfully. “No," ried his wife;
he tinu.Paul Kruger has been ! '‘it would be so
extravagant. Get me a diacsident ot the Transvaal for the 1 mond ring if you must get something.”
No bird term issue in Africa. ! [ Harper's Bazar.
ii.-s <»ordon Bennett has ordered a
For Over Fifty fears.
earn
yacht, designed by (1. L.
710 feet over all and 40 feet
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
he largest pleasure craft afloat,
e possible exception of
the Val- over lifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
wned by \Y.
K.
Vanderbilt.
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
.s said
to have been discovered in
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
uantities on the American side of is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleas■unlike, and one man has picked up ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
M1
worth of the metal in coarse
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure, and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
and Gamk.
lion. L. T. Carle- take no other kind.
airman of the Maine lish and game
“I have called, Mr. Jingle,” said the tax.:>sion, was cue of the specially in- collector, “to ask you to pay this bill for
taxes ou your house for 189(5.”
quests at the annual banquet of the
•‘Take it around to the back door and ask
husetts Fish and Game Protective
the
cook,” said Mr. Jingle. “If you’d lived
tation in Boston recently.
There
here twenty-four hours you’d know, sir,
me 200 present.
The direct conthat she owus the house. I’ve abdicated.”
•u
to lisli and game knowledge
[Harper’s Bazar.
made by Mr. Jarleton, who said in
N ot
human, mange on horses, dogs and
withstanding the fact that at allItch ou cured
in .‘>0 minutes by Woolford’s
stock,
’,0d0 deer, 200 caribou, 250 moose,
Lotion.
This never fails. Sold by
Sanitary
us and
L50 tons of square tailed
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
•ttid land-locked salmon were taken
The Fair One. “I suppose you will marry,
•ii season last year in
Maine, there
•
though, when the golden opportunity offers,
greater abundance this year than
before, with the possible exception wont'tyou?”
The Cautious One. “It will depend upon
>se.
It is true we have restrictive how much
gold there is in the opportunity.”
it these laws are framed with the
[Harper’s Bazar.
st care so as to
give tlie largest libei
Men and medicines are judged by what
usisteut with the proper protection of
do. The great cures by Hood’s Sar;md game, with the side purpose they
saparilla give it a good name everywhere.
ping up the supply for the ever-inHe: “What an ugly man!
I never saw
m
multitudes coming among us,
its,laws are administered with anybody so ugly!” She: “Hush, dear! You
and fairness.
uess,
We forget yourself!” [Tit-Bits.
■

Debt-Payers.

Everybody Requires at This Season.
Some Things Are of the Utmost Import-

Hbeumutism lured In
1

Kansas Debts and

What

eutly appointed by Governor
wersa representative of the
lie meetings of the directors
>burg Battlefield and Mouu-

ised,

NEEDS.

TRY GRAIN O !

Ask your Grocer to-day to show
you a package
of GRAIN (), the new food drink
that takes the
place of colfee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult.
All who try it,
like it
GRUN-O has that rich seal brown
of
Mocha or ,lava, but it is made from
pure grains,
and the most delicate stomach
receives it without
distress. 1 + the price of coffee and 25
cents per
package. Sold by all grocers.
Lowest Cash Disallow.d on

counts

Architectural, Set.
entitic, Kcctrical.
Mechanical. Indus-

and Teclmip.,,
Discount. Sheet
u'ti
n'l m 1
U
COMSTOCK,
23 barren St., New

York.

SEARSFORT

Rockport. A sad accident occurred here
about :> p.m Sunday. R. B. A. Shibles was

LOCALS.

Monroe. Miss Minnie Spearin is at home
from Castine and is recovering from the
Harry Gross is at home on a short visit.
waruiing some cartridges in a pump bouse measles. Eva Clark is also at home, but has
Miss Bessie Merithew of Warren is visit- in one of S. E. & H. S. Shepherd’s quarries not Lad the measles yet-Franklin Chase
when by some unknown reason the carting friends in town.
is gaining slowly from his operation and is
and as a result Mr. Shibles
hoping to be able to go out soon_Miss
Capt. A. M. Ross is absent on a business ridges exploded
was severely injured and it is now believed
Mattie Matthews from Searsport has been
trip to New York.
that he cannot live. The pump house was
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Tolford DurhamMrs. T. 11. Howe is visiting Mr. Howe’s
entirely destroyed, Mr. Shibles being Thomas Dorr has been confined to the bouse
mother iu Providence, R. 1.
thrown into the quarry several feet below.
again with another attack of kidney trouble.
A
E. Nickerson has loaded scb. Mary
Winterport. Rev. A.DThibedeau preach- -Mr. Walter Clark, one of Waldo county’s
Farrow with hay for Boston.
ed in the Methodist church Sunday morning best teachers, will keep a high school at the
Schooner S. A. Paiue of Deer Isle dis- and assisted at the evening service. The village this spring if he can get scholars
charged a cargo of corn for Nickerson last meetings held under the direction of Miss enough... .Dr. H. A. Holt has returned from
week.
Nellie Thompson are well attended and full a short visit to Lamoine to see his parents.
Mrs. I. C. Park, who has been visiting her
of interest and will be continued through He was called home by the illness of his
Fred Putnam took his wife to
son in Roxbury, Mass., returned by train
j this week-At the Cong’l Circle last week father-Mr.
the young ladies gave a very a 11 using enter- the Eastern Maine hospital, Bangor, last
Tuesday evening.
tainment entitled, “The Snow Capped Sis- Monday, accompanied by Dr. Holt, for treatT. T. Merrill & Son are receiving such a
ters from the Peak.”... .Mr. George Dorrity ment. She has many friends here who sinof
it
that
looks
as
quant ity
logs
though they
oi Brooklin, Me., is visiting his daughter, cerely hope she may get help-The selectwould have to run their mill nights
Mrs. George Grant-Mr, and Mrs. C. C. men are in session this week settling up
J. M MeDougall and wife went to Orouo
Moody have gone to Boston for a visit.... town accounts... .Mrs. R. W. Mayo is slowly
T huradav, and after a brief visit there will
Mrs. M. F. McManus and little daughter gaining-Mr. Franklin Chase has some
go t<- Boston for the remainder of the winter.
Isabel have gone to Boston for a stay of tine full blooded Plymouth Rock hens and
Annie Collins arrived by steamer last some months-Warren
Post, G. A. R., has will furnish eggs for setting at a reasonable
Thursday and is iu attendance upon her secured Mr. F. H. Colley of Portland to de- price.
aunt. Mrs. John Sullivan, who has been
liver the address on Memorial Day....Mrs,
Prospect Village. The S. B. I. S. will
very ill.
C. M. Chase has returned from her visit to meet this, Thursday, at the Grange Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Killman will entertain
Slop Reaper. Capt. (>. C. Young, now on Old Town.
the voyage from Philadelphia to San Franthem March 10th....Mr. Amos Partridge and
North Stockton Springs. The Israelites
cisco, has iieeu sold to the Alaskau Trading
his sister Grace of Belfast are visiting their
gave one of their famous entertainments
Company.
mother, Mrs. I. F. Gould. Miss G. is in poor
last Thursday evening. The program was as
health...Mr. Adelbert Thompson has bought
The selectmen are hard at work on the
follows: The temperance drama, “Three
a residence in Wiuterport aud his
tow n report and expect to have it printed in
neighbors
I Glasses a Day, or the Broken Home,” with
are afraid they are to lose him_Mr. and
»«ason to hold the town meeting the second
the following characters—Mr. Aubrey, Mr.
Mrs. Frank L. Hatch of Morrill, after visitMonday iu March,
Edward Clifford Mrs. Aubrey, Mrs. Hattie
ing Mr. ami Mrs. C. O. Hatch in Stockton
The annual supper and entertainment of
Calderwood; Harry Moulford,
Emery
a few days, visited his sister here,
tin M. E
church will be given at Union | Calderwood; Clara Aubrey, Mrs. Jas- Springs
aud then went to Frankfort Village to visit
Hall Ihursday evening, March 3d.
If
per Gray; Luke Wiutergreeu, F. Percy
Mr. H.’s schoolmaster, Doctor and Mrs. O.
stormy the next fair night.
Partridge; Julia Luvgrove, Jennie Crockett. S Erskiue-The
many friends of Mrs.
The Cough sociable w ill he entertained at
Every part was well acted and the stage Grace M.
Libby Nute will he pleased to
w
as
the upper conference room this, Thursday,
attractively arranged. After the drama, know her husband has
bought a beautiful
Fvie Ford and Miss little Jennie Clifford recited “A Little City residence on
evening by Miss
Pleasant street in Whitmau,
Girl,” and Miss Bertha
dinette B. Rice.
Partridge, who rep- Mass.
They have the best wishes of all in
resented a colored lady, Mrs. Vetters, recitSome one will go on to Gloucester to identheir new home-Mrs. Elsie Killman reed “That Watermillion,” with Clara
Ridley ceived a letter
tity the bodies which came ashore there and as
recently from her sister, Miss
Wijum Josephus Vetters and Jessie
arc suj posed to have come from the wreck
E. Grant of Seattle
She sends her
Marden as Miranda Vetters. The Israelite Carrie
of the Marcellas, ami bring them here for
best wishes to her many friends, especially
Symphony Orchestra played a selection and
burial.
to her former pupils. She likes Seattle
very
w ere encored several times. The
orchestra is
much and says
The whist club will hold its sixth session
business^ is good. She has
composed of the following members: First
at G
A. R
decided not to return to Maine this spring
Hall Friday evening.
The
violin, F. Percy Partridge; Second violin,
Misses Sarah Killman and Sarah Littlefield
entertainers are Mrs. C. E Adams, Mrs. C.
Eugene Partridge: cornet, Herman PartM. Nii hols, Mrs. W. M. Parse and Miss
were among those who attended the ball in
ridge; clappers, Siaiie Littlefield; Lobo,
Ella Hopkins.
Frankfort last Friday evening.
Truman Latbrop; organ, Bertha Partridge.
Appleton. Miss Fannie Gushee left FriCapt. and Mrs. C. A. Colcord and Mr. Next came a farce, “Ebony Flats aud Black
Bacon left by traiu Wednesday for New Sharps,” with the
for Concord, N. H., where she will visit
parts taken as follows: day
York. Capt. Colcord’s schooner, the D. H.
her brother Walter-Mrs. Jason
Auut Judy, Mrs. Edward
Peabody
Sal
Clifford;
Rivers, will he towed from New York to
Sharp, Mrs. Gertie Ridley; Mrs. Possumly, left Friday and will visit her daughter, Mrs.
Phi ladelphia to load coal for Cienfuegos.
Mrs. Jennie Marden; Mrs. Shadow, Jessie Albert Davis, in Somerville, Mass_Miss
A novel sight was witnesssd here last
Marden; Mrs. Darke, Mrs. Hattie Calder- May Dunton closed a ten weeks term of
week—a game of base ball on the crust. wood ; The Ghost, Bertha Partridge. This school in Hope last week and is now at
Several of our local ball players took adfarce was very amusing, as ail were in home... .There lias been considerable sickvantage of the level condition of the field darkey costume, and the acting of Aunt ness in this vicinity the past few weeks, and
and played a few innings. Several bicyclists
Jiuiv
ami
physicians from the adjoining towns of
tier daughter Sal
was specwere also out,one having ridden from North
ially good. The ladies were encored, and Union, Searsmont and Washington have
Searspcrt.
sang “Dixie Land” and “Old Cabin Home,” been called frequently to visit
Rev. J. W. Hatch and wife, who have been I
The Journal of last week regretted the assisted by Mr. Emery Calderwood. Mrs.
absence -f Col. H. E. McDonald, and the Clifford and Mr. Calderwood sang “Where holding meetings at the Baptist church for
four weeks, returned Thursday to their
inability of Brown & McDonald to contract the Mississippi Washes.” The entertainhome in Fairfield-Wednesday evening,
for the building of a large vessel wanted
by ment closed with a tableau, “The Evening
Baltimore parties. Why should not Sears- Prayer.”-During the recent cold snap the j Feb 9th, the officers of Goldenrod Rebekah
i'»or of Mr. Marion Staples’ house was froz- Lodge were installed by District Deputy
port make an effort to secure some of these
contracts, as she not only has one of the cn in for two days and the people were Clara Light of Bethel Lodge, Union, assisted
by G. M. Ellen Conant. The officers for the |
finest master builders in Maine, but
many obliged to enter through the barn... Mr.
term a”e:
N. G., Louise Keene; V. !
o: our old
ship carpenters are here, and still 1 rerun an Lathrop went to the liar recently ensuing
Nettie Perry P. G., Julia M. Page; Sec.,
and secured some fine
know ow to wield the broad-ax.
large clams and G.,
Gertrude R. Tobe.v ; F. S., Helen Shuman;
them up to Mr .Freeman Pm
i<igij's
Notwithstanding the epidemic of measles brought
last Saturday evening and made one of his Treasurer, Lizzie Newbert; Warden, Angie
m tow n, and the
number
ot
scholars
large
Esaney; Con., Tillie Wellman; Chaplain, j
one did
superb clam stews.
....

patients_j

|

thereby deprived of the last
the term, the following pupils
school

mar

term

not

were

Robert

few

weeks of

of the Gram-

absent during

Grinnell, Ray Kneeiand,
Those

Elbert Monroe.

the
and

absent from the
iiut rmediate school were Florence
Colcord,
Co itrade How. u. Irene
Sullivan, Edward
Ciikcy, Herbert Havener and Rupert Colnot

cord.
the members of the Grand Armv at
Searsport who attended the National Encampment at Louisville, Ivy., in
roceivi <1 letters from Iiarr;

1895, have
Weissinger, who
entertained them so royally at his tobacco
manufactory upon that occasion, announcing that he will be present by invitation at
ti e Department
Encampment of Maine to
be Lolden at Lewiston t
oday. For that
reason a large delegation fiom.Freeman MrGilvery Post, w.ll attend the encampment
and participate in his
reeep' ion.
Dakin Ford
Mr.
Ge< rge
Hathaway
Dakin and Miss Mary Elizabeth Ford were
married lastMouday even.i g at eight o’clock
by Rev. Chari-s H. Bea! .f the Moreland

Street Congregational Church. The ceretook place at the home of the bride,

monv

est,

Cottage

street M•* Howard Legate
was best man and Miss Haunali Ford was
bridesmaid. Both bride and groom have
lived in Roxhury for several years and if an
abundance of wedding presents is any indication of popularity, they are
certainly wellknown and esteemed in msiiy circles. After
the happy couple had became Mr and Mrs.
Dakin, and 1 ad departed amid a showvr of
ru e and goo 1 wishes, a col ation was served
To the
gues s, of which tuere were about
150 present including a large number of

Searsport people. [Roxbury Mass., Gazette.
COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

Palermi
Owing to the depth of snow in
the woods scarcely any limber has been
drawn to the mills to be sawed_The
Branch folks are ta.king of trying for the removal of the town-house to that
village,
which wil probably be a matter of excitement at the annual election next month.
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Orrilla McMann,
who has been stopping this v.’inter at Sandypoint, is at home... .Capt. W. H. Harriinan
and Capt. Ruins Harriinan are at home for a
few days while their vessel, sch.
Wesley M.
Oier, is loading at Boston_George Brown
ami wife of Frankfort visited Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Batclielder last Sunday... Miss Rose
Mudgett is at home from Prospect Marsh.
.The Ladies’ Circle met at the schoolhouse last Friday night and 55 were present.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Avery will entertain in
—

two

weeks

cordially

at the

nvited.

sehoolhouse,

and all

It will cost you

are

nothing

get. in, and only 5 cents to get out.
Unity. Mrs. Mida Marr has been ill with
diphtheria but is now better. Dr. Cook
treated her.
Miss Louisa Thompson is imMrs. Ball of Etna is caring for
proving.
her....Mrs. Edgar Harding has not been well
Sim e the death of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cunningham, in the. Orono disaster.... Mrs.
George Clark is visiting friends in Massachusetts-Miss Flora Watson of Boston
spent. Sunday with her mother, Mrs. M. E.
Watson.... Miss Sarah Norton is visiting
to

her aunt in Boston.... Mr.

Harry Rawlings
Troy spent. Jast week with his father,
Benjamin Rawlings-Mrs. Fred Farwell
and Miss Jessie Whiting went to Lowell,
Mass., Feb. 19th to spend the remainder of
of

the

winter-Rev.

and Mrs

E.

S. Burrill

have taken a little boarder—a ten-pound
The mother and child are doing well.

boy.

....Mrs.
her

A. R. Myrick is not able to use
yet-Miss Bina ami Master LouWhitten, twin children of Wesley

arm

ville

Whitten, had a birthday party at their
grandmother’s, Mrs. Geo. Clark’s, Feb. 9th!
It was their 14th birthday ; their schoolmates
gathered in force and they had a jolly time,
and lots of presents-Perley Clark was
stricken with paralysis Feb. 11th.
The
whole of one side is paralyzed.... Mr. J. L.
Ames of Skowhegan was the guest of C. J.
Bartlett last week.

stew

very much.
tend* in of schools, closed a very successful
and pleasant term of school in the Robert’s

district last week-After one «.f the rehearsals for the entert tin meat last week
Mr.

Wilber

part

To

his

Pulley invited all who
home, where ice cream and

took
cake

and a pleasant sou d tune enjoyed.. .Miss Mattie Littlefield has arrived
home from Augusta.
were

Ab

I. W

tue

to

Every
justice
and appreciated the kindness
Mr. F. N. N'ickersou, superin-

served

Kkooks.

Anyone

who

appreciates beauthis time of the
year would enjoy a call at the house of Dr.
A W. Rich.
Mrs Rich always has a beautifu' display in this line, and this season is no
exi eption.
Mrs. Estelle Roberts has also a
bay-window that is decidedly attractive.
tiful

plants

flowers

and

at

Addie

Halldale. The hearts of the people here
saddened last Monday on learning of
the death of Mrs. Stillman Emery of Lowell,
were

One Line of Local Kvidence is Worth
Column of Boreign Testimony.
Make

a

a

mental note of this.

The

endorser is well known and
His veracity is
unquestioned.
You

are

reading

local evidence,

Investigating home
Belfast
It is

testimony,
people;
Michigan.

for Belfast
from Florida or

news

not

Suspicion can’t lurk around it.
Honesty is a prominent characteristic,
Home endorsement its salient point.
Mr. F. S. Johnson of Poor’s Mills says: “1 have
had kidney trouble for two
years. The secretions
of the kidneys were
highly colored, scalding and
so frequent as to be
very annoying, both night and
day. 1 was told that my kidney trouble arouse
from the nature of my work in the mill, but-itwas
closed all summer on account of repairs on the
dam, yet my kidneys bothered me just the same.
Finally 1 was compelled to look for relief. I had
two doctors treat me at different times, but
they

Swanville.

assistance. Some time ago I
Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and I got a
box at Kilgore & Wilson’s
drug store. They gave
me more relief than the medicines from both
doctors.
They benefited me in every way and I
feel much better than I have for a long while.
gave

little

me

vassing

or no

L.

and

looking

are

Doan’s

Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
\

anticipation for
her letters from Cuba. [The first letter from
Cuba will appear next week. Ed. Journal.

sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
stitute.

no

Prospect.

A correspondent of the RockOpinion reports (>0 candidates for road
commissioner in the town of Prospect. That
is a large number of aspirants for office in a
small town, where perhaps less than a hundred voters are out. And, besides, road

commissioners in the little town will not be
expected to receive inure salary than the
selectmen, who in the past had to do all the
business of the town.
The town report
shows their compensation to have been as
follows; First £40; second £30: third £18.
About ali the way the red tape change can be
disposed of to keep the roads in order as be-

give all a chance to work. It is useless in
the rural districts to begin or encourage any
attempt to get adrift at greater expense in

fangled

notions until there is

some

apportion

the

appropriations

to

perience and economy in expending the apthe, several districts a resi-

propriations in
dent of perhaps

are,

such

.dill’ N I \Y

PORT

East

lu

Brooks

Clarence D.

industriously taught

the young ideas
Brooks Harry Lit-

a

about the road without going

than

a

new man can

learn in

one

over

year. And

of the old timers can even tell where
the break will come when it rains so much
with the frost out, and what bridge will go

school

to

shoot

tlefield,

the

At

well

ed
road machine stirring up the whole road
every year has doue its share. No effort is
made to finish a piece of road aud let it
sod over in the ditches to hold the soil.
The machine goes over all the roads in town

was obliged to go home.
-Dr. A. \V. Rich is away from home most
of the time in the interest of his fertilizer
company.... Miss Flora Forbes is spending
a few weeks at the R. W. Forbes homestead.
..Dr. P. E. Luce showed us last week some
globule butter from his Elmwood Creamery.
It is manufactured from perfectly sweet

cream, and it is said it sells for a dollar a
at the aristocratic city restaurants. It
is put into sealed bottles and at the table

pound
each

one seasons

Lmdley,

it to suit bis

own

taste_

Webber Stiuipson, is at home
for a few weeks.
For the past year he has
worked as a sailor, and during the recent
fearful gain, when so many lives were lost,
was on

son

of

the way from New York

to

Rocklaud.

Fortunately liis vessel made the trip withmishap-H. 11. Pilley is still confined
to the house by sickness.... Capt. J. W.
Bennett and family are spending the winter
iu Brooks.... Jackson
people were to have
out

....Sylvester Phiuney

was in

town

recently

au Haut....L. C. Morse attended
meeting in Portland of tlie trustees of tlie
State Reform School, last week_C. B.
Goodridge of Canaan is clerking at C. II.
Berdee.n’s store, Main street-Win. Som-

is a

a

ers,

overseer

of the

Waverly mill,

spinning

room

at the

success

that

his services

are

in

demani.Seldeu Carr, who has a
position on an electric road in Boston, is at
home for a short vacation_Richard Pres-

Boston, a prominent dealer
ing material, was in town several

of the

teaming

ever

champions

constant

ton of

largest part

j

:

Vie doue in the rural district is j
past, the largest schools doue, aud now with !
the extra expense aud willingness shown by
the rural town to give all its citizens a fair
chance with roads aud schooling, it was too
much f<>r the boss aud the faithful and the
that will

Dr. W. C. Marden, who has
here only about a year, has had such

wonderful

After the

lotted

to

of

efficiency.

the

rural

The small
districts

sums

must

alde-

prive some of schools to make it sound like
and the road fund has got to go
in print- business,
to the faithful, such as were born road
last
days
j makers.

The great reformers of the presweek-Rev. H. C. Foss of Bangor deliverent centre the mo3t of their talk on a great
given us the drama entitled “The Social ed two temperance lectures here
Sunday, j
time coming when a macadamized road
Glass”
atj£he G. A. R. Hall last Tuesday Feb. 13th, at Union Hall, one in the morn- for
wet weather and a dirt road for
evening, but on account of the storm the
ing on “What the churches think of Prohidry weather will be all over these hills and
entertainment was postponed_Our Good bition, and why;” the other in the
evening,
Templar lodge treated itself to a lunch, with subject, “What the saloons think of prohi- valleys, and a great graded school with a
with pictures
coffee, last Saturday evening_Rev. F. S. bition.” Both lectures were attended by ! great schoolhouse, adorned
in the centre
Dolliff is interesting himself to raise a lib- large and appreciative audiences. Mr. Foss from the best masters, located
of the town, and great efficiency staring the
j
for
the
and
it
is
rary
Sunday school,
hoped was engaged to deliver these lectures by rural
population almost out of their wits.
that the movement may be made a success. the ladies of the Pittsfield W. C. T. U., who
effort in legislation is to deprive the
-Miss Myrtle Forbes, who is stopping in planned a union meeting of the churches in Every
rural population in the scattered sections of
Belfast this winter, was at home Sunday for the forenoon. The Free Baptist and Methodist churches gave up their morning ser- every accommodation they have, driving
a brief visit-The friends here of Edwin
vices to
their people an opportunity to out some of our best citizens. All the road
Landers of Thorndike are sorry to learn hear thegive
lectures. Rev. L. W. Coons of the champions are after is to get a double grand
that he is dangerously ill_John M. Dow
Universalist church, aud his congregation,
to another.
united with the other churches in the even- bicycle road from one village
was on the street one day recently for the
which would have been done in the Already where the road commissioners have
ing,
first time in several weeks_Mr. Geo. God- forenoon had it not been for the absence of
tried their hand at making roads there are
ding has been in poor health, and confined Mr. Coons from town at the time the ar- some of the
poorest roads in Waldo county.
to tlie bouse most of the winter_Mr.
rangements were made for the lectures.
Harry Hutchinson is visiting his mother Music was furnished by a chorus choir con- The low swampy road and sparcely settled
and sister here. He is a conductor on the
sisting of the Methodist and Free Baptist places are left for more funds, and a great
electrics running from Medford into Boston choirs assisted by R. A. Conant of the Uni- show is made in good machine-working
and has not been home before for a year.
places.
versalist choir as leader, and Mrs. Conant.

j

year.

year’s subscription
• •

SUBSCRIPTION

regul

are on

to The Journal.

•-• • •

TERMS.

In

advance, $2.00

a

year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for
three months.

Address,

j

Galveston, Feb. IS. Ar. sell. Edward H. !
Blake. Smith. N >rfolk.
;
Pascagoula, Fel>. Is (’Id, <i<,h .Jerome

;

»s

BELFAST, MAINE.
HORN
('"i.ifv.

Heorge

W

In

Stonington. F-b. 12.

( ..|; y.

a

to

Mr.

;u

son.

Old. s.-h. EsN. C.. Feb. 1'.'
( t.ti i’«oil),
iii lirooksx ill*-. .Ian. 27. to M
telle. Hutchinson, Salem; 21, ar, sell Talola. 1 M rs. William C. C! itford a Baugh;or, Bnt
h.
be
Fletcher, Charlotte Harbor.
D'»Im;i
In Brooks\ iile. F'.-b
to Mi.
ilaggets Cove, Me., Feb. 17. Ar. sch. M
Harry <.. I» >dge, a dang liter.
t hebesee. Snow, Boston, to load for 1 >,»riei;
Him *.
In rtiion, Feb. 14, to Bm,. and .M
F. Mill-, a miii.
l'OHF.ION PORTS.
I.aiiawa
In Minneapolis, Minn. Feb. !.
Montevideo. Feb. 2
I hu 1 *»• i:
Ar, bark Annie Lew- Mr and Mrs. Will B. I.a raw a a
Rom k- i\
!•: Hi,111.I'. Feb. !-I i.. Mr
is, Park. Boston.
i, a -mi
Hull, Eng., Feb. 17. Sid, steamer Corinza, W illiam I i. I; -bet
Ska v\
In
Fe! ■. 7,
Mi am1 M
(Nor.) Erickson, Bueksport. Me., to !•■., ! c,* Janies H Seavy.lrenion!.
a son.
England.
“'I'M ey
In Swai-.'s I*! ini,
M
Point-a-Pitre. Feb. Is
Ar, sch Jessie Mr* Lewis B Stanlev t wins, a son :o.d dan
Smith. In Brooksville, Feb.
Lena, Devereaux, New York, 11 days' pasMr. a:
Edwin J. Smith, a daughter.
sage.
Hiogo. Feb. 10. Sid, bark Puritan, Ams<).
Portland,
bury,
MARRIED.
Santos, Feb. 1!»
Sid, bark Harvard, Barbadoes ; ar, bark Rebecca Crowell,Savannah.
HnAY Lombard. It) Bluehi i. Feb f>. Aim
>t A RI N K M1 sc III. L A N V
Dray oi Blue I ill and Miss Harriet K. Lomba
Spoken. Ship Reaper, Philadelphia for Holden.
I'KKMNS I’Ll-MMKit. InSearsport, Feb. IS.
an Francisco, Jan. JO, lat 20 S., Ion. 40 >\
Rev. o. H Fernald. I' 1».. Norman E. I’erkinFei». 17. lat. 22 30, N. Ion. 74 W.sch. Edward
Fenohseot and Mrs. C<*ra I). Plummer ol Si. k
Stewart, Kent, from New York Feb. 0 for

Wilmington.

■,.

.,

..

Springs

Barranquilla.
Boston, Feb. 21. Sch. Young Brothers,
Capt. Raynor, from Philadelphia Jan. IS, arrived at Dry Tortugas Feb.
afterward

Run Milliken
In Hancock. Feb. lb HeRii-h t Me an Haut and Mi>* Minerva V\ M
ken of Hancock
Snow Robinson. In Rockland, Ke! 9. F?>
Snow amt Minnie M Robinson, bo-*-, .,r li .. k!

—.

sailed for Charleston, S. C., and arrived at
Charleston Feb. 20.
IHED
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 20. Sch. Hattie
C. Luce from Rockport, Me., for Boston, was
off
the
Isle
of
ANtiiKR
in
Shoals
this
Savin
sighted
Hi!!, Dorchester. .Mass
morning,
News.
dying siguals of distress. The Jerry’s Point 17, Mrs. Jane (
William and Sally Crosby of Belfast, aged
Key West, Feb. 15 Sid, sell, Albert L. crevv started out in the lifeboat to overhaul years and 4 months.
her and ascertain the trouble, but the boisButler, Lei and, Cieiifuegos for New York.
Aukv., In Malden, Mass.. Feb 11, !.
Newport News, Feb. Id Sid, sch. Augus- terous sea made the task impossible. The (Pillsbury widow of Serb C. A rev, ol Owl s b
tus Palmer, Haskell, Portland.
lifesaving crew then ran under the lee of South Thoiua.ston, a native or Rockland, age
Fernandina, Feb. Id Sid, sch. Susan N. Star island to remain until the present blow j years, 1 month and
days. The remains
taken to »)wl’s Head for -uri.i:
is over.
Pickering, Haskell, New York.
Baknks.
In
Feb 14 Ada B. Bar
Ellsworth,
Feb
IK.
A large four-masted
Boston,
Mobile, Pel*. Id
Ar, sch. Eliza J. Pendles years and lo months.
ton. Warreu, Peusm <» a.
schooner, which is to be almost the exact aged
Biki.inn.is.
in Brooksvill.-, Jan. 29, H
New London, Eel* 17.
duplicate of the C. S. Glidden, which was Billings, aged 1 month ami 1 1 da\>
Ar. sch Joel F.
wrecked on Egmont Cay, near Port Taiupa, j
(.i ark.
In Belfast, Feb. 17,
Sheppard, Carter, Bruns .vick for Noank
harles
Brunswick, (la.. Fel 18. Sid. schs. F. C. some months ago, is to be constructed at aged about 5o years.
('lark. In Camden, F'eb IB, Isaac A C;,
Pendleton. Buigess. N. Y.; Willie L. New- Thomaston, Me., for the same owners as the
The remain* were taken to Liucolnville for b
She will be equipped with every
ton, Coombs, New London
Carr.
In North Palermo. Feb. 14. Eli <
"modern device, such as steam for hoisting
aged 91 years. 9 uionshs and 28 dayc
and heating purposes, electric lighting, etc.
Curtis. In Bangor, Feb. IS. Elia M
widow
Capo. James P. Fales, who commanded the Frederic A. Curtis, aged 4K years
C. S. Glidden, will be master of the new
Eldrilxje
In Bueksport. Fob IB, Jessie
craft.
daughter of .l< hn H and Annie A. Fhindge.,.
12 years and 17 days.
isle ai
halt kay.
sunken nock insE.MKRv. In Lowell. Mass.. Fob IS. Mrs. M.-.
covered. Information, dated Jan. 11, 1898,
F. Emery, formerly ol Mon tv die. Me
has been received from the Inspector of the
(«oi»i>akd. in south Walpole, Mas.-. Feb
First Lighthouse District that the master of
Mrs Elmira A. (foddard, wife of tlm late Stepn
the tender Lilac, while on a cruise in East
H. Goddard, tormeily of Hampden, aged tbs y.
4 months and 7 days.
Penobscot Bay in December, 1897,discovered
Morrison. In Ifluehill. F’eb It). .Bones M. M
a ledge of rock with about 8 feet on it at low
risen, aged 75 years, 8 mon is ami
water, in a position about 450 yards north of
No kkrson. In Hampden. Feb lb,(
apt Hem.
Bay Ledge and on the bearings: Kimball’s Nickerson, aged BB
years, 1 month and 2*5 .ia\Island (tangent \V, side;, S. W. 5-8 S. ; Ram
<)R(tit. In Ftanklin, F'eb. f>. Orville F m!
Island (S. point), N N. VV M W
II.
B
son of Mr. and Mrs. Halen Orcutt, aged 7 mom
(L.
Sawtelkr.
In Bangor. Feb. is. Etta M:i
January 15,189s Charts affected. 209, 104,
and i»: l\ S. Coast Pilot, Atlantic Coast,
daughter of Ruel W and Ella I. Sawtelle. agon
years, 5 months and 8 da\
Parts 1-11, p. 87.)
SM \Ll.H\
!n I nioii, Feb. It. John H Small-'
Charters.
Ship Sachem, Singapore to a native of St
George, aged 7‘‘> \ear*
New York, general cargo. l"_\000 Ship John j
SMI 1 11
In Bolfa-i. Feb. 10, \oa F Smith
R. Kel ley,Yokohama and tliogo to New N ork,
11 years and 1 <1 nionths
Steven*. Ill Ellsworth, Feb. 1 u. ,1 ,.ct*h Stew
>15,000 Ship St. David, Shanghai and Hung
Kong or Shanghai and Kobe To New York, aged Ho years and 1 month.
\Y.
J.
§10000.
Ship
liotcli,
(previously)
are
Puget Sound to New York or Boston, spar«,
Belfast l*rioe Current.
etc., |». t.
Ship A. (J. Ropes, New York to
• ORRhCTKI) WKKKIA
San Francisco, general cargo, §7 50
Sch R. j
[OR TH K .IOI R NAI.
W. Hopkins, Norfolk to Cienfuegos, eoul, ;
Proiln,. Murk' r.
/
>1 85, Spanish gold.
Sell Nimbus, Boston to
t..n HU"'
Apples, |.‘ lei. HtHi I O'* Ha\
Kueuos Ayres, lumber, >8, if Rosari-*, >9
4
5 Hides. E It
dried, fe* IP
Sell. Olive T. Whittier, Sagua to North of
1 25 a I 2.5; I .ami*,
comes
Beans, pea.
It,.
tued in in, l 30-« I in'iLamb Skins,
r,ii((
Haiteras, sugar, 9" lOreuts. Sell. Hattie II.
1 75j Mutton, (e ||
>eI w eves
4
Barbour, Mobile to Kingston, lumber, §5 do.
It', n ISM bits, |> i. 2,2 ||,. 25
Butter, | » II.,
Sch. Gen. A. Ames, Fern oidina to New
5«»> j Potatoes,
Beef, fc> li»,
7t'</S
at or about §4 60
Sell. Wm.

I

never

towns.

pretty busy.
been

use

aud

been

full

These papers

,,

slough holes in all the sags. There
sample piece of road here that has been

75 years, aud w’ith considerable travel,
was turnpiked.
Probably $5.00
would pay all the expenses iu these years for
repairs. Such locations could be fouud in all
iu

confined to the
house several days by illness_There is
considerable sickness in this and adjoining
towns at present, which keeps our doctors
has

a

Tire

^Glidden.

officials it will be

to make

from Isle

furnished with

a

prefer.

may

...

The way it has turned out,
very many miles of roads have beeu turnpiked up iu the years past over thes*? hills
and gravelly loam stretches that ought to
have beeu left level, without even stirring
the soil. Of course iu the spring it would
be soft, but the poorly turnpiked roads are
worse aud the frost acts in the wet ditches

mate, H. B. Magee, of Bowdoin, ’99, were at
Mr. Lancey’s home over Sunday a week ago.

of the Tribune is $1.00

price

they

1

done again.

Lancey

sick last week and

new'

as

-\

the land each side of the road ; washdown the hill grades by the ditches. The

below

every year, aud with

Look, Veazie. Fernandina.

Philadelphia, Feb. lb. Ar, bark James W.
Elwell, Coodman, Rio Janeiro.
Baltimore, Feb. lii. Cld, bark Doris,
Thompson, Bahia and Rio Janeiro; 18, aid,
sch. Star of the Sea. Hopkins, Tortugas.
Portland, Feb. 17. Sid, sch. Sarah E.
Palmer, Whittier, Louisburg. C. B ; 20, ar,
sch. Augustus Palmer, Haskell,
Newport

the new law, that the act if voted
would not make a clean sweep of
the rural districts. The days of good roads
are goue in the rural districts.
The roads
can never be as they have been, with the
small fund and the changed conditions of
the road bed. Very many miles of the old
roads in Maine are from one to four feet

ens” in this
South
known ex-deputy sheriff, some very fine paintings, including portraits,
held the fort. At West Brooks A. B.
Pay- landscapes, water-views, dowers, horses
son, a student at the Castine Normal School, and dogs, just call at the home of our local
tried to administer justice tempered with artist, Miss Bertie Hatch....Mr. George
wisdom. In the village Miss Mabel Rose, Davis lias made extensive repairs to his
formerly a student at the M. C. I., Pitts- farm buildings the past year. He has built
a long addition to nis house for a wood and
neld, took charge of the primary school,
while A M. Jones, a student at Bates Colcarriage house, lias moved his barn and
lege, taught toe grammar school. All are built an addition 22x32ft and a leanto 14x64ft.
residents of this town and are young people The interior is finished w ith matched spruce
who are a credit to the place_Clarence boards, aud contains a box stall and single
Staples has gone to Augusta to attend the stalls for three horses. The remaining space
business college-The latest news from is for cows, of which he has six now. He is
diaries T>. Merritt, who went south last au- intending to increase the number in the
tumn for his health, is to the effect that he near future.
He has a tine young bull from
is failing-Miss Carrie Jones of South the celebrated Hood farm, Lowell, Mass.
Brooks, who has for a long time worked in He sells cream to the Belfast Creamery.
John H. Gcrdon's shop, was taken quite
Pittsfield.
aud his class'
Harry
how

Carrie E.

now

on

ports.

New York. Feb. 15
Cld, sch. Puritan,
Sargent, Norfolk; lb, cld, sell. S. (1. Haskell,
Fernandina; 17. cui, sells Bailie 1'Uii, Pernambuco; (ieu. Adelbert tines, Fernandina;
Win. H. Sumner, Brunswick; Sarah 1>. J.
Rawson, Wilmington, N. C.; 18, ar, ship
John McDonald, Stover, Lliogo; bark Herbert Fuller, Nash, Cienluegos; sch. Warner
Moore, Crockett, harlestou, S C. ; 21, ar,
sch vEtua, Chipman, Mobile.
Boston, Feb. 15
Chi, sch. Leander V.
Beebe, Dauieis. Norfolk; 18, ar, sell Laura
T. Chester, Heal, Rockport, Me.; lb, ar, sell.
Nimbus, Bryant, Turks Island; 21, cld, sch.

passage of

children.... Mrs. Althea
the earliest ‘early chicktown....If you wish to see

Farm and Home,

Look, Hodgkins. Cieufueg

Ro -kland.

amerh an

holds

of

BELFAST.

Feb. IS
Sells. Fannie & Edith, Ryder,
Portland; V ruing Tell, Phinuey, Lsie au
Unlit; Carieton Hell, MeClintock, R<>ekport:
sloop Passport, Eaton, Deer lsie.

some

B-rry lias probably

or

___

KAiimn.

i:

WWW

s.

Sib. Psyche, fishing.
Sell**. Mazurka, Stinson, Boston:

Volant, Pendleton,

bad, and how much dirt

next

party

Tribune

A Kim l-.D.

Feb. is
•' eb. Hi

all the crossways and everything about
the road. A resident, of the district knows
more

OP

even

Those who pay the regular subscription price in advance
furnished FREE for one year with the New York Weeki

A few weeks ago, when the kilns were to be
set afire for the, spring work, the
employes in
Cobb sheds were asked to
accept a red uction
from fhe wages they had hitherto obtained.
The men were unwilling to do this and
were not asked to return to work, new men
being obtained at the lower figure for some
of th- kilns while others have not been kindied.
The quarry men, who go out, are not
the Cobh quarrymen alone, but those employed by the other manufacturers.

several districts, aud have to stand responsible. for the expenditure of the money, with
another set of bosses, with agents or surveyWhen it comes down to exors, is useless.

gives

happenings.

WWW

Rockland, Feb. 17. About 40 quarrymen
employed m the lime quarries hav unnoum
ed that they will not return to work.
They
have no grievance of their own, but the
strike is a sympathetic one, the
quarrymen
being iu sympathy with the kiln men of the
Cobb Time Company, who are out of work.

the

letters The Journal

local

Rockland.

Strike at

valuable feature of the paper.

week the fullest and best reports of

Hung

who

a

In addition to these

...

A

series of letters from

Ward, whose correspondence from Central

many years been

way
than

or tue past m less than hve
years. A
horse can be bought for less than a bicycle
now aud can be used all the
year against a
bicycle for a few months only. Now some
of the big towns might make tlie change to
road commas.oners and pay the added salaries aud make it appear to be a better way.
But to wing out little Prospect with the added officials, when the selectmen, the most
interested officials in the town, aud the ones

a

and South America and the West Indies has for

up-There will be a dance at Cunningfarmer to raise money easier
ham's hall, this, Thursday, evening
now.
All this talk about good roads, wide Mrs. Mae Edgecomb of Belfast
was the
tired carts hauling 2 1-2 ton loads, and spinguest of her brother, W. E. Damrn, last Sunning bicycles over these hilly roads by the day-No Grange last
Monday evening on
Bicycle League is useless talk. For on these account of the storm. .Miss Clara Knowlroads
in
the
Maine
hilly
bicycle will be a ton is sick with the measles.
for the

...

last week.

Mrs.

quarter. Mr. N. is deservedly popular and a
great favorite among his pupils.... Mrs.
Marie Goodhue entertained a
party of
friends last Saturday evening. Delicious
ice-cream, cake aud coffee were served, and
It was a late hour before the
company broke

fore is for the commissioner to appoint surveyors in the several districts as before and

new

will contain the first of

pretty cards. Little Harold Nickerson left
off at the head of his spelling class
twentyone times and was rewarded with a silver

in the night f it rains so long.
A road comquarterly meeting services here missioner chosen outside of the district is no
Sunday at 11 a. m. Quarterly Confer- match in economizing, with the small funds
ence will be held Saturday at 2
Au oleander plant, is specially
to
p. m., also a
expend in the several districts in
worthy of
notice from tlie beauty and
fragrance of its preaching service Saturday evening_Mrs. our little town. But the (JO candidates
many blossoms.... M. .7. Dow has lost the Margaret Woods has been quite ill the past are a myth in Prospect. For a little rural
Turk’s Head cactus which his mother, the month, but. seems to be slowly gaining now. town, without a place hardly worthy of the
Mr. Harley Phinuey is quite
late Elizabeth W. Dow, had
poorly_ name of a village in it, trying to ape the
kept for over
twenty years. It was so large that it tilled Miss Carrie aud Cassie Rogers, twin daugh- ways of a large town with villages seems to
ters of Mr. Henry Rogers, celebrated their be folly. Aud we have the Seth Low sentia wash tub and in the seasou had beautiful
blossoms-The town schools all closed eleventh birthday lately by entertaining a ments among the people so soon after the
El well

The Journal of March 3d,

past year and more, has returned to
Prospect.Mrs. A. J. Mudgett is visiting
friends in Belfast_Miss Mary F. Stevens,
an experienced teacher, closed a
very successful term of school in Pists. 1 and 12
last week....Mr. A. T. Nickerson closed a
twelve weeks term in Dist. No. 3, last Saturday. The pupils manifested unabated interest until the very last. The teacher
very
generously rewarded their industry by
giving fancy b iskets, china cups and saucers
to the girls and jack-knives and purses to
the boys. The little ones had some very

..

Ogier

can-

the

on

Miss

Warden is

for the

sub-

land

bridge stringers

Gracie Simmons goes to
Camden this week to visit her sister, Miss
Winnie Simmons.
.Miss Emma March is at
home, to remain awhile_Rev. John Howard of Washington continues bis meetings
here each evening this week
.Rev. W, W.
Morrill.

Lewis

for

guests of Mr. and Mrs. P. H.
Strout last Sunday-Joseph H. Brown, the
boy who has been with Mr. A. S. Nickerson
were

.,

plank

with eager

Mr.

»Fannie Brigham

wall-papers, curtains,etc. He has
some very pretty samples ami a large stock
to select from-Miss Kathie Nickerson,
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Harry
Applin, in Somerville. Mass., returned by
You can refer to me as having used Doan’s Kidney boat last Sunday... Mr. La Monte O’HanI’ilis with good results. I will always speak well ley returned from Halloweil last week_
of them am >ng my friends.”
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Sbute of Belfast
saw

N G., Ellen Conant,
Arnold;
20 or 40 years in
road disS. N. G., Vina Gushee; R. S. V. G., Mrs. i
trict, who perhaps may have been .1 surveyor
David Hall; L S., V. G., May Dunton; O.
20 times, is tin; om* to be elected.
Such resG
H. C. Pease; I. G., Alvin Perry_Pearl
idents are familiar with all the bad places,
Dauforth ami wife returned to Cast!ue ia t knowhow much
water comes down such a
♦veek.
.The readers of The Journal here !
gulch and such a ditch and such a crossway,
are much interested in Mrs. Ward’s
letters, and when such a
is old and
R. S.

LETTERS FROM CUBA

Mass., formerly of this place, which occurred Friday evening, Feb. 18tli-B. F. Foster and F. M. Poland and wife attended the
quarterly meeting at South Montville last
week....A. F. Raynes and wife returned
from North Vassalboro last Friday... .Mrs.
Charles McCorison went to Knox last week
to stop a few days with her brother, Geo.
Bailey, who is very low with consumption.
-Rev. S. C. Whitcomb of Bangor will
preach in the church here next Sunday
morning-Rev. T. R. Pentecost failed to
meet his appointment at the Vose schoolhouse last Sunday. Rev. J. Washburn was
present and conducted the meeting_Wayland A. Hall lost a nice cow iast week_
Mrs. Ellen Colby is in North Vassalboro
with her daughter-Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Colby of Citypoint are visiting relatives
here.

Ilf

Women of

experience in
ordering cof-

1

fee from their grocer
careful to specify

Chase & Sanborn’s
Seal Brand Coffee,

which

in

..

pound

and two-pound tin cans,

that satisfac-

knowing
accompaniesevery

tion

can.

Thousands of refined
people who know and
appreciate good coffee
endorse this famous
brand. The signature
and the seal of these
well-known importers
guarantee its excellence.
—I
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York, lumber,
H. Sumner, Brunswick to Elizabethport,
lumber, §4.50, and ties, 14 1-2 cents. Seh.
Maggie G. Hart, Fernatidiua to New York,
lumber, at or about §4 60 Sell. Carrie E.
Look, same. Sell L V. Beebe, Charleston
to Boston, ties, 15 cents; coal out for NorSell. Isaiah Hart, Baltimore
folk, 90 cents
j
to Key West, coal, p. t.
Sch. Mary F. Cor- I
son, Elizabethport to Portland, coal, 70 cents.
Sch. Star of the Sea, Baltimore to Dry Tortugas, coal, §1 25, and hack from Port Tampa, phosphate.
Ship Gov. Robie, (to arrive)
60,000 cases oil, New York to Hong Kong, 21
1 2 cents. Sch. Belle Wooster, New York to
Norfolk, fertilizer, 75 cents, thence to Savanilla, creosoteil ties, at or about §2,000. Sch.
I). H. Rivers, Philadelphia to Cienfuegos,
coal, §1.80. Sch. Jennie S. Butler, Baltimore
to Cienfuegos, coal, §1.90
Sell. Jennie F.
Wiley, San Bias Coast to New York, cocoanuts, at or about §1,500 aud port charges. !
Sch. Henry Crosby, New York to Savannah, j
salt, 85 cents,and back Union Island to New
Sch. Estelle, WilHaven, lumber, §4 75.
mington, N. C., to Salem, lumber, §8 87 1-2,
Bark Mannie Swan, New York to Montevideo, general cargo, p. t. Sell. Mary L.
Crosby, Brunswick to Boston, lumber, §4.75.

Barley,-|> bu,
Cheese, f lb.
Cbi« ken fc> II..

40g45iRouml Hog,
llmraw, p ton,

i>

4</»l
oo« 7 <
PI..
1 1 2 •/:

l'Ht 12 I ;rke\, f* It.
Calfskins,
14 « l*;j Veal. p lb.
Dnek, |ji lb.
15 WOol. ntiwaste d,
Eggs, (:> do/,.
Halo Wood, hard, A 50 « 5
Fowl, p lb.
Geese, p lb,
Elgin Wood, soft, A (K)«2
Retail Price.
Retail Market.

r>t»«.7r*|Tallow,

Beef,corned. p lb, 7aS
Butter salt, 14 lb hag, 18
45
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, pint, 45
Corn Meal. p bu,
45
14
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25
bad
Codtish, dry, p lb
Cranberries, p qt. Sab
Clover Seed, p lb. 1 1 a 12
Flour, p bbL 5 75a(> 25
H G.Seed, bu, l 75 a 2 (Hi
Sab
ard, p lb

At once,

more

2'
i"

Lime. p bhl,
b(>«l
Oat Meal. p lb.
4
Onions, p lb.
Oil, kerosene, gal, 10_a 1
4
lb,
Pollock,p
Pork, p lb,
1.12
Plaster, p bbl,
Rye Meal, p lb
Shorts, p cwt,
bo.gb'
f> 1-2u *'•
Sugar. p lb,
35
Salt, T. I.. p
Potatoes,
Wheat Meal,
AaA

Sweet

1

2

girls at

THOMPSON & FOSTER’S,
54 Church St. Belfast, Me

:

